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This ethnography studies workplace Rotating Savings and Credit Associations
(ROSCAs), which are associations of participants who agree to make regular
contributions to a fund that participants then distribute, in whole or in part, to each
contributor in rotation. Workplace ROSCAs are a departure from traditional immigrant
community and kinship-based models. This study explores how workplace ROSCAs,
which receive little mention in the financial inclusion literature, are similar to and
different from traditional ROSCAs; how participants interact with other parts of the
consumer financial services industry; and who uses workplace ROSCAs to build assets.
Five themes emerged related to workplace ROSCA users, uses, benefits,
differences, and participants. Seven findings derived from the themes. First, workplace
ROSCAs are more widely used and established than indicated in the literature. Second,
immigrants brought both workplace and traditional ROSCAs to the United States after
their successful use in their country of origin. Third, workplace ROSCA users are diverse
and have established credit. This finding contradicts the three established assumptions in
the literature (that the poor, women, and the credit constrained are the predominant
ROSCA users). Fourth, workplace and traditional ROSCAs are used for similar purposes,
predominately asset building. Fifth, workplace ROSCA users want their short-term
savings to be out of reach and shielded from both temptations and kinship networks. Sixth,
participants perceived workplace ROSCAs as tools for financial security that are slightly
less risky and dependent on trust than traditional ROSCAs. Seventh, workplace ROSCA
users view themselves as fully banked, while policy makers classify them as underbanked.
This research provides insight into workplace ROSCAs and recommends policy
recognition of this established alternative savings product and asset-building tool.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This ethnography studies workplace rotating savings and credit associations
(ROSCAs), a financial practice of pooling savings and credit based on an individual’s
social connections. Workplace ROSCAs are a departure from more traditional immigrant
community and kinship-based models. This study explores how workplace ROSCAs,
which receive little mention in the financial inclusion literature, are similar and different
from community or kinship-based ROSCAs; how participants interact with other
components of the consumer financial services industry; and whether a wider range than
expected of lower and middle-income participants use workplace ROSCAs to build
assets.
Ardener (1964) defined ROSCAs as “associations formed upon a core of
participants who agree to make regular contributions to a fund which is given, in whole
or in part, to each contributor in rotation” (p. 201). ROSCAs are prevalent in both
developing and developed economies around the world. A typical ROSCA works in the
following manner. A group of individuals come together on a regular basis (usually once
a month or week) and contribute a fixed amount of money, decided either mutually or by
the leader of the ROSCA, into a pot every time they meet. At the end of each gathering,
one member of the group receives the pot, either randomly or by bidding. This process
continues until every member has received the pot once. Then, the group decides whether
to continue for another round, allowing everyone to receive the pot again, or to
discontinue.
Predominantly, research on ROSCAs focuses on their origin and continued
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existence in many areas of the developing world; little research exists in the financial
services literature related to ROSCAs as a substitute banking and savings tool. There is
particularly little literature on the often hidden use of pooled savings in the United States,
although it is estimated that 6% of Americans over the age of 16 use an alternative or
informal method of savings (Demirguc-Kunt & Klapper, 2012). In addition, the limited
U.S.-based ROSCA literature appears to exclusively focus on religious, ethnic, or
immigrant-based ROSCAs. I have conducted, therefore, what appears to be the first
research exploring workplace ROSCAs in the United States.
In response to this void in the literature, this research explores how workplace
ROSCAs are similar to and different from traditional ROSCAs, how participants interact
with other components of the consumer financial services industry, and whether and how
participants use these ROSCAs to build assets and secure middle class status.
In addition, this research builds on the seminal work of Bonnett (1981), who
argued that:
these associations are used by immigrants as a generational adaptive mechanism
to cope with the urban complexities of New York … their use is important among
first-generation immigrants but less so among the second generation … and there
is an overlap in the use between rotating credit associations and the larger banking
and credit systems. (p. 347)
Unlike Bonnett, who researched the organizers and participants of various kin and
community-based ROSCAs in Brooklyn, I explore workplace ROSCAs, and their
organizers and participants to address similar research questions.
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Background
Workplace ROSCAs are a departure from the traditional immigrant-communitybased and kinship-based models. There are two differences between the workplace
ROSCA model and the traditional models. First, the common denominator in the
workplace model is the place of employment, rather than an ethnicity, church,
community, or kinship network. Second, participants contribute payments (commonly
called a throw or hand) in workforce-based ROSCAs on a common payday. These two
differences may be important if they translate into lower financial risk and result in a
different and more diverse pool of participants engaged in the workplace model.
This study focuses on consumers’ perceptions of the banking patterns ROSCA
participants use to save and secure needed credit. Policymakers and the financial industry
tend to view consumers’ banking patterns as either “fully-banked (consumers using only
formal ‘main street’ regulated financial services), underbanked (consumers using a
mixture of formal, alternative and informal financial services), or unbanked (consumers
using only alternative and/or informal financial services)” (FDIC, 2014, p. 41). Some
scholars (e.g., Servon, 2013) categorize consumer banking products, services and
institutions as formal, informal, or alternative. Formal banking is the established,
traditional banking sector, comprising investment, commercial, and savings institutions
that are subject to traditional governmental bank regulation. Informal or shadow banking
includes all entities outside the regulated banking system that perform the core banking
functions, such as credit intermediation (that is, take money from savers and lend it to
borrowers) (Financial Stability Board, 2013), but are not subject to traditional bank
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regulations, or able to borrow in an emergency from the Federal Reserve, and do not have
traditional depositors whose funds are covered by insurance (Kodres, 2013). Under this
definition, informal or shadow banks include check-cashing centers, payday lenders,
broker-dealers, finance companies, ROSCAs, and informal financial institutions (IFIs).
The established view of policymakers is that the unbanked and underbanked tend
to be poor and working-class customers who choose to stay away from formal banking
options because they lack the financial resources to maintain a bank account or
knowledge of how the banking systems works. This view, however, overlooks an
alternative reality, especially when applied to workforce ROSCA users. Figure 1
illustrates how policymakers view the consumer financial sectors.

Figure 1. Policymakers’ Current Perspective of Consumer Financial Sectors.
The goal of this research is to explore how workplace ROSCAs exist in the
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informal sector, to what extent they are structured, and to what extent users view them as
an effective way to build assets. I hypothesize that ROSCA participants are fully-banked,
despite using informal financial services and in contrast to the traditional policymaker
view that ROSCA participants are underbanked. In so doing, a wide range of lower and
middle-income ROSCA participants use this tool to build assets and achieve or maintain
middle-class status.
Research Goal and Importance
This research is important for four reasons. First, although almost one-third of the
adult U.S. population is using some form of informal or alternative financial services
(Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation [FDIC], 2014; OIG, USPS, 2014), policymakers
know little about why, are surprised by this statistic, and often view informal financial
services in a negative light. Policymakers have not considered the possibility of a market
failure to provide a vehicle designed to deal with money in the way that growing numbers
of people desire. In response to this possible market failure, many immigrants use
informal kin savings networks, which have now migrated into workplaces.
Second, a reconsideration of the established definitions of fully banked,
unbanked, and underbanked, when applied to workplace ROSCA participants’ banking
status and saving choices, may contribute to policy makers’ understanding of how
ROSCA participants save and the interconnection between these categories.
Third, the informal banking sector is attracting the interest of the formal sector,
which seeks to gain a piece of the unbanked and underbanked market share (FDIC, 2009,
2011, and 2013; FRB of San Francisco & CFED, 2015). The existence of the informal
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sector also challenges assumptions about people’s financial choices and preferences
around whether and in what ways they bank. This study may reveal a preference for using
informal financial services rather than products of the formal sector that could be more
expensive. This research provides insight into how and why wider ranges than expected
of consumers push beyond the available traditional financial services and prefer to use
alternative mechanisms to accomplish their saving goals. It seeks to determine whether
ROSCA users come from, not just low income, but also middle and upper-middle income
populations.1
Fourth, other than the work of Bonnett (1981), Light (1972), Oh (2007) and
Vélez-Ibáñez (2010); little previous work exists about traditional and workplace ROCSA
participants’ characteristics, financial abilities, and saving usages in the United States.
With increased knowledge, policymakers may be able to harness traditional and
workplace ROSCA strategies to support asset building.
In short, this dissertation is timely because of increasing public policy focusing on
financial inclusion by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, FDIC, and CFED to
name a few. This research investigates workplace ROSCAs in the context of financial
inclusion to explore a saving and asset-building reality operating below the radar screen,
which may expand the narrative about how and why ROSCA participants save, and how
and why some members of the low and middle-income save. It introduces the possibility

1

According to the Pew Research Center (2015) middle-income households are defined as those with an
income that is 67% to 200% (two-thirds to double) of the overall median household income, after incomes
have been adjusted for household size. Lower-income household have incomes less than 67% of the
median, and upper-income household have incomes that are more than double the median. For a threeperson household in 2014 the middle-income range was about $42,000 to $126,000 annually.
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that the middle and upper-income, in addition to low-income, uses workplace ROSCAs to
achieve their desired form of financial inclusion. I suggest that financial inclusion in the
U.S. involves three distinctly different but overlapping financial sectors (formal,
informal, and alternative); challenging policymakers’ more restrictive perspective of only
two financial sectors (formal and alternative/informal). This policy focus on financial
inclusion exists while the middle class is losing ground, and no longer representing the
majority of American household (Pew Research Center, 2015).
I also investigate a workplace ROSCA model that represents a departure from the
more traditional kinship and community-based models. This study reveals evidence that
workplace ROSCAs are commonly a complement to and substitution for formal savings
and money-market accounts, rather than mutually exclusive to them.
Research Setting
This ethnography takes place in a densely populated urban setting that provides
many financial services options, including a plethora of formal banks and credit unions,
mixed with some check cashing and pawn shops. Nevertheless, the U.S. County in which
the study is set has the second highest concentration of unbanked and underbanked
households in the country (Center for Economic Development [CFED], 2011).2
Participants were drawn from an urban commuter college in Bronx County with staff,
faculty, and students who are ethnically and economically similar to the surrounding
community, and less representative of the general population.3 This place is home to two
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According to the CFED (2011), Bronx County, NY, has 20.8% unbanked households and 27.2% underbanked.
According to the US Census in 2014 the race and Hispanic origin makeup of the Bronx County in New York was 10% White, 43%
Black, 54% Hispanic or Latino, and 4% Asian; compared to a national distribution of 62% White, 13% Black, 17% Hispanic or
Latino, 5% Asian, and 3% other.
3
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currently operating and two prior workplace ROSCAs with more than 30 years of history.
Staff and faculty, representing many levels of the organization, use these workplace
ROSCAs; some have outside relationships with other established ROSCAs. Since all
employees use direct deposit to receive their pay, all ROSCA participants must also have
traditional bank accounts. It is thus a place where the lines between formal, informal, and
alternative banking are blurred.
This ethnography consists of an internal, in-depth study of workplace ROSCAs
operating at or linked to an urban commuter college in the United States. I study the
different workplace ROSCA models (two current and two prior) connected to this place,
as well as participants’ characteristics, financial abilities, and uses of their ROSCA
saving. (Chapter 2 contains a detailed description of ROSCA models.) The four ROSCAs
are grouped by type, with emphasis on the two currently operating workplace ROSCAs.
Some participants from the two prior ROSCAs were included as well. Although both
groups are equally demographically diverse, the one that has existed for almost 30 years
has participants that represent every employment level of the organization. In contrast, in
the second recently established ROSCA, all the participants are professors. Additionally,
some participants of these four workplace ROSCAs are also participants of other
immigrant and kin ROSCAs; these participants provided an opportunity to explore, in
less depth, more traditional ROSCA models. I chose to use an ethnography to investigate
the variation in workplace ROSCA models and their difference from immigrant-based
ROSCAs. Because all ROSCAs under study are associated with one place, I was able to
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investigate the importance of trust and familiarity that previous researchers have noted
(Ardener & Burman, 1995; Purcell, 2000; Stoffle, 2000).
Role of the Researcher
I first learned about workplace ROSCAs when a maintenance worker asked to
secure a large sum of cash in my locked desk drawer on our payday. This led to the
coworker sharing their more than 30 years of experience with both traditional ROSCAs
and workplace ROSCAs. This same coworker then put their personal reputation at risk by
vouching that my character warranted entrance into the well-established workplace
ROSCA. Their referral enabled me to research the workplace ROSCA as a known
informant and participant. I then read the literature (Ardener, 1964; Ardener & Burman,
1995; Kurtz, 1973; Besley, Coate, & Loury, 1990, 1994; Besley & Loury, 1994; Bonnett,
1976, 1981; Bouman, 1995; Calomiris & Rajaraman, 1998; Chiteji & Hamilton, 1998;
Handa & Kirton, 1999; Hevener, 2006; Oh, 2007; Light, 1972; Millman, 1997; Oh, 2007;
Stoffle, 2001, 2005; Tufano & Schneider, 2008, Wu, 1974) and could not find any
reference to workplace ROSCAs except for Vélez-Ibáñez, 2010. My initial investigation
revealed that these workplace ROSCAs are different because of the ethnic, gender,
income, and socioeconomic diversity of the participants, yet similar to immigrantcommunity-based ROSCAs located at healthcare, corrections, law enforcement, and
manufacturing sites with large populations of immigrant employees.
Through this research, I uncovered a history of workplace ROSCA activity that is
mostly absent from the literature and that appears to contradict many assumptions about
ROSCAs (Ardener, 1964; Ardener & Burman, 1995; Calomiris & Rajaraman, 1998;
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Kurtz, 1973; Wu, 1974). My position as a participant of the ROSCA provided a unique
opportunity to conduct research to examine whether three assumptions found in the
traditional ROSCA literature hold true when applied to workplace ROSCAs. The three
assumptions found in the literature all relate to the predominant users of ROSCAs;
researchers assume that these users are poor (Ardener, 1964; Ardener & Burman, 1995;
Besley et al., 1992; Bonnett, 1981; Calomiris & Rajaraman, 1998; Kurtz, 1973; Light,
1972; Wu, 1974), credit constrained (Ardener, 1964; Hevener, 2006; Light, 1972) and
women (Ardener, 1964; Ardener & Burman, 1995). My research also challenges
established assumptions about the separation between formal and informal banking and
saving choices and investigates an alternative, blurred model. Immigrants who use this
alternative model demonstrate overlap and movement between and within banking
choices (Servon, 2013).
Research Questions
This research focuses on the following main research question:
How are workplace ROSCAs different from or an adaption of more traditional,
community-based ROSCAs regarding the characteristics of the participants and the
participants’ objectives and asset-building capabilities?
It also seeks to answer the following supportive questions:
Who uses workplace ROSCAs; how does their usage and the importance of trust vary by
generation since migration; and are they, as international ROSCA literature assumes,
predominantly poor credit constrained, and women?
Could ROSCAs shield individuals in kinship networks by allowing them to build savings
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that are out of reach of kinship demands?
Can workplace ROSCAs increase contributors’ financial security?
Why are people using workplace ROSCAs? What are they saving for?
How are participants using other financial services, whether mainstream, alternative, or
informal?
How are workplace ROSCAs a complement or substitute to other financial services?
What advantages and disadvantages does the workplace offer as a site for ROSCAs?
Summary
This research is important and timely because increasing public policy focusing
on financial inclusion does not include workplace ROSCAs. Findings from this
workplace ROSCAs research sheds light on a saving and asset-building reality operating
below the radar screen, which may expand the narrative about how and why ROSCA
participants save, and how and why some members of the lower and middle-income save.
It introduces the possibility that the middle and upper-income, in addition to the lowerincome, uses workplace ROSCAs to achieve their desired form of financial inclusion that
may differ from the view of policy makers. This research suggests that financial inclusion
in the U.S. involves three distinctly different but overlapping financial sectors (formal,
informal, and alternative); challenging policymakers’ more restrictive perspective of only
two financial sectors (formal and alternative/informal).
This research helps to explain why ROSCAs continue to operate in the U.S. and
why a workplace adaptive model exists more extensively than predicted. According to
the literature, ROSCAs are a proven method of compulsory savings that derive from
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cultural traditions and are personal, familiar, and voluntary. Some have hypothesized that
ROSCAs continue to exist among immigrant groups because there is a tendency among
some immigrant groups to resist cultural homogenization and integration into the global
society (e.g., Stoffle, 2000). Such groups may, rather, gravitate toward familiar cultural
associations as a means of adjusting to and even resisting pressures to assimilate. This
gravitation to the familiar may encourage immigrants to bring ROSCAs into workplaces
that employ concentrations of immigrants, resulting in an adaption of the community and
kinship-based ROSCA models. Bonnett (1972 & 1981) found that both immigrants and
nonimmigrants use ROSCAs; the existence of workplace ROSCAs may strengthen this
trend. Since nonimmigrant usage contradicts early ROSCA literature (Frazier, 1957;
Light, 1972; Light & Bonacich, 1988; Millman, 1997; and Oh, 2007), study of this
adaption contributes to an expanded understanding of the phenomenon of ROSCAs.
This research tests the hypothesis that banking decision making for ROSCA users
is not as simple and absolute as policymakers have traditionally supposed. Consumers do
not consciously view informal saving methods as complements or substitutes to formal
banking. Rather, workplace ROSCA users blend formal, alternative, and informal
methods seamlessly, without any consideration for how others view their saving choices.
Figure 2 illustrates my perspective on this blending and the possible financial dualism
that exists because of interrelationships of the formal, informal, and alternative financial
sectors. According to Chiteji (2002), financial dualism is the coexistence of an informal
and formal financial sector in developing countries or the possibility of financial market
diversification. In such a situation, an economy has different institutions offering
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different financial contracts suited to the needs of different borrowers.
From my perspective, financial dualism exists for more than those with lowincomes at the intersections located at the overlapping of the three financial sectors (as in
Figure 2 that follows). At such a juncture, blurring of the financial sectors is possible,
enabling a redefinition of formal and informal banking choices and a reconsideration of
existing. The result could be the emergence of a new model of financial inclusion
operating in the U.S. that is important because it better reflects the consumers’
unconscious blending of formal, alternative and informal savings methods rather than
policymakers viewing informal saving methods as a complement or substitute to formal
banking. This new model of financial inclusion may prove to be a method that enables
some with lower and middle-incomes to acquire assets that translate into middle-class
status.
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Figure 2. Financial Sectors, Banking Categorization, and Product Allocation.
The remainder of this dissertation contains four chapters. The second chapter
contains my literature review and theoretical framework. The third chapter offers my
methodology. The fourth chapter presents my results. The fifth chapter includes my
implications, policy recommendations, and conclusions. Following these five chapters are
the exhibits, list of key terms, and list of symbols.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter contains a review of existing literature related to traditional
community and kinship-based ROSCAs. The goal of this chapter is to explain what we
know about the international and U.S. contexts. This review starts by presenting the
primary purposes of ROSCAs: individual planned goal-directed savings (Myrdal, 1956)
and domestic capital or asset accumulation (in the absence of the effective efforts to raise
the level of domestic saving) (Geertz, 1962). The two most common ROSCA operation
models are random and bidding. However, workforce-based ROSCAs tend to use a
variation on a third, less recognized, kinship seniority model that I refer to as an
organizer’s decision operating model.
Since the majority of existing research has focused on the international context,
leaving a dearth of research on U.S. ROSCAs, the next section presents a review of
ROSCA traditions outside the United States, which date as early as the 1800s (Smith,
1988). My review of ROSCAs highlights their history and the different nomenclature that
is found in the nearly 100 countries where they exist. The review highlights that,
internationally, ROSCAs have two essential elements, rotation and regularity, and that,
in the United States, informality is a third essential element. This review continues with a
discussion of what we know about the use of ROSCAs in the United States. This
discussion includes a name change, in the 1960s, from rotating credit associations
(RCAs) to ROSCAs and the recognition by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac of a banking
connection, leading to the development of underwriting guidelines for using pooled
savings towards housing down payments. My review of the U.S. ROSCA landscape
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continues with a discussion of the seminal study of Bonnett (1981), which focus on the
institutional adaptation of West Indian immigrants to America through ROSCA use. I
also review the important work focused on U.S. ROSCAs of Light (1972), who studied
ROSCAs as an ethnic enterprise among Chinese, Japanese, and Blacks in America;
Millman (1995 & 1997) study of ROSCAs operating in Brownsville, Brooklyn; and Oh
(2007) who studied Korean-Owned Nail Salon Workers’ Rotating Credit Associations
(KNRCA).
This section of this review concludes with an overview of three assumptions
related to community and kinship-based ROSCAs (that their users are predominantly
poor, women, and credit constrained). It is important to establish clarity related to these
three assumptions so that they can serve as one benchmark to measure how U.S.
workplace ROSCAs are similar to and different from more traditional models.
Since workplace ROSCAs are savings and asset accumulation tools, I review the
banked and unbanked practices in the United States, along with the income-versus-asset
policy preferences and paradigm shifts in U.S. public policy. This review suggests
resistance to asset-building strategies that might serve as better mechanisms to achieve
increased wealth accumulation among the lower and middle-income. ROSCAs, as an
asset-building strategy, are beginning to attract the attention of policymakers who look at
pooled savings as a wealth-generating tool (Fannie Mae, 2013; Khan, Badiha and
Lightfoot, 2012; Reyes, Lopez, Phillips and Schroeder, 2013).
After completing this review of the literature, I describe the theoretical framework
for this study, identifying the key theories associated with this dissertation research,
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offering a critique of some, and building further on others to support the research
questions. The theoretical framework contains four major sections: (1) a theory of why
ROSCAs exist; (2) the social structure and social capital theory to explain why
immigrants save using ROSCAs; (3) the behavioral life-cycle hypothesis and the
institutional theory of asset accumulation and social network analysis, which explain
immigrants’ savings and financial services decision-making patterns; and (4) the limits of
using rational choice theory (RCT) to explain immigrants’ savings and ROSCA decisionmaking. I also present an overview of the gaps in these theories.
ROSCA Definition, Characteristics, and Operating Models
ROSCAs are “associations formed by a core of participants who agree to make
regular contributions to a fund which is given in whole, or in part, to each contributor in
rotation” (Ardener, 1953, p. 128). According to the early literature, a ROSCA is an
intermediate institution that fits into community patterns, serving the purpose of
promoting individual savings and aiming at encouraging “planned and goal-directed
savings” (Myrdal, 1956, p. 273). An early reoccurring theme in the literature is that
ROSCAs contribute to a “fundamental change on the part of people of underdeveloped
nations in their attitudes toward saving,” which leads to increased levels of domestic
savings (Geertz, 1962, p. 241). Echoing Rao’s phrase that “capital is made at home”
(cited in Myrdal, 1956, p. 276), rotating credit associations4 (the precursor of ROSCAs)
are viewed as home-grown vehicles for bringing about domestic capital accumulation.
Further, ROSCAs are “a needed institution which can combine local popular appeal with
4

According to Geertz (1962) many terms are used in the literature for rotating credit associations: contribution clubs, slates, mutual
lending societies, pooling clubs, thrift groups, and friendly societies.
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the sort of savings effects a developing economy demands” (Geertz, 1962, p. 242).
Within the international context, ROSCAs have two essential elements that
differentiate them from a wide range of mutual benefit clubs and cooperative
undertakings: rotation and regularity (Ardener, 1964, p.201). Additionally, within the
U.S. context, this research will consider informality as a potential third element, since
U.S. ROSCAs operate in the informal banking sector; that is, they are unregulated and
considered less structured.
There are two common forms of ROSCAs, which differ in their process of
allocation of funds. In a random ROSCA, members commit to putting a fixed sum of
money into a pot for each period over the term of the ROSCA. Members draw lots to
randomly allocate the pot to one of the members. In the next period, the process repeats
itself, except that the previous winner may not draw for the pot. The process continues,
with every past winner excluded, until each member of the ROSCAs has received the pot
once. At this point, the members may either disband the ROSCA or begin it over again.
ROSCAs may also allocate the pot using a bidding procedure. This form is referred to as
a bidding ROSCA. The individual who receives the pot does so by bidding the most in the
form of a pledge of higher future contributions to the ROSCA or one-time side payments
to other ROSCA members. Under a bidding ROSCA, individuals may still only receive
the pot once; the bidding process merely establishes priority (Besley et al., 1990).
In addition, ROSCAs sometimes allocate based on need or other known criteria
such as age or kinship seniority (Ardener, 1964). At first glance, ROSCAs appear to be
an equitable mechanism for savings. However, upon closer examination, the advantages
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to all members are not equal, since the first member to receive the fund becomes a debtor
to all the other members and remains one until the last contribution. Similarly, the last
member to receive it becomes a creditor to all the other members throughout; others
move in turn from being creditors to debtors (Ardener, 1964).
ROSCAs outside the United States
The name Rotating Credit Associations (RCA) 5 was modified to Rotating
Savings and Credit Association or ROSCA around 2000, even though there is actually no
operational or structural difference. This name change to ROSCA better reflects that it is
a savings and credit cooperative association than the name RCA that fails to identify the
compulsory saving component of the association (Stoffle, 2001). Throughout this study
the acronym ROSCA instead of RCA is used, except when a direct quote uses the name
or acronym.
ROSCA is a worldwide phenomenon that exists in urban and rural areas of Asia,
Africa, and the West Indies that is referred to by more than one hundred different names.
There exists extensive documentation of the evolution of attitudes toward saving among
people of developing nations (Geertz, 1962). Such ROSCAs vary with respect to size,
membership criteria, type of funds, sanctions imposed on members, and indigenous
names. According to Bonnett (1972, p. 15), migration resulted in a process of cultural
diffusion, leading these associations to be transplanted to more developed countries,
including the United States and United Kingdom. However, those operating in
developing countries are non-Western cooperative financial institutions that have served
Rotating Credit Associations (RCAs) were defined by Ardener (1952) as “associations formed by a core of participants who agree to
make regular contributions to a fund which is given in whole, or in part, to each contributor in rotation.”
5
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the functions of Western banks by assisting in small-scale capital formation (Bouman,
1977; Geertz, 1962).6
The terminology for ROSCAs and accumulating saving and credit associations
(ASCRAs)7 varies. In Africa, they are called ‘esusu’ or ‘dashi’; for Trinidadians they are
‘susus’ or ‘sousou’; for Haitians ‘mens’, Guyanans call them ‘boxes’; Jamaicans save in
‘partners’; Dominicans have ‘sams’ or ‘sociadedes’; for Cantonese, they are ‘hui’; in
Japan they are called ‘ko’, ‘tanomoshi’, or ‘mujin’; and in Eastern Java, ‘arisan’ (literally
meaning ‘cooperative endeavor’ or ‘mutual help’). The participants in this study refer to
their workplace ROSCAs as partners, susu, sociades, or boxes.
The extensive diverse tradition of informal financial cooperatives or ROSCAs that
originated and exist in the non-Western world is well-established. The literature
documents that various ethnic groups view ROSCAs as practical economic traditions that
functioning cultures use to finance small business enterprises and accumulate wealth.
This literature (Ardener, 1964; Hevener, 2006; Low, 1995) documents ROSCAs
operating for centuries, in almost 100 countries, using a wide variety of names.
According to Bascom (1952), RCAs are “ancient institutions among the Yoruba that
certainly existed in 1843” (p. 63). See Table 1.1 in the Appendix for the names used for
ROSCAs.
Most of the ROSCA literature emphasizes ROSCA operations or informal finance

6

According to Firth and Yamey (1964), extensive historical accounts suggest connections between Trinidad, Sierra Leone, and
Yoruba countries through the various forms of the term asusu; there is general agreement that Yoruba slaves took the system to the
West Indies. The Egba Yoruba people had a rotating system in Nigeria in 1843 and in Sierra Leone in 1852 or 1865. The Egba Yoruba
returning to Sierra Leone around 1839 brought the custom from their country, since thrift clubs existed in Sierra Leone as early as
1794.
7
ASCRAs or ASCASs are close cousins to ROSCAs. Participants pool savings in a fund used to provide loans. At the end of a cycle,
participants share all money, including interest repaid to the fund, among themselves.
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in individual countries. Some focus on effects that ROSCAs have on the time that it takes
for an individual to obtain their drawer (Callier, 1991; Besley and Loury, 1993). The
exception is Chiteji (2002) that explores ROSCAs’ ability to enforce its terms of
membership and the implications that this has for their existence in an economy.
Chiteji (2002) discussed the connection between ROSCAs and banking:
“ROSCAs [are] required to solve an optimization problem for the entrepreneur” and
provide
a potential solution to this intertemporal allocation problem because it provides a
means for entrepreneurs to put their separate funds into one pot … and to
mobilize sufficient funds to allow one member to purchase the indivisible good at
every date that the ROSCA meets as a result. (p. 394)
Further, Chiteji (2002) suggested that the monitoring costs of the formal banking
sector contribute to the existence of ROSCAs; the greater a banking sector’s monitoring
costs, the more entrepreneurs who are excluded and left to seek out ROSCA financing. If
the banking sector reduced its monitoring costs, one would expect ROSCA activities to
decline as a result (Chiteji, 2002, p. 406).
The non-Western world acknowledges ROSCAs as an asset-building strategy,
whereas, in the United States, scholars focus on asset-building solutions within the formal
financial sector, giving little consideration to the informal financial sector. Therefore,
next I will review the limited literature related to ROSCA use in the United States, the
change in terminology from RCA to ROSCA; and Fannie Mae’s and Freddie Mac’s
efforts to formalize their existence in policy and underwriting guidelines.
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ROSCAs in the United States
The majority of ROSCA research focuses on their extensive tradition and use in
developing countries. Conversely, a dearth of literature exists on their history and use in
the United States.
Historical research on informal finance mostly focuses on different aspects of
ROSCAs’ operations in developing countries. This literature includes the effect that
ROSCAs have on the time that it takes an individual to obtain financing (Besley et al.,
1994; Callier, 1991); ROSCAs’ role in solving intertemporal allocation problems and in
facilitating the acquisition of durable goods (Besley & Loury, 1994; Levenson & Besley,
1996); the relative merits of different mechanisms for distributing ROSCA funds (Besley
& Loury, 1994; Kovsted & Lyk-Jensen, 1999); the potential for risk sharing in ROSCAs
(Besley, 1995; Calomiris & Rajaraman, 1998); and the way the ROSCA allocation
compares to that produced by banks or informal credit markets (Besley & Loury, 1994;
Van den Brink & Chavas, 1997).
Anthropologists’ interest in the traditions of informal financial cooperatives
operating in many areas of the non-Western is established8 in regard to the ways that
ROSCAs are organized and utilized. However, less work has been devoted to
understanding their economic performance and influence on savings and wealth
accumulation in the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States9 or their structure,

8

Included are: Wang (1921) in China, Notteboom (1948), Geetz (1962), Ardener (1964), Bouman (1979), Begashaw (1978) in Ethiopia,
Miracle et al. (1980), Dhonte (1988) in Cameroon, Chimedza (1989) in Zimabwe, Adams et al. (1989) in Bolivia, Graham et al. (1989)
in Niger, Shieder (1989) and Ndjeunga (1989) in Cameroon, Dromain (1990) in Senegal, TinguiriLiman (1990) in Niger, Soedjede
(1990) in Togo, Afeikhena (1991) Nigerian, Smets (2000) in India, Anderson (2008) in Kenya, and El-Gamal et al. (2012) in Egypt..
9
Kurtz (1963) described the cundina among Mexican Americans in San Ysidro, California; Kurtz (1973) reported cases of rotating
credit associations among American Negros and Bahamian communities in Florida, as well as Jamaican contract laborers in northern
and western states of America; Bonnett’s (1976) examined an indigenous banking system in Brooklyn, NY.
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the intent of participation, the use of the savings, and the ROSCA location. In early
sociological literature, scholars equated these associations with voluntary associations
and mutual aid societies that exist among Jews, African Americans, Japanese, and other
immigrants in urban society in the industrialized, modern world.
Chronologically, my review of the ROSCA literature finds the following seminal
studies that focus on U.S. ROSCAs and are relevant to my workplace ROSCA study. The
first is Light’s (1972) study of RCA use among Chinese, Japanese, and African American
ethnic enterprise efforts in the United States. The second is Bonnett’s (1981) seminal
study, which analyzed RCAs used by West Indian immigrants in Brooklyn, New York.
The third is Light and Bonacich (1988) and Light and Deng (1995) studies on the use of
ROSCAs (called Kye) by Korean immigrant merchants in Los Angeles, California. The
fourth is Joel Millman (1997) study on how immigrants adjust economically in America.
Fifth is Joong-Hwan Oh (2007) whose research focuses on the use of RCA by Korean
immigrant nail salon workers in the New York- New Jersey areas. Sixth is the research of
Carlos G. Vélez-Ibáñez on the transborder construct of confianza (mutual trust) of
Mexican American ROSCAs.
Light’s (1972) research provides a valuable historical analysis of RCAs’ existence
in the United States and its relevance as “practical economic traditions that are a part of
functioning culture” (p. 22). Lights reference to RCAs focuses on the relevance of
cultural traditions to the capitalization of small business enterprises by immigrants.
According to Light, immigrants to the United States from southern China and Japan as
well as West Africa and West Indies brought their tradition of RCAs with them and
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employed it as their principal device for capitalizing small businesses (p. 23). However,
Light suggested that American-born Africans did not maintain a similar tradition.
Bonnett (1981) revealed the importance of RCAs in the United States as
“structural shields” enabling immigrants to cope with the complexity of urban life
(Bonnett, 1981, p. xiii) and as a means of saving for a major events or purchases or smallscale capital formation. In this study of U.S. ROSCAs, Bonnett described ROSCAs as
functional and instrumental institutions serving socioeconomic functions among Black
immigrant communities. According to Bonnett, RCAs have been used by black
immigrants in New York City for at least 50 years. He finds that, “native black and white
Americans have participated in these associations” (p. 347). Bonnett also described their
efforts to institutionalize these associations into their informal banking system and their
use by West Indian immigrants to validate their middle-class aspirations. Bonnett also
mentions ROSCAs asset-building importance by stating, “Immigrants use the (RCA)
funds as a form of microlending, investing an almost religious devotion to capitalizing
their businesses, engaging in the accumulation of housing wealth” (1999, p.474).
Light and Bonacich (1988), Light and Deng (1995) and Yoon (1997) study the
role of Korean rotating credit associations (KRCAs) in Korean immigrant merchants
entrepreneurial success. According to these studies, RCAs are one of Korean immigrants’
pre-migratory cultural practices contingent on ethnic social networks. Scholars posit that
Korean immigrant entrepreneurial success in small businesses is because of Korean
cultural, class, and ethnic characteristics, including strong work ethic, frugality, higher
levels of education, availability of capital, and family and ethnic ties (Kim and Hurh,
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1985; Light and Bonacich, 1988; Abelmann and Lie, 1993; Min, 1995; Yoon, 1997).
Another convincing argument is that Korean immigrants' entrepreneurial success in small
businesses is closely related to the role of RCAs in promoting the accumulation of capital
used to establish and operate small businesses (Light, 1972; Kim and Hurh, 1985; Light
and Bonacich, 1988).
The fourth study by Joel Millman (1997) describes how immigrants adjust
economically in America. In this study Millman provides references that support
Bonnett’s earlier findings of ROSCA usage in the Caribbean enclave of Brownville,
Brooklyn and the North Bronx, New York to accumulate needed down payments to
purchase a house and/or start businesses (Millman, 1997, p. 92-97)
Fifth, Joong-Hwan Oh (2007) researches the use of RCA by Korean immigrant
nail salon workers in the New York- New Jersey areas, to determine whether Korean
immigrant workers, like immigrant merchants mobilize RCAs to save money and build
capital. This study offers further support of ROSCAs embeddedness or the value of social
capital, in which social relations or social networks influence economic behavior or
institutions (Granovetter, 1985; Coleman, 1988; Light, Kwuon, and Zhong, 1990; Portes
and Sensenbrenner, 1993). The key argument of Oh (2007) is that, “participation in
RCAs is conditioned by close social relations and their accompanying social trust that
leads to the mobilization of capital among participating members … and that embedded
networks and related mutual trust have any connection to the suppression of RCA
members' latent malfeasance’ (p.625). In this study, Oh (2007) distinguishes between two
types of Korean RCAs (KRCA): “Money RCAs” that are informal institutions that
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operate for capital mobilization and allocation, that distributes the lump sum of money by
lottery, bidding, or the organizer’s decision; and “Friendship RCAs” primarily aimed at
maintaining emotional bonds with close friends and offering financial support in times of
need, and the order of the lump sum distributions are considered secondary with
consideration primarily based on the members’ immediate financial burden (Oh, 2007, p.
626). This distinction is important because based on these definitions, workplace
ROSCAs are closely aligned to money RCAs that use an organizer’s decision distribution
model.
Sixth, is the research of Carlos G. Vélez-Ibáñez on the transborder construct of
confianza (mutual trust) operating in Mexican ROSCAs. Vélez-Ibáñez argues that the
operations of ROSCAs require confianza (mutual trust) that signifies a cultural construct
containing numerous factors including people’s willingness to be in a reciprocal
relationship with one another. According to Vélez-Ibáñez, ROSCAs are balanced
reciprocity relationships because their duration and money or other items to be
exchanged are explicitly stated in advance (Vélez-Ibáñez, 2010, 44-45). In this study
varied class-specific ROSCA use is documented among the economically marginal poor
to the professional upper-class. Vélez-Ibáñez mentions workplace ROSCA operations in
private and public corporations and government offices in both Mexico and the U.S.
(p.59). This model of workplace ROSCAs differs from those in this study where there are
various income-classes coexisting.
Bonnett’s (1981) and Light’s (1972) studies of U.S. community and kinship-based
ROSCAs, along with the extensive literature on ROSCA operations outside the United
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States, reveals three assumptions about ROSCA users: that they are predominantly poor,
women, and credit constrained. I consider these assumptions later in this chapter. Next, I
will discuss public policy developments related to ROSCAs in the U.S. and more recent
references.
In the 1990s, many immigrants in New York City relied more heavily on this
parallel sector of low-level credit and finance. In response to the Community
Reinvestment Act passed by the U.S. Congress in 197710, some New York City banks
and credit unions11 began recognizing ROSCAs as a legitimate source of savings.
Following, around the year 2000, the non-Western world and the United States,
scholars began referring to RCAs as ROSCAs (Geertz, 1962, p. 242; Notteboom, 1948,
pp.423-30) and emphasizing loans and credit rather than just credit (Adams & Ghate,
1992; Ardener, 1964). However, more recently, in public policy circles, Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac refer to ROSCAs as ‘pooled savings’ or ‘community savings funds’ (Fannie
Mae, 2002, 2009). Specifically, Fannie Mae’s lending underwriting guidelines released
June 30, 2002, state that “some communities establish pooled savings arrangements
(which may be called community saving funds) to give individuals who customarily use
cash for their expenses and do not keep their savings in depository institutions as a
disciplined way of accumulating funds” (Fannie Mae, 2002, X, 603.20). This regulatory
reference is important because it establishes ROSCAs as a recognized form of saving
used for asset building.
10

The Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), enacted by Congress in 1977 (12 U.S.C. 2901) and implemented by Regulations 12 CFR
parts 25, 228, 345, and 195, is intended to encourage depository institutions to help meet the credit needs of the communities in which
they operate, including low- and moderate-income neighborhoods, consistent with safe and sound banking operations.
11
Bonnett (1999) mentions that Brooklyn Federal Credit Union, Chase Manhattan Bank, Chemical Bank and the Republic Bank of
New York recognized ROSCA as a legitimate source of savings; issued mortgages based partly on ROSCA downpayments; and
included ROSCAs in targeted advertisements.
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These underwriting guidelines establish that:
funds from a community savings account or any other type of pooled savings may
be used for a down payment if the borrower can provide documentation to
evidence his or her regular participation in contributing to the savings fund …
The borrower’s obligation to continue making ongoing contributions under the
pooled savings arrangement should be considered as part of his or her total debt
when calculating the debt-to-income ratio. (Fannie Mae, 2009, B3-4)
Fannie Mae regulations also establish consideration of ROSCA participation as
borrowing using “nontraditional credit history or alternative credit”, which allows a
lender to use written references from creditors and the borrower’s bank statements to
document a nontraditional credit history (Fannie Mae, 2006, Section X, Chapter 8, p.
804). However, a 2012 update to the regulation related to nontraditional mortgage credit
reporting states that the use of ROSCAs is unacceptable when a borrower has no credit
history, and it cannot artificially create a credit history (Fannie Mae, 2012, B3-5).
In 2013 the FDIC formally started categorizing U.S. households are either
unbanked (not having an account at an insured institution); underbanked (having a bank
account but also using alternative financial services outside of the banking system); or
fully banked (having a checking or a savings account and not meeting the definition of
underbanked). Because ROSCAs are not part of the formal financial sector in the United
States, the FDIC considers ROSCA users to be underbanked or unbanked.
Nationwide, there are an estimated 17 million unbanked people, representing an
increase from 10 million in 2002, to 43 million who are underbanked. An estimated 6%
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of Americans over the age of 16 use an alternative or informal (community-based)
method of savings (Demirguc-Kunt & Klapper, 2012) and therefore fall into the
unbanked or underbanked categories. According to the CFED, in 2011, 7.7% of
households (1 in 13) were unbanked and 17.9% underbanked in 2011. The FDIC’s 2013
survey of U.S. households (the most recent data available at the time of this writing)
found that 7.7% were unbanked and 20% (24.8 million) were underbanked, indicating
only a slight increase in underbanked households over a two year period. Thus, almost
one-third of U.S. households are considered unbanked or underbanked because of their
use of alternative financial services such as ROSCAs.
Figure 3 illustrates the complexity of categorizing the formal, informal and
alternative financial sectors into the three traditional categories of fully banked,
underbanked, and unbanked.
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Figure 3. Financial Sector’s Categorization of Fully Banked, Underbanked, and
Unbanked
Income versus Asset-Based Financial Policy in the United States
At a policy level, the United States uses asset-based programs like ROSCAs
infrequently because of a historical policy preference to construct social policies for the
poor around an income-based framework. According to some scholars, this preference for
income policies is linked to the underlying assumption of advanced welfare states that
“poverty and hardship result from an inadequate distribution of the flow of resources, and
the solution is to make the flow more adequate” (Sherraden, 1991, p. 3). Traditional,
income-based antipoverty programs focus on alleviating hardship by temporarily
subsidizing the poor’s income or reducing the cost of goods and services through
entitlements, rather than fundamentally reducing poverty. However, a focus on assets (a
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household’s stock of wealth) has surfaced from the work of the Robert Friedman (1988),
Robert Havenman (1988), the Brooking Institute (Retsinas & Belsky, 2005), and the
Center for Social Development as a new frame of reference when developing poverty
alleviation strategies. This newer, more complex approach has spurred a growing effort to
stimulate wealth creation targeting the low-income striving for middle-income status and,
accordingly, enact different income and asset-based policy interventions.
Income-based Policy Approaches Targeting the Lower & Middle-Income
Since the 1930s, income-based strategies represent the focus of most antipoverty
efforts through major federal welfare programs (e.g., Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families [TANF], Medicaid, Supplement Security Income (SSI), food stamps), making it
more difficult for poor families to develop a financial cushion of protection from
disasters (CFED, 2005; Sherraden, 1991; Shapiro & Wolff, 2001).12 Empirical evidence
supports a direct correlation between this income-based approach and the
multigenerational cycle of poverty. Research shows that programmatic asset limits
discourage saving among low-income families (Gruber et al., 1999; Neumark et al., 1997;
Orszag, 2001; Powers, 1998; Rom, 2005). These findings by no means imply that the
federal government ignores the working poor; when considering the largest welfare
means-tested programs, substantial funding is allocated to lower income groups.
However, of an annual enacted budget for TANF in fiscal year (FY) 2004–2006 of $17
billion, only $24 million was allocated to the IDA asset-building policy, representing
only one tenth of one percent (US Health & Human Services, 2006).
12

According to the CFED (2005), since 1985, families receiving food stamps or SSI cannot have personal assets greater than $2,000,
or $3,000 if any member is older than 65 or disabled. TANF limits are not as standard, since individual states may alter the asset
limits.
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Some argue that the result of income-focused antipoverty policies is a negative
savings rate for some and widening income disparities, placing a large portion of the
American public in dangerous and permanent proximity to the poverty line (CFED, 2005,
2007; Sherraden, 1991; Shapiro & Wolf, 2001). Further, lack of access to savings and
asset-building products are associated with other socioeconomic disadvantages that tend
to disproportionately affect certain segments of the population (minorities, women,
immigrants, etc.) (Sherraden, 1991, 2007). It may be possible, once trend data is
available, to interpret the rise of workplace ROSCAs as a response to this crisis, since
they provide an alternative asset savings vehicle. This research may reveal how
workforce ROSCAs and adaptive savings pool models are an asset-building tool that
policy makers, financial institutions, and advocacy and community-based organizations
striving to increase working-poor Americans’ level of savings might consider.
Asset-Building Policy Paradigm Shift
A shift from the income-based paradigm to an asset-building paradigm shift is
visible in recent decades, beginning with Robert Friedman’s book, The Safety Net as
Ladder (1988), advocating for public assistance policy changes that would expand from
mere subsistence to encouraging economic development. Additionally, in Robert
Havenman’s book, Starting Even (1988), the author debates the “muddling through
disjointed approach” to overcoming poverty and inequality that is hamstrung by the “big
trade-off” between equality and economic efficiency. Havenman proposed a plan for
dealing with poverty and inequality that is one of the first recorded references to capital
accounts for youth. Michael Sherraden’s article, “Rethinking social welfare: Toward
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assets” (1988), followed by his first book Assets and the Poor: A New American Welfare
Policy (1991), also challenged the subsistence paradigm and formally proposed the
concepts of IDAs and CSAs as a step toward a new development paradigm (Schreiner et
al., 2005). Over the past 20 years, support slowly increased for strategies to increase
working-poor Americans’ level of savings and wealth accumulation by including these
with the least in asset-subsidy programs (Acherman & Alstott, 1999; Conley, 1999;
Oliver & Shapiro, 1997; Schreiner, 2005; Shapiro & Wolff, 2001).
Asset building as a component of public policy is not new; there are many longstanding federal social welfare tax subsidies that encourage middle- and upper-income
individuals to buy homes, invest, save for college, create and expand businesses, and
prepare for retirement. Government asset-building policies represent a large component
of current federal appropriations (Johnson, 2006). Historically, federal asset-building
incentives include the Homestead Act, the G.I. Bill, and various tax deductions for home
owners (the greatest being the valued tax deduction for mortgage interest payments and
property taxes). When combined, these asset-building incentives cost the federal
government $93 billion in 2004 (IRS, 2005). In fiscal year 2009, the federal government
directed $400 billion toward policies to help households purchase homes, start
businesses, pay for college and plan for retirement. But these policies were skewed and
tended to subsidize wealth building among the wealthiest households (CFED, 2010).
Recently, policymakers have looked to better understand the potential of pooled
savings as a tool to stimulate wealth creation among the working poor striving for
middle-class status. The Center for Financial Services Innovation and the Ford
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Foundation provide funding that supports not-for-profit organizations’ (such as the
Mission Asset Fund) efforts to replicate lending circles. The increasing policy attention to
pooled savings tools appears to not include workforce ROSCAs because of little to no
knowledge of their existence and a lack of understanding of how they are different from
traditional pooled savings tools, which are widely acknowledged in the literature. This
study may lead policy makers to acknowledge the existence of workplace ROSCAs, add
them to the pooled savings knowledge base, and include them in asset-building policy
discussions.
Assumptions about ROSCA Users
Existing literature reflects three established assumptions related to who uses
ROSCAs. For this research, these three assumptions serve as my starting point to analyze
the differences between community and kinship-based ROSCAs and workforce-based
ROSCAs. As I will show in this section, scholars widely assume that ROSCA users are
predominantly poor, women, and credit constrained.
Ardener (1995) argued that, “where incomes are very low, where there is no
formal social security network, where ill health stalks and a variety of calamities hover, a
system of low-cost ROSCAs helps to meet the challenges for all” (p. 2). Kurtz (1973)
viewed poverty as a positive correlate of ROSCA participation, stating that “a state of
poverty is a significant theme underlying almost all rotating credit associations” (p. 51).
From an empirical perspective, Calomiris and Rajaraman (1998) found that evidence on
ROSCA participation among the poor is widespread. Others, focusing on the
sociopolitical, cultural, economic and structural features of ROSCAs, have found that the
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associations are a response to deprivation (Kurtz 1973; Wu, 1974). However, empirical
evidence from studies conducted by Levenson and Besley (1996) and Handa and Kirton
(1999) challenge this assumption. The research teams showed that ROSCA participation
increases with income, such that richer individuals are more likely to participate in
ROSCAs.
A second reoccurring assumption is that people who participate in ROSCAs are
credit constrained. As Hevener (2006) explained, although ROSCAs serve both an
economic and a social function, their primary purpose is economic (to pool funds from
multiple participants in order to achieve certain financial goals), whereas their social
purpose (meetings provide opportunities for feasting and networking) is secondary.
Although ROSCAs differ by region and ethnic custom (Light, 1972, pp. 21-22), all have
in common the fact that they “assist in small scale capital formation” (Ardener, 1964, p.
217). Moreover, researchers have cited a lack of collateral as a reason that people might
choose informal financing (such as a ROSCA) over formal financial institutions
(Hevener, 2006). Besley et al. (1992) wrote that “a group of individuals without access to
credit markets could improve their welfare by forming a ROSCA” (p. 1). However, given
the previously mentioned relationship between income and ROSCA participation (Handa
& Kirton, 1999; Levenson & Besley, 1996b), which contradicts this assumption, it
remains unclear whether ROSCA participants are credit constrained.
Some scholars have suggested that, outside the United States, ROSCA
participants may not be credit constrained. Whereas Besley et al. (1992) did not consider
this possibility, Handa and Kirton (1999) suggested that wealthier individuals may be
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members of ROSCAs. In addition, Varadharjan’s (2012) Indonesia study showed that
those who participate in ROSCAs are less likely to be credit constrained. Researchers
outside the United States have tested several of the hypotheses that Besley et al. (1993)
forwarded. However, to date, no research has tested the assumption that U.S. ROSCA
users are credit constrained, despite the importance of this question to understanding how
workplace ROSCAs work.
What little scholarship exists on U.S. ROSCAs assumes that ROSCA users are
credit constrained and poor. Bonnett (1981) referred to U.S. ROSCAs as “the poor man’s
bank” (p. 76), and Light (1972) explained the growth of ROSCAs by arguing that, “Black
borrowers were relatively disadvantaged in the capital market simply by virtue of their
impoverishment and the marginal status of their business (p. 19). On the U.S. landscape,
Bonnett (1981) commented that ROSCAs “help some West Indian immigrants validate
their middle-class aspirations through initial down payments on homes and purchases of
businesses” (p. 347). However, these claims have not been examined empirically, so it
remains unclear why individuals participate in U.S. ROSCAs and whether they are credit
constrained. Specifically, the question of why people might participate in more than one
ROSCA, or move from one to another, is unanswered. This gap in the literature serves as
a motivation for my research, through which I hope to add to our understanding of
ROSCA participation.
A third assumption is that women are more likely than men to participate in
ROSCAs (Ardener, 1964; Ardener & Burman, 1995). In the workplace ROSCAs that I
have selected to study, both men and women act as organizers and participants. This
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diverse makeup provides an opportunity for this research to test this third assumption. My
research explores whether these three assumptions about ROSCA users hold true in U.S.
workplace ROSCAs. These three assumptions serve as a benchmark that can help reveal
the similarities and differences between workplace ROSCAs and more traditional
models.
Social Capital and ROSCA Participation
The literature differentiates banks that assess a borrower based on income and
credit information from ROSCAs, which rely on social capital13 to assess a participant’s
creditworthiness and access to capital. In community and kinship-based ROSCAs,
members are most commonly personally acquainted and are often part of the same
community or kin group. Consequently, participants generally know one another’s
current and previous economic statuses and their histories of honoring their financial
obligations (Hevener, 2006, p. 19). This suggests that ROSCA participants are motivated
to make regular payments not, as might be the case with formal banking, out of concern
for their publicly recorded rating, but rather for concern for their social capital. Indeed,
participants may make monthly ROSCA payments before meeting other financial
obligations to traditional institutions, because failing to meet obligations of the latter type
may lack of social consequences (Bonnett, 1981).
According to Oh (2007), ROSCAs are portrayed as an institution that emphasizes
the value of trust in economic behavior that is crucial for suppressing any potential
default caused by transacting members (Granovetter, 1985, 1995; Coleman, 1988:s102;
Glenn Loury (1977) forwarded the concept of social capital, which he defined as “the consequences of social position in facilitating
individual acquisitions of the standard human capital characteristics” (p. 176).
13
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Portes & Sensenbrenner, 1993). Related to trust and economic behavior is the notion of
“mutual trust” that is the product of personal relations or networks of such relations
(Granovetter, 1985); and the connection between personal relations or social networks as
a prerequisite to creating mutual trust (Vélez-Ibáñez, 1983; Shapiro, 1987). Oh (2007)
argues that, “once the participating members in a ROSCA are identified mostly as
longtime coworkers, friends, or intimate neighbors, mutual trust that accompanies their
embedded social relations serves to reduce both the transactional uncertainty and the cost
of transaction, which eventually contributes to lessening the occurrence of malfeasance”
(p. 630). From mutual trust established is the overarching capacity of sanctions in the
ethnic community called “enforceable trust” that further deter any malfeasance among
ROSCA members (Oh, 2007; Portes & Sensenbrenner, 1993). Within workplace
ROSCAs, mutual trust is established among the mostly long-standing coworkers, and
enforceable trust co-exists because of the potential for the employee to be sanctioned by
both its ROSCA community and the employer.
Community and kinship-based ROSCAs provide participants with opportunities
to build social capital, support each other in economic endeavors, and congratulate each
other as they achieve financial goals. These sharing and supporting components have led
some to describe ROSCAs as “educational institutions” that provide financial advice and
support (Hevener, 2006, p. 20). However, this characteristic does not appear to exist in
workforce ROSCAs.
According to James Coleman, a social capital theorist, a similar reality exists in
New York’s diamond, district where “trust is total,” allowing traders to exchange sacks
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of diamonds worth millions of dollars without a signature or serious control. Both
ROSCAs and the diamond district on high levels of trust built on civic engagement
(Lesser, 2000). From Robert Putnam’s perspective, the elements of social capital “tend to
be self-reinforcing and cumulative” (Putman, 2000, p. 20).
Theoretical Framework
The purpose of this section is to identify the key theories associated with this
dissertation research, offering a critique of some and building on others to support the
research questions. This section contains four major subsections. First, my theoretical
framework starts with a theory of why ROSCAs exist. Next, I present social structure and
social capital theory to explain why some save using ROSCAs. Following this, I present
the behavioral life-cycle hypothesis, the institutional theory of asset accumulation, and
social network analysis to explain ROSCA savings and financial services decisionmaking patterns. Next, I discuss the limits of using rational choice theory (RCT) to
explain ROSCA savings and ROSCA decision-making, and I discuss how my research
interest in this area arose from RCT. The section concludes with a summary discussion of
the gaps in the theoretical and empirical literature related to ROSCAs.
Questions about the Existence of ROSCAs
ROSCAs can be a method of strengthening social ties by allowing people to help
one another when a social or economic crisis occurs. Participation equally requires trust
and familiarity, on the one hand, and members’ ability to meet the financial participation
requirements, on the other (Ardener & Burman, 1995; Purcell, 2000; Stoffle, 2000).
Given privacy concerns around money, the question arises of why ROSCAs continue to
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exist and maintain utility and popularity among immigrants in postmodern societies.
Economic rationality and cultural solidarity appear to intersect within a single cultural
association. At a time when our postmodern global society rewards individualistic
behavior, it is unclear why people continue to value a cultural institution dependent on
high degrees of cooperation and trust. The following summarizes the characteristics of
ROSCAs that can increase risk:
Their essential characteristic – informality – is accompanied by risks of fraud and
collapse (although formal accounts are not immune to these risks where explicit
government-run deposit insurance is absent or inadequate). In addition, the
cyclical nature of contributions and disbursements can be too rigid for some
people and out of sync with their needs to deposit surplus income or quickly
withdraw for an emergency. (Demirguc-Kunt & Klapper, 2012, p. 34)
In addition to these clear disadvantages from increased risk, traditional and workplace
ROSCAs provide less reward (no interest earned, credit score reporting, or governmentbacked insurance), while because of the separation from participants’ kinship network,
workplace ROSCAs provides greater privacy of savings efforts. This ROSCA
phenomenon contradicts previous studies. For example, the ethnographies of Stack
(1974) and Venkatesh (2006), each focusing on a different poor Black kinship network in
U.S. ghettos, both found that keeping money transactions private within the kinship
network was impossible.
Stack’s (1972) seminal study of urban exchange relationships, All Our Kin,
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responded to the established descriptions of Black American domestic life,14 which
“overlooked the interdependence and cooperation of kinship in Black communities, and
fail to account for the great variety of domestic strategies in urban Black communities”
(Stack, 1972, p. 43-44). The phenomenon studied by Stack is domestic networks headed
by females that are similar to kinship survival networks, except they are “a selection of
individuals mobilized for specific ends and they can be mobilized for extended periods of
time” (Stack, 1972, p. 44). This study followed Cicourel’s (1964) methodological device
of a scientific observer and “the network model to explain the web of social relations
from several points of view and to interpret the basis of interpersonal links between those
individuals mobilized to solve domestic problems” (p. 61). In so doing, Stack challenged
the culture of poverty theory,15 which seeks to rationalize why some Americans fail to
achieve the American dream, and called attention to the complex forces that inhibit the
poor from changing their economic situations. This research of workplace ROSCAs
builds on this work by looking at informal savings institutions similar to the domestic
networks that Stack studied.
Venkatesh’s (2006) seminal study Off the Books focused on an urban
underground economy that was unregulated and unreported and that served the survival
needs of the poor. Venkatesh studied a city within a city, consisting of a diversity of
Blacks, ranging from the elite to working-class poor Southern migrants to those on the
margins, including local street gangs, all sharing a common set of neighborhoods
14

Stack references the accounts of Black American domestic life of Frazier, 1939; Drake and Cayton, 1945; Abraham, 1963;
Moynihan, 1965; and Rainwater, 1966.
15
Stack (1972, p. 23) described “The culture of Poverty” of O. Lewis (1959 and 1966) and Harrington (1962) as “the persistence of
poverty in terms of presumed negative qualities within a culture: family disorganization, group disintegration, personal
disorganization, resignation, and fatalism. The underlying assumption of the culture of poverty notion is that the social adaption of the
poor to conditions of poverty would fall apart if these conditions were altered.”
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(Venkatesh, 2006). The focus of the study was the local gangs’ domestic networks, the
local economy linked to their illegal activities, and how they dealt with conflicts and
problems. The researcher also interwove others who operated off the books and
contributed to the underground economy in order to challenge the gross
oversimplifications, of stereotypes about the ghetto (Venkatesh, 2006).
The studies of Stack (1972) and Venkatesh (2006) explored the reciprocal nature
of two different domestic networks. Stack studied a domestic exchange network that
mobilized others to participate in barters and reciprocal gifts with friends and family
called “essential kin” (Stack, 1972, p. 43). This form of redistribution and exchange
involved trading or swapping anything in limited supply such as childcare, food, cash,
cars, rides, furniture, clothes, new and treasured items, and shared meals. Through this
process, “individuals enlarge their web of social relations through repetitive and
seemingly habitual instances of swapping” (Stack, 1972, p. 33-34). Venkatesh studied the
web of an underground economy that appeared an outgrowth of a barter system, such
that, in one way or other, everyone became part of the underground economy. It included:
local doctors receiving home-cooked meals from stay-at-home down the block; a
prostitute got free groceries by offering her services to the local grocer; a willing
police officer overlooking minor transgressions in exchange for information from
a gang member, and a store owner might hire a local homeless person to sleep in
his store over night, in part because a security guard is too costly. (Venkatesh,
2006, p. xiii)
ROSCAs operate as a domestic network that has elements of the social webs
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described by Stack and Venkatesh. First, all three are social networks or what Stack
called “essential kin” networks or “personal kindred,” which is a category for which
individuals mobilized for specific ends that can be for an extended period of time
(Goodenough, 1970 and Keesing, 1966). Boissevain (1966) describes it as the process of
exchange that joins individuals in personal relationships that effectively define the web of
social relationships. In Stack’s study, the essential kin network is mobilized to solve daily
domestic problems (Stack, 1974, p.44). In the ROSCA, members participate in a social
network exchange to gain access to contributing savings the receipt of the accumulated
pot. Second, all three strive to keep money transaction private within the kinship network,
which may be one reason why ROSCAs exist.
In ROSCAs, participants exchange or swap access to the pool of savings,
negotiating a switch based on a need or preference with a fellow participant (Besley et
al., 1990). Further evidence of ROSCAs as a tool to keep savings secret and away from
their disposal is provided by Oh (2007) in the NSRCA study (p.629). Just as with the
social networks studies by Stack and Venkatesh, there is an expectation within a ROSCA
of a future reciprocal swap. According to other scholars, “ROSCAs may help people to
manage intra-family relations… and help members take their free cash out of the home
and invest it in a form that is fairly illiquid –at least until they receive the pot” (Tufano &
Schneider ,2008, C.6.0). This compulsory structure may help members avoid the
financial demands of family members without explicitly denying their requests, a form of
withdrawal commitment (see Chiteji and Hamilton, 2005 for evidence of the impact of
intra-family demands on saving in the U.S.).
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In summary, three reasons why ROSCAs exist were discussed. First, the value of
social capital motivates participants to meet their financial obligations. The second reason
is the ability to tap a social network in financial times of need. The third reason is the
model helps members avoid the financial demands of family members without explicitly
denying their requests, and therefore accomplish their savings goals. Next, I will discuss
three theories that help explain why some save using ROSCA: social structure and social
capital theory; behavior life-cycle hypothesis; and the institutional theory of asset
accumulation.
Social Structure and Social Capital Theory
Some scholars have supported a social structure component of decision-making,
including Lourys (1977, 1981), who is not a critic of neoclassical economics, but rather
offers a model in which social capital and structures may be incorporated into RCT.
Marsden and Lin (1982), and Wellman (1982) both critiqued orthodox economic theories
as too individualistic, since they focus exclusively on individual human capital. Instead,
these scholars emphasized the concept of differential access to opportunities through
social connections. The work of sociologist Mark Granovetter (1973)16 paved the way for
Coleman’s (1988) analysis of the role of social capital17 in the creation of human capital,
and the concept of closure, the existence of sufficient ties between a certain number of
people to guarantee the observance of norms (Portes, 1998, p. 6). According to Coleman
(1988), “persons’ actions are shaped, redirected, and constrained by social context;

Granovetter (1973) coined the term “strength of weak ties” to refer to the poser of indirect influences outside the immediate circle of
family and close friends to serve as an informal employment referral system.
17
Coleman (1988 & 1990) defined social capital as “a variety of entities with two elements in common: they all consist of some
aspect of social structure, and they facilitate certain action of actors – whether persons or corporate actors – within the structure.”
16
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norms, interpersonal trust, social networks, and social organization are important in the
functioning not only of society but also of the economy” (p. S96).
Robert Putman’s (2000) seminal work reinforced the notion of social capital as
the ways our lives become more productive through social ties (p. 19). According to
Putman, the touchstone of social capital is the principle of generalized reciprocity, which
combines short-term altruism and long-term self-interest and is equally dependent on
honesty and trust (Putman, 2000, p. 134). This growing consensus that “social capital
stands for the ability of actors to secure benefits by virtue of membership in social
networks and other social structure” (Portes, 1998, p. 6) and that reciprocity is important
speaks directly to the structure of ROSCAs and their connection to social capital.
This literature helps explain the workings of ethnic and community-based
ROSCAs, but it is less clear when applied to workplace ROSCAs. Stoffle (2001) argued
that people cannot make decisions regarding economics outside of culture or without
consideration of the values instilled in the process of socialization. Polanyi’s notion of
economic systems as embedded within the larger social system (Dalton, 1967) also
suggests that economics and individual decisions exist within a larger cultural
framework.
I contend that, to understand the “irrationality” of ROSCAs, one must recognize
that ROSCAs are both social and economic institutions supported by trust networks, even
though this trust need not be irrational, especially if there are mechanisms to enforce
penalties if individual actors deviate from rules of trust. We must recognize that the
utility of ROSCAs is not just financial, but involves all kinds of economic utilities
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including form, task, time, place, and possession. Viewing ROSCAs as not simply
economic is required to understand that the social components directly impact how
individuals make savings decisions within the group. The basic assumption that
individuals make the best decision only for their own personal gain, professed by RCT, is
insufficient to account for the more complex factors involved in ROSCA decision
making. Rather, a viable explanation for an individual’s participation in ROSCAs hinges
on the assumption that these types of decisions are made by individuals with
consideration of kin, communal, occupational networks, and some social obligations or
ties among members. Research indicates that this is the case (Stoffle, 2001). As noted
earlier, these considerations do not necessarily oppose individual selfish pursuits,
especially if individuals derive utility from social network participation. Nor do they
oppose the possibility of ROSCAs where social network participation is absent, or nearly
so.
According to Greenbaum (1993), mutual aid societies (such as ROSCAs), when
viewed through the lens of RCT, are doomed to failure because optimizing individuals
will seek to reap the largest return on the least investment of time and money.
Additionally, Greenbaum (1993) supported the notion that, not only do people act in
ways inconsistent with the predictions of RCT, they are also counterintuitive in terms of
economic rationality. Rather, people act in ways that indicate that participation in the
group is more important than individual gain, and economic gain is not always the goal of
participation. RCT allows for individuals to derive utility for reasons other than financial.
According to RCT, by determining what is best for the collective, individuals ensure that
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their motivations, in times of crisis, have a mechanism for social support and economic
stability. The literature challenges the idea that these traditional, mutual aid societies,
with their focus on providing group stability through individual participation, are
somehow backward.
The continued use of ROSCAs in developing countries challenges the traditional
linear thinking of economic evolution of Geertz (1962) and Inkeles and Smith (1974),
who argued that these cultural associations should have faded away as people became
more educated to and inculcated in the benefits of the modern U.S. banking systems
(such as interest and deposit insurance). RCT suggests that the economic progression into
a modern and advanced system allies with the development of “individual” economic
status, which lacks consideration of family members, community members, or cultural
values and norms. However, this view of individuals’ choice to participate in ROSCAs
does take into consideration the social and economic benefits of their social network.
The literature review shows that ROSCAs continue to exist within the framework
of society and exist socially and economically within the context of larger social systems,
and that they have adapted from the traditional ethnic model that many experienced
before migrating to the United States. The result is that participation in an informal
collective savings organization implies that other factors exist in the decision-making
process, such as other people’s concerns or feelings, adding greater complexity to an
individual’s decision making process. For these reasons, many scholars when researching
savings and wealth accumulation or ROSCAs consider behavioral models of saving.
Shefrin and Thaler’s (1998) behavioral life-cycle hypothesis, Marsden and Lin’s (1982)
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network analysis, and Beverly and Sherraden’s (1991, 1999) institutional theory of asset
accumulation better explain why people save using ROSCAs, although doing so has clear
disadvantages.
Behavioral Life-Cycle Hypothesis
The behavioral life-cycle hypothesis (BLC) can help explain why people use
ROSCAs because, while rooted in neoclassical economic theory, it rejects the assumption
that people are rational and all-knowing. Rather, it emphasizes the financial management
strategies and identified human characteristics (e.g., distinct preferences) that shape
financial behavior (Shapiro & Wolff, 2001; Shefrin & Thaler, 1988; Thaler & Shefrin
1981). BLC suggests that consumer preferences are not fixed but instead change with
economic and social stimuli. As such, the theory stresses the importance of community
influences in saving decisions and suggests that individuals who do not see other people
saving in their reference group are less likely to save. Most importantly, BLC adds a
behavioral component to the life-cycle theory of savings by incorporating three behavior
features that are usually missing in economic analysis: (1) self-control, (2) mental
accounting, and (3) framing (Shefrin & Thaler, 1988).
According to Shefrin and Thaler (1988), self-control is important because
immediate consumption can be an attractive alternative to saving, and economic agents
can use various devices (such as pension plans, rules of thumb, and ROSCAs) to deal
with the difficulties of postponing a significant portion of their consumption. BLC
incorporates households’ response to temptation into the analysis because some situations
are less conducive to savings than others. This research tests whether ROSCAs provide a
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condition that enables members to “successfully deal with self-control problems by
requiring the cultivation of good habits” (Shefin & Thaler, 1988, p. 610) and to resist the
influence of peer pressure and collective dependency to induce ongoing financial selfcontrol. Shefin’s and Thaler’s (1988) recognition of self-control involves incorporating
three elements normally excluded from economic analysis: internal conflict, temptation,
and willpower. To capture the internal conflict between the rational and emotional
aspects of an individual’s personality, BLC employs a dual preference structure.
“Individuals are assumed to behave as if they have two sets of coexisting and mutually
inconsistent preferences: one concerned with the long run, and the other the short runreferred to as the doer” (Shefin & Thaler, 1988, p. 611).
Although the choice to save or to spend is present whether an individual is using a
formal savings account or an informal ROSCA, the consequences of opting not to save
are dramatically different. If individuals choose not to deposit their usual or planned $200
into their savings account, the consequences are mostly individual. However, if an
individual’s choice is whether or not to pay the agreed upon $200 hand (obligation) to the
ROSCA, the choice impacts both the individual and the collective. Applying BLC to this
scenario, ROSCA saving should result in heightened internal conflict, less temptation,
and the exhibition of greater willpower. Behavioral economic theory helps explain why
people who participate in ROSCAs may experience greater savings and wealth
accumulation success. This study provides what may be the first test of this theory in the
context of workplace ROSCAs.
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Social Network Analysis
The study of social structure known as network analysis offers new approaches to
dealing with complex problems of integrating levels of analysis, such as the manner in
which individual actions create social structure;18 the manner in which social structure,
once created, constrains individual and collective action; and the manner in which social
context determines the attitudes and behaviors of actors (Marsden & Lin, 1982). Unlike
BLC, network analysis offers an analytic approach toward patterns of social relations that
involves several subtasks:
Rules of inclusion for actors and types of social relations must be specified; social
positions into which actors are mapped must be identified; and regularities in the
relationships linking incumbents of these social positions must be analyzed and
characterized. With suitable representations of social structured features in hand,
analysts are prepared to address questions concerning correlates or underlying
causes of social structure. (Marsden & Lin, 1982, p. 13)
Wellman’s research created a strong base for further research by establishing the
importance of community ties for providing sociability and informed aid to network
members. Wellman suggested studying community in terms of types of social relations,
rather than looking only at local clusters of these relations (Marsden & Lin, 1982). This
emphasis on community ties and support systems provides an established framework for
studying both the network configurations and the larger institutional and cultural context
in which ROSCAs exist.
Laumann (1966) defined social structure as “a persisting pattern of social relationships among social positions” that focuses
attention on relationships between actors rather than on attributes of actors or their group memberships.
18
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Whereas RCT emphasizes individuals and views groups in a noncomplex way,
social network analysis focuses on evaluating the characteristics of social ties (kin or
friend, strong or weak, local or long-distance, egalitarian or patron-client), which is
appropriate for studying ROSCAs, which may involve various kinds of social relations.
Further, social network analysis views RCT’s focus on the decision-making patterns of
the individual as a normatively driven analysis that is only useful among lives that are
totally contained within bounded groups or villages. In contrast, social network analysis
is useful when studying the influence of migration on immigrants’ continued behavior
consistent with established norms, connectedness to custom, and dependency on
established crosscutting social networks (Marsden & Lin, 1982).
Institutional Theory of Asset Accumulation
The institutional theory of asset accumulation (IAA) also helps explain why
people save using ROSCAs (Beverly & Sherraden, 1991, 1999) by focusing on the
external factors that facilitate or impede saving. This theory holds that institutional
supports for saving, including social, cultural, and personal norms regarding savings and
spending; encouragement to save from families and friends; and expectations regarding
the feasibility and outcomes of an approved asset purchase are all important
considerations (Beverly & Sherraden, 1999; Sherraden, 1991). From this “institutional
perspective, savings and asset accumulation are the result of structured mechanisms
involving explicit connections, rules, and subsidies” (Sherraden, 1991, p. 116).
Institutional factors that influence saving include formal laws and regulations, financial
enterprises, and financial products. From a neoclassical perspective, institutions impact
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the cost of savings, whereas, from a behavioral economics viewpoint (see Thaler, 2000)
they impact the individual’s cognitive processing.
From Sherraden’s (1991) perspective, neoclassic models such as “the life-cycle
and permanent income hypotheses have mixed support, but they especially fail to explain
patterns of asset accumulation in low-income households” (Sherraden, 1991, p. 310).
IAA emphasizes “purposeful institutional arrangements that structure and support asset
accumulation” to explain in practice how existing institutions19 promote dissaving among
the poor and how policies to change these institutional structures could promote savings
among these households (Sherraden & Barr, 2005, p. 287 & 289). Lack of savings among
the poor is a structural condition in the market that does not provide all demographics
equal opportunities and incentives. IAA theory places greater emphasis on saving as a
function of two sets of intertwined factors, one’s ability to save (as a result of limited
resources and institutional arrangements that seek to serve low resourced communities)
and one’s willingness to save (Sherraden & Barr, 2005, p. 290). For IAA theorists,
savings is not merely a consumption preference function, but rather depends on equal
access to market opportunities (Clancy, Schreiner, & Sherraden, 2002; Duflo, Gale,
Liebman, Orszag, & Saez, 2005; Johnson, Mensah, & Steuerle, 2006; Sherraden, 2007).
This builds on the insight of BLC to understanding individual choice and to design
institutions that influence individual decision-making.

19

Sherraden and Barr (2005) argued that social scientists use the term institution in general, unspecified ways, to mean something like
social organization, both informal and formal, above the individual level. Recently, the “new institutional economics” has been
influential; it is an outgrowth of cost economics of Coase (1937). See North (1990), Powell and Dimaggio (1991), and Swelser and
Swedberg (1994).
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IAA offers seven constructs viewed as important aspects of institutions designed
to promote savings and asset accumulation: access, information, incentives, facilitation,
expectation, restrictions, and security. Of these seven constructs, three are relevant to the
ROSCA model: (1) expectation, because peer pressure is an institutional feature that is
largely unresearched in regard to saving behavior; (2) restriction, specifically on access to
funds savings in ROSCAs, demonstrating that users desire to put funds out of reach
(Chiteji & Hamilton, 2005; Sherraden & Barr, 2005; Stack, 1974); and (3) security,
because participants deem the ROSCA a safe place to put their money. BLC emphasizes
willpower, whereas, in the IAA model, willpower is a mechanism of saving differences
between low- and higher-income populations, since the latter favor more or different
institutional resources.
We can apply IAA to ROSCA participation. The ROSCA group is the institution
that creates external factors that influence individuals’ savings decision-making. Through
this research, I tested the influence that a ROSCA institution has on the “distinct savings
preferences” of its individual participants. Unlike the simple institutional model of
savings, which views institutions as producers and keepers of laws and other formal
mechanisms, IAA focuses on the changing institutions that facilitate individual saving
(Sherraden & Barr, 2005). IAA is appropriate to this research because it assumes that,
“from an institutional perspective, saving and asset accumulation are the result of
structured mechanisms involving ‘explicit connections, rules, incentives, and subsidies’”
(Sherraden, 1991, p. 116).
As previously mentioned, through this research, I explore the BLC hypothesis,
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network analysis, and IAA theories though my fieldwork to better explain why people
save using ROSCAs, despite their clear disadvantages. ROSCAs’ inherent disadvantages
include lack of government deposit insurance, interest, or credit reporting, and the risk of
members not paying after receiving their pot (Ardener & Burman, 1995; Purcell, 2000).
However, unlike most savings institutions, where individuals are mostly passive,
ROSCAs require participants to be more active in their saving behavior.
Rational Choice Theory
My interest in the intersection of ROSCAs and financial dualism first developed
while studying rational choice theory RCT in graduate school. RCT is a neoclassical
model that assumes that individuals are rational beings who respond in predictable ways
to changes in incentives, have perfect knowledge and access to perfect markets, and save
only to create a storehouse for future consumption. This model does not fit when applied
to ROSCAs.
Researcher’s background. During my studies, the curriculum emphasized
RCT20 as a human behavior model that explains the mindset behind individual decisions,
which RCT assumes derive from self-interest and maximizing principles. Literature on
race also introduced me to the savings motives and patterns of asset accumulation (Blau
& Graham, 1990; Chiteji & Hamilton, 2002; Hurst, Luoh, & Stafford, 1998; Oliver &
Shapiro, 2000; Wolff, 1998), which further explain that individuals save for future
consumption by engaging in precautionary savings. However, growing up in a close-knit
20

Established is that the fundamental core of the Rational Choice theory is that social interaction is an economic transaction that is
guided by an individual's choice among alternative outcomes (Coleman 1990). This is supported by two common assumptions about
Rational Choice: that humans have a set of hierarchical preferences from which they must negotiate the choice to select (based on an
opportunity/cost analysis), and that emergent social phenomena, namely the creation of social structures, collective decisions, and
collective behavior are ultimately the result of rational choices made by utility-maximizing individuals (Turner 1991).
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ethnic conclave in Boston and later participating in the workplace ROSCA pushed me
beyond RCT, which can be problematic because, too often, financial decision-making
actions are not based on self-interest or one’s ability to maximize return on savings, but
rather on trust and mutual obligations to a valued social network and the existence and
importance of social structure and having access to social capital.
I recall my paternal uncle giving my father a pawn slip for his most treasured
diamond ring, which he used to secure a short-term loan to pay his rent during a period of
unemployment. My father paid off the loan, redeemed the ring, and presented it to my
baby brother wrapped up as a Christmas gift. This defied the tenets of RCT. Additionally;
my mother sent me many times to the corner store owned by fellow immigrants from the
Cape Verde Islands with, unbeknownst to her, not enough money to purchase all that we
needed. Mrs. Cardorza asked that I simply sign her little notebook for the small amount
owed, never charging any interest, and waited patiently to receive the balance, usually by
applying change due from future purchases. Neither my father nor Mrs. Cardoza was
acting in financial self-interest. Rather, supported valued social kin and essential kin
networks that RCT cannot explain. These personal experiences informed my view of
RCT and acted as a beginning point for my search for other theories that may better
explain why people save using ROSCAs, despite ROSCAs’ clear disadvantages.
Summary
ROSCAs are both social and economic institutions supported by kinship and
essential kinship networks that have social components that directly impact how
individual savings decisions are made within the group. Understanding ROSCAs requires
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the use of a theory that pushes beyond the basic assumption that individuals make the
best decisions for their own selfish gain. Therefore, this research has as its framework a
theoretical basis that includes consideration of savings decisions made with
considerations of kin, communal, and occupational networks, as well as some social
obligation or ties among members.
In summary, the combination of social structure, social capital theory, social
network analysis, and IAA explains ROSCAs. Social structure and social capital theory
clarifies that some save using ROSCAs because of social connections. Social contexts,
which include norms, trust, and social networks, influence and limit our actions
(Coleman, 1988). Therefore, the social capital principle of generalized reciprocity
combined with short-term altruism and long-term interest better explain ROSCAs. The
incorporation of three behavior factors that traditional economic analysis deemphasizes
(self-control, mental accounting, and frame) also helps to understand ROSCAs. By
focusing on the different types of social ties and crosscutting social structures, social
network analysis contributes to this understanding. IAA provides a theory that explains
ROSCAs from an institutional perspective through the proposition that savings connect to
structured mechanisms that reflect rules, laws, and products.
The gap of these theories is that they have never been applied or tested on
workplace ROSCAs. This provides an opportunity to see whether their assumptions hold
when applied to workplace ROSCAs. Filling this gap will strengthen the usefulness of
these theories and possibly create a new framework that explains ROSCA users.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
To study U.S. ROSCAs, I will conduct research with an ethnographic method.
This chapter contains a description and justification for this method and is divided into
the following sections: (1) ethnographic design; (2) the proposed sampling method,
criteria, size, and ability to generalize from the sample; (3) adoption of the responsive
interview model; (4) use of field notes at the data collection level; and (5) the inclusion of
informed consent.
Ethnographic Design
An ethnographic method is appropriate to this research for three reasons. First, as
mentioned previously, it is my intent to model my U.S. workplace ROSCA study off of
two seminal social analyses of Black urban life, which both used ethnography, pushing
beyond conducting structured interviews to study hidden social structures in order to
experience the phenomena as an insider. Stack’s 1974 study, entitled All Our Kin:
Strategies for Survival in a Black Community, allowed her to experience the internal
family dynamics in a poor public housing development from the inside. Venkatesh, in his
2006 study entitled Off the Books: The Underground Economy of the Urban Poor,
integrated himself into life in a different poor Black neighborhood to experience
residents’ underground economy. Their use of ethnography provided a valuable insider’s
view that challenged established preconceived assumptions and added to the body of
knowledge regarding established social networks operating within Black urban life. Both
immersed themselves in different neighborhoods to confront the established perceptions
of Black urban life, which were grossly oversimplified and riddled with stereotypes. With
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this study, I aim to do the same in the context of ROSCAs.
Stack (1974) and Venkatesh (2006) were more immersed in their neighborhoods
than I was a participant observer in this study. Stack and Venkatesh interacted in all
facets of the neighborhoods; Stack even lived in the neighborhood for an extended period
of time. For this study, all interaction took place in the workplace and not at the homes or
neighborhoods of the participants.
Stack chose ethnography to achieve the aim in the field of “reducing the distance
between the model an outsider uses to explain social order, and constructs employed by
those studied” (Stack, 1974, p. 155; see also Cicourel, 1964; Denzin, 1970; Strauss,
1959). As did Stack, I followed Cicourel’s (1964) basic principles for entering into social
relations, including the principle of social interaction21 and the principle of subjective
interpretation.22 By following these principles, “the scientific observer must take into
account the common-sense constructs employed by the actor in everyday life if he is to
grasp the meaning that will be assigned by the actor to his questions, regardless of the
form in which they are presented to the actor” (Cicourel, 1964, p. 61).
Following Stack (1974) and Venkatesh (2006), I propose an ethnography that will
adopt a holistic perspective, viewing all aspects of the workplace ROSCA phenomenon

Cicourel (1964) referenced Schutz and Goffman’s basic principle of social interaction that “the field researcher is not without a
model of the actor to guide him in his observations … He can contribute to knowledge on two counts if he treats basic principles of
social interaction as problematic: first, he provides a test for basic theory; secondly, he treats such propositions as “given”, and uses
such “principles” as a basis for entering into social relationships with the “natives” and in ordering his initial contacts and
development of roles and interaction.”
22
According to Cicourel (1964), the principle of subjective interpretation is considered “while engaging subjects in conversation
during field research, asking them unstructured and structured questions, in an interview situation, or using a questionnaire, the
scientific observer must take into account the common-sense constructs employed by the actor in everyday life if he is to grasp the
meaning that will be assigned by the actor to his question.”
21
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under study as parts of an interrelated whole and embracing “cultural relativism”23
(Padgett, 2008, p. 31). Ethnography “focuses on how members do social life aiming to
document the distinct processes by which they concretely construct and sustain the
objects and appearances of the life world” (Holstein & Gubrium, 2011, p. 342). My plan
through this ethnography was to accomplish more than gaining an understanding of the
structure, operations, and evolution of ROSCAs in the U.S.; rather, I also aimed to
temporarily suspend my commitments to an a priori or privileged version of the social
world in order to learn how members of ROSCAs develop their sense of social order. I
accomplished this by not just conducting interviews and observations but by becoming a
participant of a workplace ROSCA.
Participants and Setting
I conducted an ethnography of current and former members of two currently
operating and two prior workplace ROSCAs linked to one employment site. This
ethnically and socioeconomically diverse employment site has a 30-year history of
workplace ROSCAs, which have served a wide range of employees, including high-level
administrators, security guards, and maintenance workers. Participants came from
multiple countries of origin, including the Dominican Republic, Guyana, Jamaica, Saint
Vincent, China, Cameroon, Nigeria, Togo, the U.S. state of South Carolina, and the U.S.
territory of Puerto Rico.
I studied four workplace ROSCA models (two currently operating and two prior),
connected to the workplace, exploring members’ characteristics, financial abilities, and
According to Fetterman (1989), “cultural relativism is a perspective holding that cultures must be understood on their own terms,
not judged by the beliefs and values of other, more powerful cultures.”
23
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uses of their ROSCA savings. I grouped the four ROSCAs by type, emphasizing the two
currently operating workplace ROSCAs, which are explored in depth. Some participants
from the two prior ROSCAs were also included. Additionally, some participants of these
four workplace ROSCAs were also participants of other immigrant and community-based
ROSCAs, providing an opportunity to explore, albeit in less depth, more traditional
ROSCA models.
Although this site is not totally representative of the general population, there are
indications that it is similar to other sites with workplace ROSCAs and large immigrant
workforces. Other employment sites with ROSCAs include healthcare, manufacturing,
corrections, and law enforcement sites that have large concentrations of immigrant
employees. To validate this assumption, I conducted interviews with seven participants
who had previous experience with other workplace ROSCAs. This offered some insights
into external validity, but findings from this study may not be entirely generalizable to
other settings.
Unlike previous ROSCA studies that focused on ethnic or immigrant-based
groups, this research focuses on the coworker groups within workplace ROSCAs; this
appears to be one of the first research to examine workplace ROSCAs, with their more
diverse membership. Participants included employees who participated in the site’s two
previous ROSCAs, which operated from approximately 1980 until 1995; participants of
the two ROSCAs currently in operation, which started in 1996 and 2014; and employees
who participated in other similar workplace ROSCAs.
This site is significant for six reasons. First, it is significant because, it may be the
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first ethnography of workplace ROSCAs, so it can provide insights into other workplace
ROSCA sites. Second, this site is significant because at least four workplace ROSCAs
have operated there during the past 30 years. Because the site has an extensive history, I
was able to select a sample that was equally distributed with respect to gender and age,
coupled with a wide cross-section of ethnicities, employment rankings, and
socioeconomic statuses. Third, this site is significant because some participants first
learned of workplace ROSCAs at other employment sites, enabling me to include these
past experiences in the study. Fourth, the site is significant because, since many
employees also had experiences with other immigrant, kin, and community-based
ROSCAs, I was able to compare and contrast the characteristics and usage of various
ROSCA models. Fifth, this site is to some degree representative of the larger population
owing to equal representation with respect to gender, income, and marital status.
However, it is unique because, demographically, it includes more highly educated
participants and more ethnic diversity than the general population. Finally, this site is
significant because of my access to participants willing to share their ROSCA stories.
Access to Participants
I first learned about the ROSCAs’ existence on this site three years ago, when a
maintenance worker who cleans my office asked to secure a large sum of cash in my
locked desk drawer on our paydays. In so doing, I served as a “money guard” (a person
trusted to hold and keep ROSCA funds safe for a short period of time) for one of the
captains of this site’s workplace-based ROSCA, which has operated for almost 30 years.
This led the coworker to share with me their experiences over more than 30 years with
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both traditional ROSCAs and workplace ROSCAs. My interest in their ROSCA stories
led to this coworker to introduce me to a vast network and extensive history of
workplace, immigrant, kin, and community-based ROSCAs connected to this one place.
This same coworker then risked their personal reputation by vouching that my character
warranted entrance into the well-established workplace ROSCA operating on this site.
Because of the coworker’s recommendation, in 2014, I had the opportunity to join the
ROSCA that has operated since 1996. The members accepted me because a hand (or
membership) became available when one member choose not to continue participating
after the completion of a round.
At the time of study, there were two currently operating and two previously
operating workplace ROSCAs at the site. The research sample included 22 of the 26
current participants and 10 former participants. Of the 10 previous participants, 7 had
experience with other, similar workplace ROSCAs, and 8 had experiences with
immigrant and workplace ROSCAs. Table 1 provides a summary of the basic
characteristics of the workplace ROSCAs connected to this site.
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Table 1
Basic Characteristics of Workplace ROSCAs
Basic Charactoristics of Workplace-Based ROSCAs
CHARACTORISTICS
Years in Operation
Gender of Banker
Occupation of Banker
# Current Members
# Previous Members*
Contribution each Payday
(every two weeks)

Participants

Hands or Rounds

CURRENT ROSCA
ROSCA #1
ROSCA #2
19
2
Male
Female
Maintenance
Supervisor
Professor
18
9
15
0
$200

PREVIOUS ROSCA
ROSCA #3
ROSCA #4
10
8
Female
Male
Maintenance
Administrator
Electrican
None
None
20
15

$100

$50 -$100
$50 - $100
Mixed Gender
&
Male
Mixed
Mixed
Maintenance Maintenance
Gender & Gender & All Workers and
Workers &
occupations Professors Adminstrators Professors
22
10
N/A
N/A

* There is an overlap between members of previous ROSCAs and current members.

Included among the 10 employees that were former ROSCAs members was a
banker of one of the previously operating ROSCAs (the first known to operate on this
site) and the head of a Cameroon-based ROSCA; a former member of the site’s ROSCA
who currently belongs to two other ROSCAs; former ROSCA members that migrated
from Togo, Nigeria, and Ghana; and two professors from Guyana who both had
experiences with other workplace ROSCAs.
These workplace ROSCAs, which participants mostly referred to as ‘partner’,
‘susu’, ‘box”, or ‘sociades’ did not formally meet, yet the banker (an operations
supervisor or professor) and members regularly interacted and met informally, especially
with those working in the same building. The site has six buildings. Approximately 50%
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of the participants work in the main administrative building, which holds the cafeteria
where many interactions occur, while the remaining 50% were equally spread over the
other five buildings.
Joining this well-established ROSCA provided me with access to a network of
participants who knew of my research interest in ROSCA and who were willing to share
their stories with both workplace and immigrant and community-based ROSCAs. Since
this workplace ROSCA had operated for almost 20 years, there were also numerous
former members who had experiences with other immigrant, community, and workplace
ROSCAs and were willing to participate in this ethnography.
The mixture of multiple forms of ROSCAs, all connected to one place of
employment, provided a rich but manageable site for an ethnography drawing on multiple
perspectives and data sources to produce the desired contextually rich and meaningful
asset-building interpretation (Padgett, 2008). This design includes different and even
contradictory views of ROSCAs uses, while providing an opportunity to offer
interpretations and reflections. The end goal is that this ethnography provides an opening
to refine or modify the current assumptions found in the literature related to ROSCA
users (poor, credit constrained, and women). Ultimately, my goal is to test these
assumptions and possibly offer a new “petite generalization” related to why participants
save using ROSCAs and how policymakers view ROSCAs and the informal sector. In
addition, I will attempt to construct a typology to determine whether the differential
ROSCA usage depended on one’s age at migration and the length of time since
migration. This ROSCA typology compares instrumental variables (including buying a
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house, starting a business, sending remittances to hometown associations, and paying for
higher or continued education) as opposed to expressive variables (such as planning for a
vacation, wedding, or sweet 16 celebrations and paying off bills or credit card debt).
Sampling Method, Criteria, and Sample Size
For this study, I conducted 60 in-depth, responsive interviews that were between
one and two hours in length (all with persons connected to one site of employment with
two workplace ROSCAs in operation) and shorter follow-up interviews. The population
of this study is composed of adults employed as staff or faculty at one location. I
identified additional potential participants using a snowball sampling strategy by asking
existing participants to refer others. I did not request personal contact information of
potential participants from current participants. Rather, I asked current participants to
mediate introductions directly or asked the current participant to provide my contact
information to the potential participant. The participants were 21 to 70 years of age, with
equal representation of males and females. Their ethnicities were approximately 40%
Hispanic/Latino, 40% Black/African American, and 20% Asian.
From the more than 60 responsive interviews, I selected eleven participants whose
stories were compelling and representative and prepared detailed vignettes that tell their
unique stories in greater depth. They include the banker of the site’s ROSCA, two sisters
who were both active members of the ROSCA, a coworker who was the banker/treasurer
of the Cameroon ROSCA, and a former member who belonged at the time of study to
two other ROSCAs. The details provided by their experiences with the workplace
ROSCAs on this site and on other employment sites are compelling because they indicate
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that the existence of this pooled savings variation may be more common and established
than expected.
Recruitment Procedures
In 2014, I joined a workplace ROSCA that has operated at the subject site for
almost 30 years. I disclosed to the head of the ROSCA my research interest in employerbased ROSCAs and requested to conduct participant observation note-taking, informal
conversations and formal interviews with the ROSCA members. The head of the ROSCA
disclosed to the members my joining, my research interest in workplace-based ROSCAs,
and my desire to conduct research, and listed my name on the members list distributed to
all members. I also received this membership list, which I used to identify potential
participants for this study. I disclosed to the ROSCA members during our first ROSCArelated contact my intention to conduct participant observations note taking, informal
ROSCA conversations, and formal interviews. At the point of first ROSCA- related
contact, I asked the ROSCA member to provide written, informed consent. Through the
interview process, I was able to identify other potential subjects who were former
member of the ROSCA or other ROSCAs. I did not use an online forum, flyers, or
websites.
All individuals of the study population were current or former employees of the
subject site, a college. The college requires that all employees be at least 18 years of age.
In addition, I used a demographic worksheet to ask each subject to self-identify age,
length of employment with the college, and other demographic information (Exhibit 5). I
did not use any recruitment letters, fliers, or advertisements. I used an oral script for in-
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person recruitment, which summarized the informed consent form (Exhibit 7).
Generalizability
Since the site appears similar to others, and because of the ethnic and
socioeconomic diversity that exists in this sample, there is sufficient variation to draw
conclusions about workplace ROSCA users. Bonnett’s (1981) study of RCAs operating
in Brooklyn involved in-depth interviews with 10 bankers and participants who provided
information on the condition of anonymity. Bonnett also used questionnaires mailed to
100 users of RCAs and 90 nonusers. The researcher received responses from 55 users and
48 nonusers (Bonnett, 1981, p. 347). Light’s study does not state a sample size. The
sample size for this study is smaller than that used by Stack (1974) and Venkatesh
(2006). Stack’s sample size was 300, with 15 more intensive observations (Stack, 1974,
p. 11). Venkatesh conducted a survey and adopted a less orthodox methodology that he
called “hanging out”. The researcher did not state a sample size, but noted that he spent
years in a 10-square-block neighborhood observing the clandestine work of gang
members, mechanics, prostitutes, and pastors (Venkatesh, 2006).
Inclusion of individuals connected to different ROSCA models and connected to
one employment site provides a unique and maybe the first opportunity to compare and
contrast a variety of ROSCAs all linked to one place. The choice of these workplaceconnected ROSCAs allows for an ethnomethodology that draws on multiple perspectives
and data sources to produce the desired contextually rich and meaningful interpretation
needed to answer the research questions and test established assumptions. The design
also preserves multiple perspectives and includes different and even contradictory views
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of ROSCA uses, while providing an opportunity for the researcher to offer interpretations
and reflections.
Data Collection
For this ethnography, I followed the responsive interviewing model of Rubin and
Rubin (2012). This model presents a specific variety of qualitative interviewing that
emphasizes flexibility of design and the expectation that the interviewer will change
questions in response to what the interviewer learns. This naturalistic interviewing model
assumes that what people have experienced is true and that, through their sharing, the
researcher can enter the interviewee’s world (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 7-8). As such, my
role was to gather narratives, descriptions, and interpretations from conversational
partners and weave them into a reasoned narrative that tells their stories of this
phenomenon. Following this model, I strove to achieve the established five key elements
of the responsive interview model: detail, or going after the fine points and details; depth,
or learning history, context, and contending points of view by getting beyond the first,
superficial answer and examining layers of meaning, gradually getting to the heart of the
matter; vividness, or designing questions to evoke vivid descriptions and realistic pictures
that come alive; nuance or exploring the positions between the extremes and the shades
of meaning rather than treating the narratives as true or false.; and richness, or conducting
interview that elicit numerous themes that can be explored by asking for extended
descriptions, long stories, and narratives (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 101-107).
This style of interviewing lends itself to studying ROSCAs because it
“emphasizes the importance of building a relationship of trust that leads to more give-
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and-take in the conversation … and searching for context and richness while accepting
the complexity and ambiguity of real life” (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 36-38). My use of
the responsive interviewing model included three data-gathering techniques: (1)
participate observations, (2) documentary analysis, and (3) in-depth responsive
interviews. By using the work of Stack (1974) and Venkatesh (2006) as my guide and
following Bonnett’s (1981) ROSCA interviews, I aimed to follow the responsive
interviewing model to gain a comprehensive understanding, conceptual development, and
theoretical refinement in this area. Following, I provide additional details on these three
data-gathering techniques.
Participant Observation
Participant observations are an extension of a more formal version of the
everyday activity of watching what others do and, at times, joining in. Use of participant
observation extends the ordinary activity because researchers meticulously record what
they see and hear for a later, more formal analysis of patterns of action and behavior.
When I was conceptualizing this study with my committee chair and starting to formulate
my research questions, I was instructed to start keeping field notes of my observations. I
did so for two years, resulting in the refinement of my research questions after these
preliminary observations. My participant observations included field observations of
participants gathered for large or small group meetings and other social events.
As mentioned in the literature on participant observation studies, the researcher’s
level of activity might impact what the researcher sees. I have found this prediction to be
true; after I joined the workplace ROSCA and became active in the group, it became
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harder to observe and to determine what would have occurred if I had not been present.
After completing my first round as a participant, it became apparent that it did not matter
that I was there; the members viewed me as a participant just like the others, rather than
an outside researcher observing the phenomena. To counter this tendency, I strove to
assume a relatively low-key role to maintain my ability to watch and take notes while
minimizing my influence on what happened (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 26). An advantage
of being able to conduct participant observations prior to interviewing was that it
sensitized me to key issues, familiarized me with the environment, the obstacles, and the
ROSCA language, and allowed future interviewees to know me before I started to ask
questions (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 27).
Documentary Analysis
The second of three data-gathering techniques that I used is documentary analysis.
My use of this technique added to the details included in my introduction and literature
review. My literature review examines and reviews the available related written
documents existing on previous studies on U.S. ROSCAs. This analysis was ongoing and
evolved as this study grew more detailed. According to the literature, documentary
analysis is important and most useful when combined with in-depth interviews that allow
the researcher to discuss the documents with their creators. The documents analyzed in
this study included the other U.S. ROSCA studies previously mention in my literature
review and the ethnographies of Stacks and Venkatesh. In addition, when in-depth
interviewing is coupled with participant observation or documentary analysis, the quality
of the interviews is improved; in this case, my interviewees knew that I had read
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thoroughly about ROSCAs, leading them to be more willing to share (Rubin & Rubin,
2012, p. 27).
In-depth Responsive Interviews
The third of three data-gathering techniques that I used was in-depth responsive
interviews. I followed three principles in conducting the interviews: first, I searched for
rich and detailed information through examples, experiences, narratives, and stories;
second, I asked open-ended questions to which interviewees could respond as they chose;
and, third, I asked varied questions in varied order in each interview.
Casual conversation and in-passing clarifications began early, on a small scale, as
a natural outgrowth of my early participant observation phase. This was unavoidable,
since many of my interviewees and I crossed paths during our work day. Once the study
formally started, completely unstructured, open-ended, spur-of-the-moment chats
increased, resulting in more conversations moving into topics relevant to this research.
This created more opportunities for casual conversations, which I treated as miniinterviews confined to providing missing bits of information. Casual conversations and
in-passing clarifications work best in situations where the interviewer and interviewee
know each other and have already conversed. These created unplanned opportunities for
filling in missing information that was too sensitive to provide during a more formal
recorded session (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 31). In addition, I conducted overlapping,
semistructured and unstructured follow-up interviews. These followed the in-depth
responsive interviews and allowed me to gain more vivid details in areas mentioned in
the first interview.
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Data Collection Focus
The specific variables and characteristics that I recorded during the participant
observations and in-depth response interviews derived from the research questions listed
in Chapter 1. The specific variables and characteristics of interest included the following:
experience with and exposure to various types of ROSCAs, family and relative
experiences with ROSCAs, characteristics of ROSCAs, cultural tradition and importance
of ROSCA use, ROSCA participants’ current and prior saving objectives, usage of
ROSCA savings, importance of trust in ROSCAs, ROSCA participation logistics (when
contributions are made and how), history (positive and negative) of ROSCA experience
before and after migration or relocation to current location, prior savings history
(financial services used, success and difficulties), available credit types and level of
current and prior credit constraints, view and posture of financial security and financial
services, other financial services used and not used, advantages and disadvantages of
ROSCAs, structure and flexibility of ROSCAs, relationship with ROSCA leader and
other participants, personal role played in ROSCA, and interactions among ROSCA
participants (gossip, likes, dislikes, issues).
Procedures
When participants consented, I recorded the in-depth interviews and transcribed
them. In addition, for the casual conversations, in-passing clarifications, and general
participant observation, I used the ethnographic technique of field notes (Agar, 1982;
Spradley, 1979).
I used the following two standard practices regarding field notes. First, I recorded
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field notes either in real time or very soon thereafter. Because ROSCA operations,
especially those of traditional ROSCAs, are hidden and secret, writing notes during
meetings or interactions may have intruded on the natural course of events, members may
have viewed it as offensive, and may have attracted unwanted attention to my presence
and research (Agar, 1980). Therefore, I kept mental notes (by committing events to
memory) during observations, then recorded or wrote detailed field notes immediately
after, rather than during, the observation. Although ethnographers often use video and
photography, because of the hidden nature of ROSCAs and the desire for privacy, I did
not use these techniques.
Second, I made efforts to avoid the clouding or distorting effects of “filters,”
whether personal predilections or theoretical allegiances. According to experts, this
neutral stance produces valuable raw data that leads to more focused follow-up
interviews and additional observations (Padgett, 2008). When possible and when
participants consented, I recorded observations and added the transcriptions to my field
notes. My observations included the physical space, participants and nonparticipants,
behaviors, interactions, relationships, and affects associated with each interaction
(Lofland & Lofland, 1995).
Ethical Considerations
The use of formal and informal interviews in qualitative research requires that
researchers negotiate informed consent with participants. Negotiating informed consent
helped to define the context in which participants shared information with me. A
contractual relationship occurs when people enter into a study without knowing or
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having an established relationship with the researcher, and a developmental relationship
occurs when personal knowledge of the researcher and the research topic are established
and a relationship begins between the researcher and interviewee (Thome, 1980).
Whether a participant perceives informed consent as contractual or developmental, the
variation influences the researcher’s relationship with the interviewee. Thome (1980)
discussed the basis for informed consent and suggested that informed consent helps put
into focus specific strands in the relationship between field workers and those they study.
Informed consent is consent that is knowledgeable, exercised in a situation of voluntary
choice, and made by individuals who are competent or able to choose freely (Thome,
1980, p. 285).
For the purpose of this research, I interviewed people who had knowledge of my
research and the intent of this research. About one-half of the participants interviewed I
knew while the other half I did not. However, although my research intent was known, I
used an informed consent form that formally introduced the research interests to the
interviewees, provided the purpose for conducting the research, and gave background
information about the researcher and the study. This ensured that participants understood
that their participation was completely voluntary, instructed them about their right to
confidentiality, and disclosed my intent to present and potentially publish the research
findings.
Throughout the study, I adhered to the following process to obtain informed
consent and protect participants. I met with the subject, in person or via phone if inperson was not possible. I held both in-person and phone interviews in a private, secure
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location, such as a private office, with the door closed, at a time preferred by the subject
or at an agreed upon private location preferred by the subject. Before starting the
interview and immediately once the participant and I were together, I presented the
informed consent form and secured consent before proceeding. I provided a copy of the
consent form and information sheet to each subject. If participants agreed, I asked them
to initial the informed consent form and provided them with a copy for their keeping. I
sought informed consent in English, since all employees of the site are English speaking.
Exhibit 4 presents the informed consent form.
In summary, an ethnographic method is appropriate to this research because of its
established use in other similar studies including Stack’s (1974) and Venkatesh (2006).
The site of this study is significant because it appears to be the first but not the only site
with an established history of workplace ROSCA operations. The site lends itself to
research because employees have experiences with immigrant, kin, community, and
workforce ROSCAs. Most importantly this site provided an opportunity for me to join a
workforce ROSCA with a twenty year history.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
The results of this ethnography come from observations, in-depth responsive
interviews, and follow-up interviews of 32 participants who are current and former
members of two currently operating and two prior workplace ROSCAs linked to one
employment site. In addition, 20 of the 32 participants had current or prior experiences
with traditional ROSCAs, creating an opportunity to compare and contrast the workplace
and traditional models. In this chapter, I combine results from these interviews with my
unique experience participating in one of the workplace ROSCA operating on this site
over a two-year period.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, I present the demographics of
the sample, followed by a summary of the five themes that emerged from the data
analysis. I next present the results related to who are using workplace ROSCAs and the
extent that they exist in various workplaces. Then, I present the narratives from the
participants. Next, I highlight demographic data that relate to the three established
assumptions about ROSCA users. Following, I present the results of quantitative analysis
that explored the participants’ access to and use of other forms of credit, savings, and
banking. A summary concludes the chapter.
Sample Demographics
This study finds evidence that users of the workplace ROSCAs connected to this
single ethnically and socioeconomically diverse employment site included all levels of
employees, from high-level administrators to security guards and maintenance workers.
The sample was small but rich, with participants from countries of origin including the
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Dominican Republic, Guyana, Jamaica, Saint Vincent, China, Cameroon, Ghana,
Nigeria, Togo, and the U.S. territory of Puerto Rico, as well as American-born
participants whose families migrated north from the Southern United States.
This sample of 32 participants was 44% male and 56% female, and participants’
educational levels ranged from some high school to terminal degrees. They resided in the
New York City boroughs of Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Queens; the counties of Nassau,
Suffolk, and Westchester; and the state of New Jersey. Homeowners are overrepresented
in the sample, with 72% owning and 28% renting their homes. This distribution skewed
toward homeownership compared with the 2015 national homeownership rate of 64%
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 2016). Their household incomes ranged from $26,000 to
more than $150,000, closely mirroring the 2015 national income distributions applied to
lower-class, middle-class, and upper-class households (Pew Research Center, 2015).
With respect to educational attainment, 97% had completed high school or its equivalent,
while 72% completed a bachelor’s degree or higher. According to the U.S. Department of
Education (2015), in 2014, 86.3% of the U.S. population had completed high school and
21% had completed a bachelor’s degree or higher. Therefore, this sample is more highly
educated than the general population.
When considering race, this sample was 3% Asian, 66% Black, 19% Hispanic,
and 12% other. Since the general population in 2014 was 5% Asian, 13% Black, 17%
Hispanic, 1% American Indian, 62% White, and 2% mixed race (U.S. Census, 2014), this
sample is not representative of the general population when considering race. However,
since both the income and homeownership distributions of this sample aligned closely
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with the national averages, it appears that this sample is in some ways representative of
the general U.S. population. Participants’ occupations ranged from entry-level
administrative assistants, security, and maintenance workers to faculty, deans, and vice
presidents. Almost 70% were first-generation immigrants, while almost 20% were second
generation immigrants. See Table 2 for a summary of the demographic data.
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Table 2
Summary of Workplace ROSCA Demographic Data
SUMMARY OF WORKSPACE ROSCA DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Variable
Gender

Value
1-Male
2-Female
1-Yes

Birthplace in US

2-No
1-Asian or Pacific Islander
2-Black/African American / African

Race Distribution

3-Hispanic/Latino
4-Amer Indian/Native American
5-White/Caucasian
6-Other (India)
1-1st generation (immigrant/not born in US)
1.5-1st generation (came at young age1-12)

Generation Since Migration

2-2nd generation (born here in US)
3-3rd gen (parents born in US)
4-4th gen (gr parents born in US)
1-US
2-Africa (Camaroon,Ghana, Nigeria, Togo)
3-BA Barbados
4-CH China

US State or Country of Birth

5-DR Domanican Rep
6-GY Gayanna
7-JA Jamaica
8-Puerto Rico
9-SV Saint Vincent
1-some HS
2-HS grad/equivalent
3-some college

Education Level

4-Associate degree
5-Bachelor's degree
6-Master's degree
7-Doctorate
1-Single (never married)
2-Married

Marital Status

3-Separated
4-Widow ed
5-Divorced
6-Common Law Partner
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Frequency Percent
14
44%
18
56%
4
13%
28
88%
1
3%
21
66%
6
19%
0
0%
0
0%
4
12%
22
69%
6
19%
2
6%
2
6%
0
0%
5
16%
5
16%
1
3%
1
3%
5
16%
4
12%
9
28%
1
3%
1
3%
1
3%
5
16%
1
3%
2
6%
2
13%
14
37%
7
22%
12
38%
17
53%
0
0%
0
0%
2
6%
1
3%

SUMMARY OF WORKSPACE ROSCA DEMOGRAPHIC DATA Con't
Variable

Value
1-$0-25,999
2-$26,000-51,999
3-$52,000-74,999

Total household Income 2015

4-$75,000-99,999
5-$100,000-124,999
6-$125,000-149,999
7-$150,000 - $500,000

Own or Rent

1-Ow n
2-Rent
1-BK Brooklyn
2-BX Bronx
3-LI Long Island
4-MH Manhatton

Housing Local

5-NJ New Jersey
6-QU Queens
7-Stanton Island
7-WC Westchester
8-other
1 FT Staff

Current Employment Status

2 PT Staff
3 FT Faculty
4 PT Faculty
1-Adm Asst / Clerical
2-Adm Support / Professional
3-Security/ Maintenance Worker
4-Security/ Maint Supervisor

Job Level/ Job Title

5-Counselor (Professional)
6-Director (Professional)
7-Executive Director (Professional)
8-Faculty
9-Dean / Asst or Ass Dean
10-Asst/Vice/Sr. President

Experience with Traditional
ROSCA

1-Yes
2-No

Experience with other Worforce- 1-Yes
based ROSCA
2-No
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Frequency Percent
0
0%
9
28%
10
31%
6
19%
2
6%
2
6%
3
10%
23
72%
9
28%
1
3%
14
44%
6
19%
0
0%
1
3%
2
6%
0
0%
8
25%
0
0%
20
63%
1
3%
8
25%
1
9%
3
10%
2
6%
5
16%
2
6%
2
6%
3
9%
4
13%
9
28%
1
3%
1
3%
20
62%
28
38%
10
31%
22
69%

I compared the demographic profile of all participants with the profile of the
subset of participants who had participated in traditional ROSCAs. This comparison
yielded two differences. First, among those with traditional ROSCA experience, the total
household income was lower and more concentrated in the $26,000-$75,000 range.
Second, the subset with traditional ROSCA experience was more concentrated in the
lower to middle job level categories.
Observation Findings
The workplace ROSCAs in this study follows neither the random nor the bidding
model, but rather, a variation of the less established kinship seniority model. I call this
variation the assigned seniority model. The assigned seniority model is similar to the
bidding model because members still commit to putting a fixed sum of money into a pot
for each period over the term of the ROSCA. However, rather than drawing lots, the
banker or organizer allocates the pot to one member based on seniority and special need
requests. In this model, the newer members receive the last pots, and the more senior
members request the earlier pots based on their needs and preferences. At the beginning
of each round, the banker or organizer establishes the order and provides a written
summary of the planned distribution to each member. If members have unforeseen
financial needs that arise during the round and want to receive their pots earlier than
planned, they can contact other members and negotiate a switch. Sometimes, the banker
or organizer coordinates that switch, and, other times, the members agree and inform the
banker of the pot allocation change. See Exhibit 6 for the pot allocation sheet used by one
of the workforce-based ROSCAs included in this study.
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Social capital is important in community and kinship-based ROSCAs because
ROSCA meetings facilitate social networks and information exchange; these meetings
may also involve ritualistic practices and social observances. However, workplace
ROSCAs may not meet and may not share kinship or other social bonds. Therefore, the
role of social capital may be different in workforce-based ROSCAs, since participants’
reputations in their place of work may be different from their reputations within their kin
groups. For example, workforce-based ROSCA participants could fear losing their jobs if
other ROSCA members find them to be irresponsible, or if they do not pay their
contributions as agreed. Nonpayment in a workplace ROSCA could demonstrate poor
leadership and negatively influence the participants’ opportunities for promotions and
other professional advancement opportunities.
As mentioned in the introduction, I theorize that workforce ROSCAs’ success is
dependent on trust in the banker and organizer, as well as in the other participants; its
linkage to social capital; and the belief that trust builds trust. All members must value,
seek to protect, and even increase their workplace social capital. Both workplace and
community ROSCA models are characterized by a communal pressure to meet financial
obligations to the ROSCA or risk losing social capital. However, the stakes may be
higher in a workplace ROSCA because losing social capital at work could have more
severe consequences. These high stakes may explain why ROSCA members who have
already received their distributions continue to pay as agreed.
Summary of Themes
The purpose of this ethnography is to address the overarching research question:
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How are workplace ROSCAs different from or an adaption to more traditional,
community-based ROSCAs as relates to the characteristics of the ROSCA and the
participants’ objectives and asset-building capabilities? From this research question, five
themes emerged from the results of this ethnography. I include more than 11 vignettes
that capture the stories of the participants of this study; these are representative of the full
sample. I changed their names to achieve anonymity, and their stories provide a unique
view of workplace ROSCAs.
The first theme captures the diversity of who are using workplace ROSCAs and
the extent that they exist in various workplaces. The results challenge the three
established assumptions in the literature (that ROSCA users are predominantly poor,
women, and credit constrained). This research indicates that men and women equally use
and organize workplace ROSCAs. The household incomes are concentrated in the
middle-income range, representing 56% of the sample and closing matching the national
average of 50% middle income households in 2015 (Pew Research Center, 2015)24.
When considering the third assumption, this study finds that participants of workforcebased ROSCAs are not credit constrained; participants all had other forms of credit,
including 60% with mortgages and credit cards.
The second theme reveals that ROSCA members use workplace and traditional
ROSCAs for similar uses that are predominantly asset-building related, especially at the
beginning of the participants’ ROSCA experiences. The savings typology reveals that,
especially for first-generation immigrants, the ROSCA saving usages are more
24

According to the Pew Research Center (2015), for a three-person household, 50% were middle-income households (income range
was about $42,000 to $126,000 annually in 2014 dollars); 29% were lower-income households (with incomes less than $42,000; and
21% were upper-income households (with incomes greater than $126,000).
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instrumental than expressive in nature. However, over time and after receiving multiple
pots, regardless of time since migration, there is minor movement towards using ROSCA
savings for expressive purposes.
The third theme introduces the possibility that workplace ROSCAs are a central
form of short-term savings that is most importantly out of reach and therefore a shield
from both participants’ temptations and their kinship networks. Since no saving product
exists with similar characteristics, this finding reveals possible market failures of the
traditional formal banking sector to meet this customer need.
The fourth theme suggests that workplace ROSCAs are viewed as less risky and
less dependent on trust than their traditional ROSCA counterparts and can be a vehicle
for increased financial security.
The fifth and final theme suggests that workplace ROSCA members view
themselves as fully banked users of this alternative saving product. The participants of
this study did not view themselves as underbanked, as policy makers would; neither did
they view workplace ROSCAs as a complement, supplement, or alternative to formal
banking. Participants did not use ROSCAs because of a market failure. Rather,
participants viewed workplace ROSCAs as more important than other forms of saving
and as required to ensure their continued saving success.
Theme 1: Workplace ROSCA Users
The demographic data reveal that a wide range of employees at all levels of this
employment site have an extensive history with ROSCAs, some for almost 30 years. I
expected and found that the majority of participants in this study had prior experience
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with traditional community and kin-based ROSCAs (approximately 60%). However,
when I compare the demographic profile of the full workplace ROSCA sample with a
profile of the subset who participated in traditional ROSCAs, two differences emerge.
First, the household income of the traditional ROSCA subset is lower-income and more
concentrated in the $26,000-$75,000 range. Second, this traditional ROSCA subset is
more concentrated in the lower to middle job level categories (including administrative
assistant, support, and counselor, as well as security/maintenance worker and
supervisors). The demographic profile of the subset of those with traditional ROSCA
experiences, who have lower income and lower employment levels, supports the profile
found in the literature. It also indicates that the demographic profile of the workplace
only ROSCA participants is more evenly distributed between lower, middle and upperincomes, and the various job classifications than the subset of traditional ROSCA
participants. This indicates that within this sample, a wider and more equally distributed
demographic profile was using workplace ROSCA.
With respect to other characteristics, the full sample and the subset with
traditional ROSCA experience are similar. This contradicts the profile of ROSCA users
in the literature in two ways. First, the traditional ROSCA subset was not predominantly
female (as my literature review suggested), but rather equally male and female. Second,
this subset was not credit constrained (as the literature indicated) but rather used credit
cards, had car loans, and owned mortgages at the same rate as the full workplace ROSCA
sample. In support of the literature, both the subset and the full sample consisted of
participants who migrated from a wide range of counties. Existing literature documents
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ROSCA existence in almost 100 countries. The migration diversity of this sample is
captured by the participants’ use of various names for their ROSCAs, including susu,
partner, box, djanggi, and sociades, during their interviews.
An unexpected finding is that about one-third of the participants expressed prior
experience with workplace ROSCAs operating at other employment sites or knew of
persons participating in them. Participants mentioned other employment sites with
workplace ROSCAs located both in the U.S. and in their countries of origin. Most
interesting is that two of the five ROSCA organizers or bankers, who are both first
generation immigrants, had prior experiences with workplace ROSCAs. This indicates
that immigrants not only brought their history of traditional ROSCAs but also their
history of workplace ROSCAs with them to the United States. Andrew, a banker,
recounted his workplace ROSCA experience before migrating to the United States:
My parents were not in a susu – but I was in one with the folks that I
worked with on a small Caribbean island… They owned their own farm …
but it didn’t guarantee a certain income; so me and my brother helped by
working to earn a small steady income… That work susu had equal
numbers of both men and women and when we got paid monthly from the
private job cooperative we gave our hand.
This passage indicates that workplace ROSCAs exist in developing countries and not just
the United States. It also suggests that both men and women use them, unlike traditional
ROSCAs, whose users are more frequently women. The continuation of this passage
suggests a history of workplace ROSCA asset-building purposes.
When in that first susu at work – me and my brother would use our hand
to build onto the family house and farm.
Two of the four bankers in this study conveyed that their prior experiences with
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workplace ROSCAs before migrating to the United States motivated them to establish
them in their U.S. workplaces. Andrew, a banker for almost 20 years, recounted how one
of the two operating workplace ROSCAs started and the increase in the number of
women and the amount of the hands since inception:
When I came here to US and started working here I started this susu …
then, almost twenty years ago it had just 10 of us throwing $50 on our
paydays every other Thursday… it was mostly men and only one or two
women when we started, but now it has about the same number of men
and women… When it started the hand was $50 hand – then it went to
$100 – and now it is $200.
Andrew’s workplace ROSCA started with men that he knew and was friendly
who were employed in a maintenance capacity or as professors. In contrast, Rebecca, the
banker who started the first known workplace ROSCA on the site of this study almost 30
years ago, pulled from a larger work friendship circle started with equal representations
of men and women.

Rebecca shared her history with ROSCAs before migrating and her

perspective on the differences between kinship-based and workplace ROSCAs operating
in the United States. From her perspective, the operating model of some kinship-based
ROSCAs enables the banker to keep the first hand in exchange for financial risk
connected with organizing the operation, which involves stepping in and funding
participants who fail to meet their obligations after receiving their pot:
I started in the Dominican Republic as a little girl watching my mother do
it who was the banker… But over there it is different … the banker takes
the first number as a profit and security … so if its 10 numbers it becomes
11 … the banker usually save it as a way to protect herself in case
someone didn’t give the money after they got their pot.
For Rebecca, her experience, before migrating, with kinship ROSCAs and her
entrepreneurial spirit led her to start a workplace ROSCA everywhere she has worked in
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the United States. All the bankers in this study shared their experiences leading both
kinship and workplace ROSCAs and their natural desire to start workplace ROSCAs in
their varied places of employment. She shared when the first workplace ROSCA on the
site started, its characteristics, and her knowledge of the second ROSCA on this site.
Since I came to the U.S. at 13 years old I have always have been a little
business girl … so everywhere I worked … I started a susu. The first one
was at a department store. 28 years ago when I started working here, I
started the first one here. Then a few years later, another one started that
was for the maintenance workers … and mine had mostly administrative
workers. Then I didn’t have a limit on the number of people in it … but the
minimum was 10 people and the hand was first $50, then went to $75, then
to $100 every other week on our payday so the pot was usually at least
$1,000. But I didn’t keep an extra hand as profit, but I would just take the
first hand for myself as protection.
Rebecca is one of two bankers who shared their experiences with ROSCAs with
large pots. She shared that, in addition to starting a workplace ROSCA at a department
store and then the first one on this site, Rebecca started an Amway business workplace
ROSCA. Unlike the first two, this had a larger pot of at least $5,000, thus more risk to the
banker. The participants were all considered middle-income entrepreneurs who had
Amway businesses who used some of their Amway profit to pay their hand every time
they met:
I also started doing a big susu with a $5,000 pot through my Amway
business group… I was the banker and usually about ten people would
bring $500 for their hand to the meeting every week.
Both of the bankers with experiences with large ROSCA pots mentioned that they
are used by entrepreneurs who have access to large sums of cash through their
enterprises. Because their small businesses operate with fluctuating cash flows, they
experience difficulties securing business lines-of-credit and short-term operating funding
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from traditional banks. The result is floating their businesses cash in ROSCAs in order to
gain access to large amounts of funding. Another informant was an academic
administrator and a banker of a traditional kinship-based ROSCA, referred to as djanggi
that was composed of adults who migrated from Central Africa. He shared that this
transplanted African community operates three interwoven kinship-based ROSCAs: one
that caters to upper-income entrepreneurs that has $5,000-per-month hands with a pot of
$40,000 to $50,000; a middle-income tier, with $1,000-per-month hands with a pot of
$12,000; and a lower tier, with $200 monthly hands and a smaller pot. Unlike the
workplace ROSCAs of this study, whose members interact mostly with the banker and
individually with one another, the Central Africa djanggi meets for a social feast each
month when delivering their hands and includes a benevolent fund component that
supports its members when they experience family emergencies or deaths.
These two stories, of the Amway ROSCA and the upper-tier Central African
kinship ROSCA with large pots that attract upper-income participants, are significant
because they provide evidence that this saving vehicle is popular among a wider range
that includes middle and upper-income participants than the literature documents. This is
important because it indicates a possible market failure of immigrant entrepreneurs’
ability to secure small business loans and evidences that ROSCAs are used more
extensively by middle and upper-income households and not just by lower-income
participants than the literature suggests.
In addition to the bankers, many participants in this study had prior experiences
with workplace ROSCAs before and since migrating to the United States. The comments
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of three (David, Mark and Vicki) are representative of about 30 percent of the
participants interviewed who shared their experiences with kinship and workplace
ROSCA, and similar uses of their ROSCA pots that predominately were asset-building
related. According to David, a faculty member whose ancestors used ROSCAs in India
and when living on the northern edge of South America, his family used ROSCAs before
migrating to support their entrepreneurial activities:
We call them a box. I was first introduced to it at about age ten – but
joined my first one when I was about twenty through my workplace in
South America. We gave $20 per month in the 1970s. Many farmers,
traders, and workers were doing it. Many of my cousins are farmers and
traders in the market back home and they would do it to raise capital
needed to purchase equipment or material for their farm or goods to sell
in the market. There are different groups all based on trust: farmers,
traders, workers – but they could be mixed ethnically and economically.
David and others shared their prior experiences with a workplace ROSCA led them to
join a workplace ROSCA on this site with a common asset-building goals that included a
housing purchase or financing higher education expenses of their children. He recounted
his experiences:
When I started working here in about 2009 an electrician started one that
a cleaning guy asked me to join… there were all types of employees in it
… security guards, maintenance men, and professors who were all saving
to buy a house or apartment or send their children to private school or
college. The hand was $50 every two weeks, but many were throwing two
hands or $100.
Several participants expressed that workplace ROSCAs assist them to achieve
increased productivity of their income and reduce impulse spending. According to
participants, the importance of saving, and especially owning where you live were
emphasized greatly in their country of origin. Mark, another faculty member who
migrated from the same country in South America, expressed his experiences with
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ROSCAs before migrating to the United States and with other workplace ROSCAs here
in the United States that contribute to participants saving productivity:
In my culture we are taught the importance of saving and stretching every
penny we earn. We used boxes to force ourselves to save for something
important like buying land or funding the family farm or business. Back
home we used boxes and now here is the same… many workplaces have
them … I used to work for a manufacturing company in Long Island City
that had a box … the people in it were from all over ... it had 40-50 people
in it and we would put the same amount of money every week when we got
paid. I also know of boxes operating at the Port Authority and corrections
… the jails especially. Then I came here and two boxes are running.
As is mentioned in the literature (Chiteji and Hamilton, 2005; Oh, 2007; Tufano
and Schneider, 2008; Zelizer, 2005) the desire to keep saving secret and out of reach
from family members and personal temptation are reasons why many of the participants
of this study participate in workplace ROSCAs. Many participants of this study turn to
ROSCAs for help managing intra-family relations. Vicki is representative of participants
of this study who have used workplace ROSCAs operating on various sites to lessen
financial demands of family members by keeping saving illiquid in ROSCAs. She
explained her involvement in other workplace ROSCAs and the importance of their
secretive nature:
Before joining this one, I was in one at a business institute where I was
working. Many workplaces have them, but you have to know the right
people to find out about them and somebody has to vouch for you who
have a good reputation in the work partner or you won’t get in. If you
can’t keep a secret and keep the dealings private … you can’t get in. The
partner here has operated for so long because even though everyone in
knows who else is in … everyone know to not share the details.
The participants of this study shared that many are in multiple ROSCAs with the
pots earmarked for specific purposes. This supports the work of some scholars suggesting
that money is often used to define intimate ties and to affirm family relations (Zelizer,
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2005). Other scholars argue that intra-family transfers are used to affirm family relations
and “Roscas may be useful because they allow members to keep their money without
inflicting overt damage on these relationships” (Tufano and Schneider, 2008, C.6.0).
Vicki continued by sharing about others in her family that are in workplace ROSCA that
are earmarked for specific purposes that are a mix of asset building and expressive:
My brother is in a work partner too … he throws three turns or is tripling
up … one for his black Friday shopping … one for a house that he is
building … and one just to save for family emergencies.
Participants of this study expressed that workplace ROSCAs are less risky
than the traditional ROSCA. This notion of less risk may be explained by Ho
(2007), who makes a distinction between money RCAs that operate more
business-like to achieve capital mobilization and allocation that workplace
ROSCAs are aligned; and friendship RCAs that are primarily focused on
supporting members in periods of need and maintaining intimate relationships and
secondarily on receiving the lump sum for asset building (p. 626) that are similar
to many traditional ROSCAs. The combination of workplace ROSCAs placing
more focus on the business aspect of saving for asset-building purposes and less
on socializing and maintaining friendships as do many traditional ROSCAs, may
equate to an organizational structure of workplace ROSCAs that translates to less
financial risk. Vicki and other participants of this study offered similar
testimonies that they have experienced less default problems in workplace
ROSCAs and that they view this model of operations as less risky:
I think the partners at the job are better and less risky because everyone
has a job, you must give your hand on everyone’s payday so you can’t say
you don’t have it … and you can’t hide because you have to come to work
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and see everyone in the partner. We are all more focused on saving for
something important than on being friends that are all involved in each
another’s’ personal problems.
In addition to first- and second-generation immigrants, this ethnography finds
evidence that some workplace ROSCA users are American born. This contradicts some
of the literature on U.S. traditional community and kin-based ROSCAs (Light, 1972),
which states that they are used in the U.S. by immigrants and not by native Black and
White Americans. Contrary to the majority of the literature, this ethnography supports
Bonnett (1981), who stated the following:
Membership is not limited to black immigrants, either first generation or their
second-generation offspring, among whom there has been some degree of cultural
assimilation. Native black and white Americans also have participated in these
associations. In some instances primary relationships on the job, the ‘informal
aspects of bureaucracy,’ were the compelling factor in an outsider such as a white
American or native black American seeking membership. The author even found
some instances where Southern black Americans are not only participating but
have begun to organize similar associations. (p. 347)
This study included three participants who were American-born Blacks, two who
migrated north from the Southern states after their families came to the United States as a
result of slavery. Participants supported the possibility that Black and White Americans
use ROSCAs when introduced to them at a workplace. Anna, a security guard, stated:
My people are from South Carolina … so I did not grow up with susu ...
didn’t know anything about them. No one that I know in my family did it or
knew of it. I was first introduced to a susu when I was working correction
here in New York City. Many of the guards I worked with did it and
suggested that I try it. I know that some police precincts have them too.
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Patricia, whose family migrated from the Southern United States, first learned of
ROSCAs at the employment site of this study. She provided the following excerpt:
No one else in my family is involved or knows anything about a susu … I
grew up in the Carolinas and no one I knew did it there either. It was
while working here that I was approached by a co-worker who invited me
to join … It sounded like a good way to gather money all at one time…
Patricia continued by sharing two advantages of workplace ROSCAs from her
perspective: the ease of participation at the workplace and the ability to keep money out
of her own reach. She stated:
I know I am not one who could save on my own – so I looked at it as a way
to accumulate a large sum of money at one time and do something with it
– say $2,000 was the pot when I started years ago. I knew that no matter
how hard I tried to save every payday … it wouldn’t happen … I would
spend it because it was so easy to get it … But this way it was out of my
reach… and it was so easy to do… I always went to the bank the day I got
paid anyway to get some pocket money … so all I had to do was get my
susu money too and give it to the banker when he came to my office that
afternoon.
Many of the first-generation immigrants in this study had prior experiences with
traditional community or kin-based ROSCAs before migrating to the United States.
Because I view workforce ROSCAs as an outgrowth of the traditional model, this was an
expected finding. The first example comes from Wendy, who is a first-generation
immigrant from the island of Hispaniola who uses her pot for asset-building purposes:
Here we call it susu … but back home we call it sociades … I do it both
here and back home. … This work one is easier and less risky because the
banker just comes on payday to pick-up my hand… because we all work
here everyones’ hand gets picked up the same day and delivered to the
person who gets the pot …There is never a problem finding someone or
getting your full pot… But the one I do back home, I have to wire $50 US
every two week … it has about 30 people … It’s good too because I don’t
have to walk with any money when I go home because the banker their just
puts it in my bank account there. My pots from the sociades back home I
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use to finish building by home there… Every time I get a pot I do a project
on the house.
Yvette, a maintenance worker, recalled her early experiences learning to save by
using kin-based ROSCAs before migrating from an island in the northern Caribbean,
workforce ROSCAs operating on this site, and other community ROSCAs. For Yvette
and other participants of this study, saving using ROSCAs is a cultural principle that was
learned before migration that emphasizes a disciplined effort to reduce consumption.
From her perspective, ROSCAs work because, once one joins, one must save and reduce
spending:
Back home we call it a partner … I’ve believed in partners since I was
growing up … That’s how everyone saves where I am from… That’s how I
learned to save… Its good compulsory savings or forced savings that you
have to do it once you commit …It makes me cutback on my spending
because so much of my money is committed to my partners…
In additional to expressing benefits of workplace ROSCAs, the participants of this
study shares weaknesses. After being in the workforce ROSCA on this site for many
years, Yvette and others articulated that a weakness was the length of the round, which
extended to 9-10 months as the number of hands increased to 20. She preferred shorter
rounds:
For many years I was a member of this work partner and another partner
back home that the pot was specifically for my mother. But this one work
one got too big and it started taking too long for each round … so now I
am in two others. I am in a quick one that I give $200 every week and
drawer is $2,000 every ten weeks and a second one that is $250 and the
drawer is $6,000.
For more than 50 percent of the participants of the workplace ROSCAs of this
study, it represents their primary source of savings. Vicki serves as an example; her
workplace ROSCA was her main savings concern and served as a vehicle to pay her
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children’s college tuition. Both Vicki and Madelyn expressed knowledge of other
workforce ROSCAs operating at hospitals in the area that also serve as the primary
saving method for its members.
When I get paid, my first priority is the $200 for my work partner. This is
the only one that I have been in. I have been in so long that now I can
always get the hand I want…. Because of it I was able to put both my
children through college without any loans … I would just arrange my pot
for right before their tuition was due. Work-based partners are very
common if there are a lot of island people working there. My girlfriend
works at a hospital in the area and is in one there that has a lot of
people... more than twenty who do it as their main way to save.
Madelyn, who moved from the U.S. territory of Puerto Rico, shared her
family’s similar successful history saving with both community and workforce
ROSCAs to acquire land and to finance their children’s’ college education
without debt:
We call it a sociades in Puerto Rico … I was born here but my husband
was born there and came here at a young age. My mom did it …and my
brother, sister, aunt and uncle. It has always been all around me. My
brother works for a hospital in this area and has done it for a long time.
My mom did it with my aunt who was the banker and would get the people
she knew. I do it because it has worked for me and for others in my
family… Without it we would have much less … no land to call our own
and student loans for our children’s education instead of it being free and
clear of debt.
Even though the workplace ROSCA experiences shared were overwhelming
positive, some participants shared negative prior experiences. A few participants of the
workplace ROSCAs shared their difficulties receiving their desired pot even as their
seniority increased. The longstanding workplace ROSCA of this study that has operated
for almost 30 years uses a seniority operating model that relies on the organizer’s
decision (rather than the more common random or bidding operating model); a few past
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participants expressed that they left because they were unable to receive their desired pot
even as their seniority increased over time.
Some participants shared their negative experiences with other traditional
ROSCAs that did not discourage their participation in workplace ROSCAs. Lynn, a
professor, shared her negative first experience with community-based ROSCAs while in
high school located on a northern Caribbean island:
My 1st partner was when in high school before coming to the U.S.… we
used our lunch money to get a pot of money to go shopping … But that one
had problems because some people after they got paid their drawer
wouldn’t pay any more.
However, even after a negative first experience in a community ROSCA, Lynn
recounted her 30-year history with workplace ROSCAs operating on this site. Lynn
shared her perspective that, in the Caribbean, saving is a public policy priority because
the government places more emphasis on citizens’ ability to care for themselves, since
the extent of the public safety net is less than in the U.S.
When I was first starting teaching here almost 30 years ago there was a
partner operating that I joined. It’s based on trust …but partners are
rooted in culture … it based in the Caribbean culture where savings is
taught in the schools … we had savings programs that were called
“School Savings” that was a division of government who’s function was to
teach children to save. Savings was always an integral part of our culture.
Even though most of the Caribbean governments have must less resources
than the U.S., they view savings as a higher priority there. Maybe because
less of a government safety net is provided to the poor because of
dependency on foreign aid by some islands of the Caribbean and the
government wants its citizens to be able to care for themselves. Here in the
U.S. it is not an ongoing priority of the government.
From Lynn’s point of view, ROSCAs are an informal type of banking that is popular
because many have found it to be an effective way to get a large sum of needed capital in
developing countries, and those experiences are brought to the U.S. and repeated.
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In developing societies, if people want to get a lump sum, there are limited
ways to get it. For many they use a partner and their drawer to get the
lump sum they need. For some people they know they have to pay school
fees or repair their house or pay for a wedding, or start or maintain their
business… and they need a lump sum to do it … but they can’t go to the
bank to get the lump sum usually because they don’t have security … So
the partner is how low & middle income people gain access to capital …
it’s an informal banking system that they need access that worked for their
family and friend.
In summary, the narrations related to who uses workplace ROSCAs indicate that
ROSCAs have a longer, more established history, both in developing countries and in the
New York City area. Advantages of workplace ROSCAs include less risk of nonpayment,
increased convenience, and hiding savings from family and friends. Disadvantages
include difficulty knowing that they exist, long rounds because of steadily increasing
interest to join or secure additional hands, and fairness of the more subjective seniority
operating model that provides more discretion to the banker to decide on distribution of
pots. The participants also articulated that overwhelmingly workplace ROSCA are
viewed as more about the business of savings with less emphasis on friendship and
mutual aid as is the case with many traditional ROSCAs; and used predominately for
asset building purposes rather than for expressive purposes.
Assumptions about ROSCA Users
According to demographic data for this sample, 44% of users were male and 56%
female; there were three male and two female bankers. Users’ ages ranged from 25-70.
The equal distribution of males and females runs contrary to the established assumption
in the literature that ROSCA users are predominantly women.
The second established assumption in the literature is that ROSCA users are
predominantly poor. This sample includes participants with total household incomes
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ranging from $26,000 to more than $150,000. More specifically, only 28% of participants
recorded lower incomes of between $26,000 and $42,000; 56% had middle-incomes of
between $42,000 and $126,000, and 16% had upper-class incomes of greater than
$126,000. The household income classification mirror the terminology used for lower,
middle and upper-income households used in the 2015 Pew Research Center study.25
The fact that all participants had steady employment, with more than 50% with the same
employer for over 10 years, contributes to the high household incomes in this study as
compared with other ROSCA studies.
The third assumption is that ROSCA users are predominantly credit constrained;
this sample demonstrated the reverse. All participants had access to other forms of credit,
most highly concentrated in the forms of credit cards, personal loans, mortgages, and
home equity lines of credit, which participants used in combination with workforce
ROSCAs.

According to the Pew Research Center (2015) in the study “The American Middle Class Is Losing Ground: No longer the majority
and falling behind financially” “Middle-income” households are defined as those with an income that is two-thirds to double that of
the U.S. median household income, after incomes have been adjusted for household size. For a three-person household, the middleincome range was about $42,000 to $126,000 annually in 2014 (in 2014 dollars). Lower-income households have incomes less than
two-thirds of the median, and upper-income households have incomes that are more than double the median.
25
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Table 3
Gender, Income, Age, and Access to Credit
GENDER INCOME AGE & ASSESS TO CREDIT DATA
Variable
Value
1-Male
Gender
2-Female

Estimate of Total
Household Income in
2015

Age Range of
Informant

Informants Access to
Banking Credit

Frequency

Percent

14
18

44%
56%

1-$0-25,999
2-$26,000-41,999

0
9

0%
28%

3-$42,000-74,999

10

31%

4-$75,000-99,999

6

19%

5-$100,000-125,999

2

6%

6-$126,000-149,999

2

6%

7-$150,000 - $500,000

3

10%

25 to 34

6

19%

35 to 44

5

16%

45 to 54

11

34%

55 to 65

10

31%

1-credit card

19

59%

2-bank loan unsecured

1

3%

3-credit union loan

6

19%

4-pawn shop pay day loan

0

0%

5-bank home line of credit/equity loan

5

15%

6-stock market account

1

3%

7-mortgage

21

65%

ROSCAs and Other Forms of Credit
Now, I will discuss the data gathered to explore the participants’ access to and use
of other forms of credit, savings, and banking. When I asked the participants of this study
to discuss what other forms of savings they used in addition to their workplace ROSCA,
84% expressed that they had a bank or credit union direct deposit savings account, and
16% stated that they had a bank or credit union savings account that was not directdeposit linked. In addition, 94% participate in the work-sponsored retirement plan used
savings, while almost 20% also have supplemental retirement accounts. However, none
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of the participants used forms of fringe banking (e.g., pawn brokers or check cashing
centers).
This workplace ROSCA study finds that ROSCA users employ a combination of
other savings products and their ROSCA. Researchers have found the same blended
usage of formal and informal saving tools in prior community ROSCA studies (Bonnett,
1981). Table 4 summarizes these findings.
Table 4
Participants’ Use of Other Forms of Savings and Banking
INFORMANTS USE OF OTHER FORMS OF SAVINGS & BANKING
Variable
Value
1-bank/CU savings account

Informants Use of
Other Forms of Saving
in Addition to
Workplace ROSCA

Informants Use of
Other Forms of
Banking

Frequency
5

Percent
16%

2-bank/CU checking account

5

16%

3-bank/CU direct deposit savings acct

25

78%

4-bank/CU direct deposit check acct

27

84%

5-certificate of deposit CD

6

19%

6-money market account

7

22%

7-work-linked retirement account

30

94%

8-individual retirement

6

19%

9 christmas club
10-foreign bank account at home

1

3%

14

44%

1-bank savings account

5

16%

2-bank checking account

27

84%

3-credit union savings account

10

31%

4-CD

6

19%

5-money market account

7

22%

6-individual retirement

6

19%

7-Safty Deposit Box

12

35%

8-Debit card

25

78%

9-Christmas Club Account

1

3%

10-Pawn Broker

0

0%

11-Check Cashing Center

0

0%

12-other

0

0%

In summary, the participants’ narratives and the demographic data presented
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connected to the first theme indicate that the three established assumptions about ROSCA
users in the literature (that ROSCA users are predominantly poor, women, and credit
constrained) do not hold true for this sample of workplace ROSCA participants. Rather,
this study finds the reverse: workplace ROSCAs usage is equally distributed with respect
to gender, participants’ total household incomes range from $26,000 to more than
$150,000; and participants have access to and use other forms of credit.
Theme 2: Uses of Workplace ROSCAs
Vélez-Ibáñez (2010) study of Mexican Americans use of ROSCAs (in California,
New Mexico and Washington) cites the existence of workplace ROSCAs in public and
private corporations (p.59). Bonnett (1981) was the first to explore whether community
ROSCA savings were used for instrumental or expressive purposes. This distinction is
important because it can help determine whether ROSCAs are viable asset-building tools.
Depending on the results, workplace ROSCAs may be a possible solution to help counter
the low U.S. savings rate.
In this subsection, I present my results, followed by vignettes capturing
participants’ uses of workplace ROSCA savings. Next, I present my ROSCA savings
typology, which analyses whether the participants used their ROSCA savings for
instrumental purposes (that are concrete and substantial that tend to build asset including
real estate and land purchases, business start-up or expansion, educational expenses,
reducing debt and paying off bills) or expressive purposes (that are frivolous and not
asset-building such as vacations, sweet 16 parties and shopping sprees) either at the time
of the study or in their previous experience. Building on this ROSCA savings typology, I
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next consider the impact of the participants’ generation since migration on their ROSCA
savings tendencies.
The participants’ responses provide an opportunity to build on the prior work of
Bonnett (1981), which suggests that traditional ROSCAs are more important among firstgeneration immigrants and less important to the second and subsequent generations. To
probe this question, I created a typology that categorizes workplace ROSCA uses as
either instrumental or expressive as it relates to participants’ first ROSCA goals, second
ROSCA goals, and current ROSCA goals. This typology is important because it will help
determine whether workplace ROSCA members use the ROSCAs for asset building
purposes.
The following three excerpts are representative of the testimonies of the majority
of the participants of this study who rely on both traditional and workplace ROSCAs to
accomplish their asset-building savings goals and use them to complement other
traditional saving products. The first of three excerpts is from Carl who used ROSCAs
first for instrumental and then, more recently, for expressive purposes. He shares how he
used two hands to secure the needed down payment for some land. This instrumental
purpose required Carl to readjust his spending to meet his expanded ROSCA
commitment and achieve a major asset-building goal, which, he stated, would not be
possible any other way.
A partner is an obligatory debt that you have to pay forward … it has been
great for me because if there is something that I want to do or a big
purchase – a partner is the best way. For example, I wanted to purchase
some land back home – that cost was $65,000 US and needed a deposit of
$15,000 US to do it. So my wife and I agreed that we would use a partner
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… I already had one hand with a $5,000 pot and I decided to do a second
hand or double up and pay $200 each week for each hand.
To do it was what you call in my country “banning your belly” –
squeezing tight… So tight it hurt …. It was hard but it felt so good when I
accomplished my goal … Since it wasn’t my first time in the partner – I
was able to get the two hands back to back in the middle of the round …
and I got both of them together – so I was able to make a deposit of
$10,000 on the land! … And it inspired me so much … After that I was
able to go to one hand for the $5,000 balance.
Without the partner I would never be able to do it … because if I tried
saving the money on my own, I would end up putting it elsewhere.
Next is an excerpt from Jessica that shows how ROSCAs fit into her savings strategy as a
complement to other traditional saving products.
I just know that every two weeks on payday you have to put aside your
hand … I really don’t think about it … my primary purpose is to save and
I know that unless it is a direct withdrawal out of my paycheck that I don’t
see … I won’t save … but if it’s up to me to set this money aside, I always
find something else to do with it … either another bill that needs to be
paid or a pair of shoes that I want ... this forces me to save… it’s a
discipline …
Jessica used her employer-sponsored retirement account to secure a down payment on her
condo before joining the workplace ROSCA, and, after joining, she used the savings for
more expressive purposes:
I already own where I live and for the down payment years ago, I
borrowed from my 401K, and paid it back in 5 years … Then I wasn’t in
the partner here… so now since I already own my house and car, I try to
put my hand in a separate account unless there is a trip that I want to
take. Now I like to get my pot right before my birthday … so I know when I
go on my birthday trip, my pot was going to be my spending money.
The stories of Carl and Jessica are important because they capture a trend
expressed by many participants in this study that the beginning of their ROSCA
participation their savings are used for more instrumental purposes (home
purchases, small business start-up, paying bills, and sending children to college).
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Over time, about one-half of the ROSCA participants’ shift toward using ROSCA
savings for expressive purposes (paying for vacation, sweet 16 party, or shopping
spree) after they have accomplished their instrumental goals. For some whose
ROSCA and savings cultural tradition mandates that all savings be used for
important purposes, even over time their ROSCA savings continues to be used for
instrumental purposes. This prolonged instrumental savings emphasis was
expressed strongest by participants in this study who migrated from Guyana and
Africa, while to a lesser degree, by those who migrated from Jamaica and the
Dominican Republic.
Approximately 35% of the participants of this study shared that initial
ROSCA savings provided the needed capital to migrate to the U.S. The story of
Aaron, a ROSCA banker shared his experiences with both workplace ROSCAs
and a kinship ROSCA is representative of these stories:
My deposit to pay and to come to the US and study was through a work
susu back home (in Africa) because then international students must save
about $4,000 US in order to come and study. It had 12 men and at end of
every month everyone had something very specific and important to do …
some were saving to build a house or send children to school or to buy a
car … most were saving for education like me for either for themselves or
their children.
For Aaron and others, after using ROSCAs to accumulate the needed capital to migrate to
the U.S., the next instrumental ROSCA saving goal was to save to purchase a house;
followed by providing a debt-free college education for their children. Aaron shared his
experience starting a traditional kinship ROSCA in the New York City area to assist
himself and others from his African village to accomplish this goal:
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After I finished school along with others from my home village … many of
us wanted to buy a house here … so we started a djanggi 15 years ago
that now has eleven couples … During the 15 years of the djanggi, first I
used my pots for my down payment for my house, then to put all my
children through college and graduate school without any student loans,
next to support my deceased father’s wife and to renovated a house back
home, and many other substantial items… We are all saving for something
substantial and important … we support and encourage one another in
this endeavor … and celebrate one another’s djanggi accomplishments.
According to Aaron, one’s culture, rather than one’s time since migration, directly
impacts whether one uses one’s ROSCA savings for instrumental or expressive purposes.
Aaron stated that his major challenge was getting his children to embrace their African
culture of savings:
Culture has everything to do with it … In our culture and many cultures
we must save for something important … not a vacation or a party…If we
are traveling, it will be to go home and we go to accomplish a project …
either building or finishing a house or paying for land that we brought …
Now, the biggest challenge is getting our grown children who have
benefitted from their parents’ djanggi savings to put them through school,
to buy them a basic car … to understand the cultural importance of
saving. This young adult age group is a problem… these younger people
have their own priorities … some are saving to buy a fancy car … and
they are not financially responsible for things other then what concerns
them …
That is why among our younger people we are trying to educate them that
the djanggi should be for capital purposes … something that is going to
help someone now and in the future rather than saving to go buy a car
that will be consumed quickly… it doesn’t make sense … if you are
investing for a down payment on a house or some land … we understand
that … and support them.
In response to developing tension with the younger adult generation’s difficulties
accepting and continuing the established culture that all savings must be directed toward
important instrumental purposed, Aaron assisted their young adults to establish their own
separate ROSCA in order for their next generation to closely witness the instrumental
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savings practices of their elders and parents and develop similar practices.
Even though ROSCA savings are considered illiquid and out of reach, the
established expectation of reciprocity serves as a counter-balance that enables
participants to expect that if they can demonstrate an unforeseen need, they will be
granted access to their future pot earlier than scheduled. According to Vélez-Ibáñez
(2010) the term ROSCA (or una union de confiaza) implies a bond of mutual trust that is
a cultural construct that includes the factor that its members are willing to be in a
reciprocal relationship with one another (p. 44). Most importantly, ROSCAs are
considered balanced reciprocity26 relationships because the money being exchanged are
explicitly stated in advance.
The third testimony is from Vicki who uses the workplace ROSCAs to save for
the instrumental purpose of buying a house, after saving for the expressive purpose of
paying for her wedding. Vicki and others in this study also expressed the importance and
expectation of reciprocity among ROSCA members to rearrange the established pot
allocation when a participant has an unexpected need or emergency.
When my mother passed away the banker rearranged my hand so I could
get it quicker so I could use it to cover funeral expenses of my mother. I’m
getting married soon so both me and my husband are in partners. Now my
partner is for my wedding. Even though I have a savings account and a
401K … the best way to save what we need for my wedding is the partner.
I save better with the partner because it’s not accessible – even though I
can get it if I really need it… I know if it’s not a personal emergency like
when my mother passed – I don’t ask for it. My fiancé is in a partner too
and the pot is $8,000 that he gets twice a year. By combining his and my

26

See Sahlins (1969, 147-148); Lomnitz (1977, 196-197) and Vélez-Ibáñez (2010, 44-45) provide definitional contracts between
“generalized reciprocity” as an exchange that people give each other material items, favors, or labor without expecting anything in
return; while “balanced reciprocity” is defined the same, excepts adds a equivalent reciprocated exchange equal to the item received
and provided without delay.
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partner we will save everything that we need… After the wedding we will
use our partners to save to buy a house here.
Before considering the generation since migration, this study indicates that the
participants are using their ROSCA savings more for instrumental purposes than for
expressive purposes. However, some participants introduced the important effect that
having a strong connection to a culture of saving has on saving choices and priorities. In
addition to participants’ stories, I asked survey questions to build a savings typology. The
first question asked about participants’ first ROSCA saving accomplishment. The second
question was, “What is your current ROSCA savings goal?” The responses to these two
questions indicate that, for participants’ first ROSCA savings goal, overwhelmingly the
purpose was an instrumental goal (that are asset related, substantial and concrete). In
contrast, responses indicate that, for their current ROSCA saving goal, after participants
had received prior lump sums, about one-third chose an expressive savings goal (more
frivolous than their prior instrumental ROSCA savings goal). Following is a summary of
the participants’ responses to the saving typology survey questions.
The result of workplace ROSCA savings typology reveals that workplace-based
ROSCAs are an asset-building tool. Table 5 shows that 100% of the participants used the
first pot they received for an instrumental purpose. Further, 75% of these instrumental
purposes were asset building (house or land purchase, house improvement, or education).
In contrast, the participants planned to use their “current or next” pot for a combination of
instrumental (62%) and expressive purposes (39%). However, of the instrumental
purposes, 38% were asset building related. My results indicate that workplace ROSCA
members use their savings for predominantly instrumental purposes that are asset-
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building in nature. This is significant because it suggests that workplace ROSCAs may be
a viable asset building tool. Consideration could be given to formalize this workplace
ROSCAs as an employee benefit that is employer-sponsors.
Table 5
ROSCA Saving Typology
ROSCA SAVING TYPOLOGY DATA
Variable

Frequency

Percent

1-house purchase in US

8

25.0%

4-house purchase in country of origin

5

16.0%

5-land purchase in country of origin

1

3.0%

6-home improvement in country of origin

1

3.0%

7-education

9

28.0%

8-pay bills and cope with basic needs

6

19.0%

14-deposit in savings account

2

6.0%

15-vacation

0

0.0%

16-party (wedding or sweet 16)

0

0.0%

0
32

0.0%
100.0%

0

0.0%

3-home improvement in US

4

12.0%

6-home improvement in country of origin

7

22.0%

7-education

2

6.0%

8-pay bills and cope with basic needs

3

9.0%

9-major purchase car

3

9.0%

14-deposit in savings account

1

3.0%

15-vacation

9

28.0%

16-party (wedding, sweet 16)

3

9.0%

17-showing spree
1-instrumental (1-14)

0

2.0%

20

62.5%

2-expressive (15-18)

12

37.5%

Value
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES

First ROSCA Saving
Accomplishment

EXPRESSIVE VARIABLES

ROSCA Savings (First/Past)
Typology

17-showing spree
1-instrumental (1-15)
2-expressive (16-19)
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES

Present ROSCA Saving Objective

EXPRESSIVE VARIABLES

Savings (Present) Typology

Savings Now variable recorded no responses to the following values: 2-land purchase in US; 3-home improvement in US; 9major purchase car; 10-major purchase furniture/appliance; 11-support parents/family in US; 12-support parents/family in
country of migration; 13-send remittence to country of migration.
Present Saving Objective variable recorded no responses to the following values: 1-home purchase in US; 2-land purchase in
US; 4-Home purchase in country of origin; 5-land purchase in country of origin; 10-major purchase of furniture/appliance; 11support parents/family in US; ; 12-send remittance to country of origin; 13-retirement

To further explore the asset-building nature of workplace ROSCAs, I cross
tabulated time of migration with uses of ROSCA funds. The dependent variable was how
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the participants used their ROSCA savings (instrumental or expressive), and the
independent variable was time of migration to the United States and classification as
first-generation (not born in the United States and came at age 12 or older), 1.5generation (not born in the United States and came before age 12), second-generation
(born in the United States), or third-generation (parents were born in the United States).
Looking at how participants used their first ROSCA pots, regardless of generation
since migration, 81% used their first ROSCA pot for an instrumental purpose, while 19%
used it for an expressive purpose. However, of the 19% who used their first ROSCA pot
for expressive purposes, 100% were either second-generation or 1.5-generation
immigrants (i.e., born in the United States). Table 6 summarizes these results.
Table 6
Past ROSCA Use Cross Tabulated with Generation since Migration
Past ROSCA Saving Typology Cross-Tab with Generation Since Migration
Informants' Generation Since Migration
1st
1.5st
2nd
3rd
Generation Generation
Generation Generation
Immigrant Immigrant
(Born in
(Parents
(Not born (Came to US
US)
Born in US)
in US)
age 1-12)

Instrumental Count
First
% within Generation
(Past)
Since Migration
ROSCA
Count
Expressive
Saving
% within Generation
Typology
Since Migration

Total

Count
% within Generation
Since Migration

22

1

1

2

26

100.0%
0

20.0%
4

33.3%
2

100.0%
0

81.3%
6

0.0%
22

18.8%
5

66.7%
3

0.0%
2

18.8%
32

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0% 100.0%

Looking at participants’ current ROSCA saving goals, regardless of generation
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Total

since migration, 62.5% planned to use their next ROSCA pot for an instrumental purpose,
while 37.5% planned to use it for an expressive purpose. However, the 37.5% who
planned to use their next ROSCA pot for expressive purposes included first-generation,
1.5-generation, and second-generation immigrants. All third-generation immigrants
planned to use their next ROSCA pot for instrumental purposes. Table 7 summarizes
these results.
Table 7
Present ROSCA Saving Goal Cross Tabulated with Generation since Migration
Present ROSCA Saving Typology Cross-Tab with Generation Since Migration
Informants' Generation Since Migration
1st
1.5st
2nd
3rd
Generation Generation
Generation Generation
Immigrant Immigrant
(Born in
(Parents
(Not born (Came to US
US)
Born in US)
in US)
age 1-12)

Instrumental
Current
ROSCA
Saving Expressive
Typology

Total

Count
% within Generation
Since Migration
Count
% within Generation
Since Migration
Count
% within Generation
Since Migration

Total

17

1

0

2

20

77.3%
5

20.0%
4

0.0%
3

100.0%
0

62.5%
12

22.7%
22

80.0%
5

100.0%
3

0.0%
2

37.5%
32

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0% 100.0%

In light of the sample size of 32 participants, these findings are anecdotal.
However, my findings support Bonnett’s (1981) finding that traditional ROSCAs uses
differ depending on the time since migration. According to Bonnett,
First-generation immigrants use the funds to cope with basic necessities of urban
life (purchase of furniture and other consumer goods or for a vacation. Secondgeneration users tend to use the funds for investment purposes, to top off payment
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on a home or to assist in setting up a small business. (p. 342)
The findings of this research suggests that first-generation immigrants use ROSCAs more
for instrumental purposes (e.g., down payment on a house, paying for college, starting a
business, paying off bills) at the beginning of their ROSCA experiences, but their
ROSCA use shift over time toward more expressive purposes (vacations, parties,
shopping sprees) after the initial concrete saving objectives have been accomplished. In
order to make stronger inferences about workforce ROSCAs, research with a larger
sample would be required. However, these findings suggest preliminarily that traditional
and workforce ROSCAs are used for similar purposes, which are predominantly
instrumental and asset building in nature.
Theme 3: Benefits of Workplace ROSCAs
In this section, I present my results on the third theme, which explains why people
use workplace ROSCAs. This ethnography finds evidence that workplace and traditional
ROSCAs are central forms of short-term savings that are, most importantly, out of reach
and hence shielded from both participants’ temptations and their kinship networks. Since
no formal savings product exists with similar characteristics, this study appears to reveal
a possible market failure of the traditional formal banking sector to meet this customer
need for a short-term, compulsory savings product.
Participants in this study used workplace ROSCAs for the same reasons
associated with traditional community and kinship-based ROSCAs, but viewed
workplace ROSCAs as having special benefits. Participants mentioned that workplace
ROSCAs are less risky and more convenient and that it is easier to keep savings private
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and secret because of their separation from family and friend networks. Disadvantages of
workplace ROSCAs, as previously mentioned, are that the rounds tend to be long, there is
an increased comingling of work and personal affairs, and seniority-based round
assignment benefits participants with longer histories with the organizer who decides on
the pot assignments. Other major reasons for using either traditional or workplace
ROSCAs were the ability to achieve middle class status, mistrust of formal banks, ability
to avoid easy access to savings in banks via debit card, increased financial security,
personal lack of self-control, and communal peer pressure.
Carl started his interview by sharing how he was able to gain entrance into this
workplace ROSCA and the disadvantages to a new participant of the variation of the
seniority operating model that I call organizer’s decision. In this model, the banker allows
the most senior participants to choose their pots first, and newer participants are assigned
the remainder, usually the last few pots. If multiple senior members request the same pot,
the banker makes the decision. This is different than the random and bidding pot
allocation models that many traditional ROSCA models use. However, the notion of a
new ROSCA member having a senior established member vouch and even secure a hand
occurs in both the workplace and traditional ROSCA operation models.
I have been in this work susu for a long time... many years. As a matter of
fact … the first time I went into it … I went under someone’s name … it
was Miss K who fronted for me because I was too young to be trusted …
she said to me, “you give it to me and I’ll put in an extra hand for you” …
at the time that was the only way I could get in because I was too new …
When Miss K was fronting for me I could get a good early pot because she
had been in for decades … but once I went in under my name I didn’t have
a choice – I had to start at the end and got one of the last rounds.
Approximately 50% of the participants mention mistrust issues with banks. Carl’s
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testimony is representative of various participants view on trust in ROSCAs and mistrust
of banks, rooted in family members’ experiences in other countries. For almost one-half
of the participants, it was expressed that both traditional and workplace ROSCAs are
outward symbols of one’s trustworthiness and ability to achieve middle-class status.
It’s funny - susu are like golf clubs – where you have to have a
membership … that is based on what people think of you and whether you
are trustworthy … because remember what you are committed to be a part
of is a financial investment that is paying forward – you will not see the
benefits right away …
Many people trust susus more than local banks because we know who’s in
the susu, we know them and we know their people... not so with banks. For
me it starts with my early years back home, there credit was not as
established as here … what you needed was some savings. Here … people
want to put money in the bank because they have some financial stability
and support … But in third world countries it was more knowing that you
have some money coming to you and can do some things … So when I
came here my trust was still in susus not banks.
So in essence the susu represents a financial institution … it may not have
all the same structure or all the bells and whistles … but it is the financial
structure trusted and preferred by many people.
The majority of the participants of this study expressed that communal peer pressure to
save is a major reason why many save using ROSCAs; and that peer pressure outweighs
the disadvantages of ROSCAs that include a lack of interest earned and governmentsponsored insurance, as well of fear of default. The following passage from Carl captures
the comments of many participants:
I know people say susu don’t give you interest … I agree with that … but
it’s the risk or pursuit of the interest or the risk of not saving. I know a lot
of people who say I’d rather put the money in the bank than save it in a
susu … they say the susu is out of fashion and you have no deposit
insurance … and actually no or little proof or legal standing if something
goes wrong … but they never save anyway and don’t get any interest…
With a susu you are obligated to put the money away because other people
invested their money away too … and they are waiting for it and
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depending on you as you depend on them… When you commit yourself, it
puts you in a position where you don’t want to be embarrassed … so you
have to do what you’re supposed to do.
I have tried to save my money on my own … you say “today is not a good
week” … that $20 over there … let’s take it back … let’s do this. But when
you’re in a susu … you don’t have that option … and you realize a year
later that you have been fine without that susu money anyway… What you
have achieved step by step, hand by hand, pot by pot, is a better form of
financial security than a traditional savings at a bank provides.
From Carl’s testimony, the communal peer pressure is even greater in a workplace than
in a traditional ROSCA. According to comments of almost 70% of the participants this is
because the commonality that everyone is employed by the same employer; has the same
payday; and is physically in the same workplace enabling the organizer to come to the
participants rather than the participants traveling to the organizer creates increased
pressure for participants to pay their hand on time. Participants articulated that increased
communal pressure of workplace ROSCAs is because of more focus on the business of
savings and less on friendships, socializing, and meetings. The testimonies supports the
research of Oh (2007) that establishes a distinction between money RCAs that operate for
capital mobilization and allocation that are similar to workplace ROSCAs; and friendship
RCAs that “encourage primarily the pursuit of friendship among their participating
members as a way of buffering their sense of social isolation attributed to the aftermath
of immigration” (p. 631) are similar to the traditional ROSCA. The following comment
of Carl is representative of many made by participants that express the increased
communal pressure of workplace ROSCAs linked to the intermingling of personal
financial affairs and the workplace:
You would be embarrassed if you know that I can’t or don’t give my work
susu money but not if you don’t deposit the same amount into your savings
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account … why … so like with this work susu the pressure is even greater
because you have certain people in it that you see everyday … you can’t
hide from them … and everyone knows you got paid because they got paid
… so how can you say you don’t have it … it’s so easy to save this way …
the banker even comes to you on payday to collect your hand … you don’t
even have to go anywhere, to give it or take time to attend a meeting or
social gathering… But even though it’s easier, work is no place to be
embarrassed, work is the worst place to be embarrassed or shown to be
irresponsible… word gets around and isn’t easily forgotten and it can hurt
you when trying to move up.
Carl and other participants mention that workplace ROSCAs make it easier to save than
traditional ROSCAs because the participants are required to do less: there are no
meetings or social gatherings, and no transporting of their hands to the banker. The work
of Tufano and Schneider (2008) discusses the importance of making it easy for people to
save and the strategy of going where the money is, the workplace (or tax preparation sites
and retail point of sale) to open up new convenient distribution channels and make
savings less of a hassle (C.4.0).
Participants of this study discuss the importance of maintaining social capital as
another reason that many save using ROSCAs. Carl temporarily withdrew from the
workplace ROSCA rather than risk not being able to fulfill his financial obligation and
negatively impact his and his wife’s social capital:
So I can remember when I put my girls in private school and things were
getting tighter … and my wife said, “you know it going to get tight and we
don’t want to be embarrassed.” So I said to myself “I don’t want to
embarrass myself so I’m coming out of the susu for now … so at the end of
that round I came out for a good reason because of children needs … I
needed that money to pay tuition … so I got out, rather than be
embarrassed… but not for long … I missed the pressure to save.
According to several workplace ROSCA participants, lack of spending selfcontrol, which demands avoiding easy access to savings, was another major reason for
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using workplace and traditional ROSCAs. Bonnett (1981) mentioned this: “Some black
immigrants do not have the initiative to systematically deposit and leave it untouched
until a goal has been reached. The rotating credit associations help to overcome this
impediment” (p. 352).
Carl continues by sharing that saving in the workplace ROSCA increases his level
of financial self-discipline and impacts his social capital at work either positively or
negatively.
People in susus know they don’t have the self-discipline to save on their
own and I think the susu is that head master … it’s that overbearing
responsibility … it’s doing what you have to do whether you feel like
doing it or not … and for many folks, it puts you in such an awkward
position that it’s not self-discipline … it’s an obligation discipline …
you’re not doing it because you are disciplined at putting away money …
you’re doing it because you’ll be embarrassed … because if you don’t do
it … it reflects on your job, the people that work for you. You don’t want to
hear that the susu can’t be paid this week or the susu is short this week …
I can remember going on vacation and I would leave checks for my susu
… and I have had people on vacation call me and say go pay my susu for
me … I don’t want the banker to put it in… I don’t want that reputation of
being late … no you do it for me and I’ll give it to you. People take it very
seriously.
A pattern that emerged from about fifty percent of the participants is that the trend
toward electronic and online banking made it more difficult to save if one lacks a high
degree of self-control. The comments of Michael and Patricia that follow capture this
pattern:
People don’t save in banks not because the interest is so low and not like
it was with my forefathers who did not trust the British banks … it’s
because money is too easily available in banks if you’re not disciplined…
especially now … it’s so easy to get it. You don’t even have to go to the
bank anymore, you can spend it using your debit card and for many
people it’s so easy to lose track of how much you have spent.
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All those little debits of $20 and $40 add up to hundreds of dollars that
many times we have nothing to show for. Those bank cards, both the
debits and credits many it too easy to over spend and make small and big
compulsive purchases. And even worst, you can go to any bank machine,
anytime, anyplace and get your money. And many people are tempted to
take more than they need from those bank machines. Say you only need $5
or $10 … but you have to take $20 … and many times you take extra for
no reason.
That’s why the work susu is good … many people need the susu to force
them to be disciplined and not touch their saving, not think about spending
it, just budget and focus on what major purchase it will be used for.
Patricia and Paul perspective serves as a summary of many comments made by
participants of this study that electronic and online banking makes it more difficult for
them to save, and that they achieve greater success saving using a ROSCA because of
limited financial self-control. The following comment is from Patricia who uses the
ROSCA as her primary source of savings, although she also has a traditional savings
account.
It is much easier for me to save with my partner at work … I know within
myself … I’m going to go shopping … but with the partner at work – I am
committed to saving that $200 every payday … it’s an agreement that I
must do… and it give me an important kind of security … knowing that I
have a lump sum coming … and if I really need it for an emergency I can
get it.
I know I can just nibble off of it little by little, $20 ATM withdrawal here
and another one there … but you never keep track of all those little ATM
withdrawals … and then before you know it … your nest egg is gone … all
those little $20s so quickly turn into $100s that you have nothing to show
for … If it wasn’t for my partner … I know myself – I would go shopping
and spend it.
The partner at work is my major form of savings …except for my 401k,
and $50 that goes directly into my savings which is my emergency fund
that is too easy to nibble away at … I can sleep at night knowing that I
have it.
Paul offered the following, reinforcing the notion that many experience additional
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kinship requests for support when living in the metro New York area and the feelings of
financial failure if support is not provided:
The work susu is important because we all spend money and you need to
control your spending ... and the work susu makes it easy and keeps it the
dealings private. People are always calling from home asking for money
… there are endless requests for help. If I have $40 and you ask me for $5,
I can comply … but our consumption here we just buy and then throw it
away. Unfortunately, for you … if you don’t send it there is a feeling a
failure … if you are in the Big Apple … they don’t understand it …
But if I put it in a work susu I can say I don’t have it and I am not lying. I
have my 401k and susu that I do because it forces me to cut down my
spending … it forces people to delay their consumption and wants and
needs. If you learn to delay … and to consider your multiple choices it
helps you in other ways of you. The concept here that more and more
people struggle with is that you go to the bank and deposit … but you can
go right back and get it easily thanks to ATM machines everywhere.
Participants also mentioned a need to shield savings and keep it out of reach of
kinship demands. Participants believed that life in the United States, especially New York
City, causes increased pressure to give to family members in need. There was a common
pattern among participants that, especially if one lives and work in the metro New York
area, one’s family members have a perception that one is doing better financially than
one really is, resulting in more frequent and larger requests for financial assistance.
Participants expressed a distinction that it is easier to keep knowledge related to
workplace ROSCA secret from family and friends because of increased separation. The
following comments of Madelyn, Wendy and Wendy capture the salient stories of the
participants experiencing pressure from friends and family for financial help:
We don’t make a lot of money cleaning here but try hard to do a lot with
what we make. But there is always family that needs help – who are here
in the states or back home … It’s hard to make them understand that it’s
hard here too. .. Everything cost so much and the costs are always comes
up … But they need help and if I have it, I help. But not my sociades
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money … because I don’t have it … so I just give less … just some of my
pocket money that I use to buy lunch … the less they know the better …
that’s why my work sociades is even better cause’ nobody
knows anything about it … but when I do it in my church more know and
the help requests keep coming.
Wendy shared her difficulties saving on her own, especially when her savings
were in reach for herself and her family. She also shared that, the more her savings are
out of reach in a workplace ROSCA, the less she gives to family in need; and if they
continue to ask, the amount that they request becomes smaller and smaller.
You try to save, but you use it … but when you receive a big amount … $4,000 or
$5,000 … you may spend some, but you will also save most and feel pressure to
do something important or major with it. If I try to save on your own … it’s not
going to happen … it never worked for me because I can get to it. I have too many
friends and family members asking for money … and I learned … I used to lend
and they can’t remember that they have to pay me back … and I’m not going to be
behind you asking … people don’t care.
When I put it in a susu and someone asks me … I can say honestly I don’t have it
… and if they push me hard to help them … and I have a little extra … I give then
just my little extra… but not so much… and once you start helping and giving less
and less, they stop looking for you to give so much. But when I put it in my work
susu … they don’t ask because they don’t know about it … it’s even better
because my work susu is not connected to my family… This makes the pressure to
always help everyone gets less and less because they learn that you don’t have it
and they stop asking.
Approximately 80% of the participants of this study expressed their experiences
feeling pressure to financially support family and friends. Yvette, who participated in
several traditional and workplace ROSCAs, also felt pressure to financially support
family and extended kin, and she introduced the importance of keeping savings hidden
even from her children. Yvette recounted the additional family pressure that results from
living and working in the metro New York area:
I never put my drawers in the bank because I don’t want anyone to know
how much money I have. Especially my family… because there is always a
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need or an emergency… The ones in Jamaica think we are rich if we live
and work in New York… They know we get paid regularly and depend on
us here to help them survive there. They know we are doing better here
than they are doing there … but they think we are doing better than we
really are and you can’t convince them differently … They don’t realize
how expensive it is in New York …
I don’t even tell my child when I get my drawers or how much I have
saved because he too always has something that he wants. Recently my
adult child had to go to the hospital and they didn’t have insurance and
they asked me how much money I had in the bank and I could honestly say
very little. So much of my money is tied up in partners I can honestly say –
I don’t have it and the more I say it … the more they stop looking to me to
bail them out of every emergency they have.
Madelyn shared similar experiences about how her workplace ROSCA helps her
to support her extended family less, and she accelerates her asset-directed savings by
increasing her workplace ROSCA contributions because of the benefit of her family not
knowing about her workplace ROSCA.
My partner keeps me focused on what I have to do better … like when
family back home calls and needs help, I can’t do as much as I used to …
and the more time goes by - the less they look to me to help so much …
they start calling other family and friends that can’t or don’t say no. I still
help … but I just can’t help so much because my money is committed …
I’m lucky, with my work partner, its keeps my family out of my business …
it keeps them from know my savings business … it’s the best way so now I
do more hands.
At first I used to feel bad because I knew they needed help … but who was
helping me when I needed help. Now I can help myself better when
something goes wrong. It’s hard because I don’t make a lot but I am used
to it and I can only spend a little of what I make. I just know I can’t waste
my money because it is all spoken for.
I have learned to only buy what I need. I stay focused on what I am saving
for. First … building my house back home, and then my niece’s sweet 16
party. Now it is just automatic doing 2 ½ hands … it was hard at first
going from 1 hand to 1 ½ hand and now to 2 ½ hands. But I know that
when I get paid, the first thing I do is pay my hands here at work, then my
other bills.
Vicki’s comments add support to the previous stories regarding ongoing requests
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for help from family members and the practice of keeping ROSCA operations private.
She also shared that most of the requests from family require a very quick turnaround that
makes using ROSCA savings impossible.
My family back home calls all the time for money. Just this week my
cousin called and needed $1,000 but I only gave her $200 because that is
all I had. But I don’t let them know about this partner at work… that’s not
their business… and if I don’t tell them there is no one else connected to
my work that can… Plus when they call … they need the help quick …
usually I must wire it to them the same day … and that cost money too. So
my future partner money wouldn’t help … they can’t wait … it’s always an
emergency.
In contrast, Carol, a banker of one of the workplace ROSCAs, gives freely to
family, friends, and students if she is sure of the need. She offers a different perspective
on kinship demands and appears to not use ROSCAs to reduce support provided to family
members, but she had a similar perspective on family members’ false understanding of
living in the metro New York area.
In an average year what I give to family it is too much to calculate … for
every paycheck that I get I give at least $200 in addition to my partners.
Sometimes I even give to a student to help with school fees. I give … but I
must see the need. Many times I have to give my savings away … because
of family demands back home … so it’s not even mine. My partner hands I
have not enjoyed them because I usually give it away to either family
members here or back home. So I just divide it up.
The general perception is that once you come to US you are better off …
but that is not true … but in the Caribbean there are not so many people
that have steady income … so you have an obligation and try to help out
… If I get a drawer I would send home as much as I can… I have nephew
back home and I always help with his school fees … We are raised with an
extended family, so if they need it you send it. For me I can’t say no – I
feel obligated.
In summary, the voices of the participants support the idea that workplace
ROSCAs are used for six dominant reasons: pursuit of middle-class status, personal lack
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of self-control, communal peer pressure, ability to avoid easy access to savings and as
vehicle for increased financial security, counter-balance to electronic banking, and to
shield savings and keep it out of reach of kinship demands. The first four reasons are
extensively supported by the literature on traditional and kinship-based ROSCAs.
Scholars have mentioned the fifth reason, avoiding easy access to savings, but not
specifically as it relates to the modern banking products of debits cards and online
banking. The participants in this study strongly articulated the increasing difficulties to
save when access is so extensive and easy with the widely accepted use of ATM
machines and online banking.
The sixth reason, keeping savings out of reach, supports the work of Chiteji and
Hamilton (2005), who found that “individuals who assist a poor relative experiences a
reduction in the amount of resources that are available for their use,” and that “poverty in
the extended family serves as a constraint on asset accumulation” (p. 107). Further, other
scholars have argued that “nonwhite families are frequently embedded in networks that
tie them financially, socially, and emotionally to others” (Stack, 1974, p. 89; Taylor,
Chatters, & Mays, 1988).
Theme 4: Differences between Workplace and Traditional ROSCAs
The fourth theme explains how workplace ROSCAs are different from the
traditional kin- or community-based ROSCAs, and whether they are a vehicle for
increased financial security. Participants provided testimony that workplace ROSCAs are
less risky and less dependent on trust than their traditional counterparts, and are more like
communal business transactions than traditional ROSCAs, which are communities that
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meet and socialize while transacting the business of savings. After presenting the
participants’ stories, I offer data on the differences between workplace and traditional
ROSCAs, especially as related to trust.
From Lynn’s viewpoint, workplace ROSCAs have an almost 30-year history on
this site because of the executives’ hands-off posture, which they maintain because there
are no operational issues or money related scandals.
The partner works at this workplace here because everyone is equal –
everyone is contributing the same amount – regardless of their position or
salary – every hand is the same … everyone’s responsibilities are the
same. It has lasted so long because the president and higher-up look the
other way … they don’t understand it … and they don’t care as long as
there is no problem and no one is taking the money that belongs to
someone else. That’s how it has lasted for I think almost 30 years.
Yvette, who belongs to both workplace and traditional ROSCAs, supported the
earlier comments that workplace ROSCAs are less risky and more dependent on trust in
the banker:
I like the work partners because you know everyone is going to pay
because you know you have to give your hand on payday. No one can
hide. .. and no one can say I don’t have it because everyone just go paid
… its less risky in some ways than other partners. Trust is still important
… but not so much as in a partner not connected to work. In those it is
easier for someone to hide and get their hand and stop paying. You really
have to know everyone in it and know the banker… You have to always
look for signs of trouble before it could get bad … like if the banker
doesn’t give out pot on the same day that it is collected … that can mean
that people are not paying on time and the banker is chasing them for it so
they doesn’t have to put it in. I don’t like a mess with my money … so if I
see that, I get out when the round is over. The best ones are when the same
people are in it for a long time … no one is getting out and no one new is
coming in… its real stable… and there aren’t any problems. That’s how
the partner here is and that why it has survived for so long.
The workforce ROSCA has an organizational structure that includes the banker or
organizer and captains who help the banker collect the hands in a specific building and
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then deliver them to the banker so the complete pot can be delivered to the round’s
recipient the same day. Yvette described using money guards, trusted people who have a
safe location in which to lock the money during the collection process. On many
occasions, before and after joining the workplace ROSCA, I served as a money guard for
the captains collecting in my building. Yvette is a captain responsible for collecting all
the hands in one of the buildings for the workplace ROSCA. She shared that one of the
difficulties of being a captain or a banker is keeping the money secure while collecting it
until it is delivered to person who receives the pot.
I am a captain for one of the partners and the hardest thing is keeping the
money safe the day you are collecting and trying to make sure no one
knows you are carrying a lot of money… Since I work maintenance, I
don’t have my own safe place, but I have people that I trust here who have
an office that let me lock the money up there so I don’t have to walk
around with lots of money that’s not mine.
Yvette and other participants continued by sharing that a disadvantage of a wellrun workplace ROSCA is that more people want to join, causing the number of hands and
the length of rounds to continually grow. This reality caused her to leave the workplace
ROSCA on this site and join a traditional ROSCA that has a quicker round. She even
shared her suggestion to the banker for reducing the length of each round.
I’ve been in many partners over the years … I’m always in at least 2 or
sometime 3. Some have had problems … but never the work partners … I
like them the best. The only bad thing is the old one here is so good more
and more people want to join and some people already in it want an
additional hand…. And now it’s so big … I think too big because it takes
about nine months for one round … So I recently got out … I rather give
more for a hand, have less people, and get my turn quicker … hopefully
two or three times a year.
I told the banker that the cost for each hand should increase – maybe go
from $200 to $400 every pay day … Some people are already throwing 1
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½ or 2 hands so it would be the same for them. For the people throwing
one hand they could team up with someone else and just have 1/2 hand…
When this happens I’ll get back in because if the pot stays about the same
or goes up a little to $5,000 … and the round will be shorter and we could
get though two rounds each year and each save $10,000 in a year.
The banker of this workplace ROSCA also mentioned their concern that long
rounds are viewed negatively by the participants and their desire shorten the length of
each round by increasing the amount of each hand and the amount of the pot.
When I started this susu almost 20 years ago each hand was only $50
and we had fewer hands so the round went by quick and everyone gets at
least two pots a years. But now there so many people who want to get in
and the only way is if someone drops out. But if someone who is already
in wants another hand or two people already in want to split a hand … I
can’t say no. The good thing is it makes the pot bigger … but the bad
thing is it makes the round long. Some good people have left for this
reason … but their hands got taken by people in already who wanted
more.
I am seriously thinking about making each hand go up from $200 to
$300 or $400. If I go to $400 a hand, I only want to have 13 hands that
would make the pot bigger … it would be $5,200 and we could get
through two rounds each year.
Anna shared that the advantages of the workplace ROSCA are that the common
payday reduces the risk and it is less labor intensive, since the participants are not
required to deliver their contributions or attend meetings.
I like the work susu … it’s so easy because susu day is payday … it’s easy
to remember and to do it … I don’t have to go to anyone … I just go to the
bank on my way to work and pull out my susu money and a little pocket
money … its always there because we all have direct deposit and it hits my
checking account that same day … then when I get to work the captain in
my building comes and gets it. I’m never afraid because here the hand
gets collected and given to the person whose turn it is the same day – it’s
always been that way for years and everyone knows you can count on it –
when it’s your turn you know you will get it the same day.
Paul reflected that the value of the workplace ROSCA is that it is less risky and
more efficient. He also discussed privacy as an advantage. However, the private nature
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also makes it difficult for outsiders to learn about it and consider joining:
Saving is powerful … but we live in a society that can’t wait … they think
about their cell phone and what they want to buy online before making
sure they have their susu money … they focus only on the now … they just
say … I want it and I want it now. They do not want to wait … but we need
to learn to wait … they need to learn and develop savings discipline.
That’s why the work susu is great … it’s so easy and not so risky as the
others.
I think the work susu here is a better design because everyone is working
and gives on their payday which reduces the risk. You don’t have to take
your throw… the banker or captain comes to you … You don’t have to
attend any meetings either … It is so private, even though we all know the
names of who is in it and who is getting the pot … everyone is very private
and if you don’t bring it up … they will not bring it up.
The question is how do we disseminate this information and enable more
to become more aware of this way to save here – because you know we
don’t save here in U.S. – we are the highest consumers in the world. This
could help develop savings discipline and motivate more people to defer
or delay their consumption because they have committed some of their
financial resources to the susu. Since it’s been going on for 30 years, it is
really working. But only a few people know about it.
Paul reflected on societal pressure to overspend because of the media and to attempt to
demonstrate to others that one’s level of financial success is similar to or greater than that
of one’s peers:
It’s not easy in the U.S. and other developed countries. If we don’t catch
ourselves, we start trying to keep up with the Jones - our neighbors,
friends, or co-workers rather than just living within our means. It’s getting
harder – everywhere you go and everything you do there is advertising –
tempting you to buy something that you usually don’t need. So for some,
they remember what worked for them in the past or work for their family
members – and they go back to the susu. But many are afraid to do it
because of horror stories when it goes bad and people either don’t pay or
the banker is not trust worthy.
I turn now to a discussion on the nuances of the workplace ROSCA, exploring
more deeply with the participants whether trust is less important in the workplace
ROSCA than the traditional. First, I present related testimony from the participants,
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followed by the results of related survey questions.
Approximately 60% of the participants mentioned that trust is less important in
workplace ROSCAs because the level of risk is less for the reasons just presented. The
participants consistently emphasizes the connection between trust in the organizer and the
organizer having multiple hands each round that demonstrates their active participation in
the ROSCA. The following opinions of Carl related to trust and the workforce-based
ROSCA are representative of the voices of the participants:
Trust in the banker and trust in the others to pay is what makes any susu
work. You can’t have a good susu without a great banker... The banker
controls who is in and who is out … and if they don’t choose good people
and there are problems they have to step in. The best susus that have been
around for a long time and have a good banker who’s been the same…
and I always want to see that banker throwing some hands and not just
one that is the first one for their protection … I must see them putting their
own skin in the game … as much or more than me. I know that personally
… I know people who the banker here did not let in the susu because he
didn’t trust them to pay … I have had people come to me and ask me how
it’s runs and how to get in … I told them they had to ask the banker
themselves … but they were afraid to ask because they don’t have a good
reputation and everyone knows. A work susu is like a family … everyone
knows everything about you because some people love to talk.
Carl also shared his insight about how he identified a good banker, how participants are
selected for this workplace ROSCA, and the lower risk associated with it:
To be in this work susu you have to be self-selected or recommended … or
you are not able to get in … the banker is going to examine your
creditability before you can get in … you see it’s not just about how much
money you make or your title or your office … there are people who have
been in there for so long who have three hands and don’t make that much
money and don’t have a big title … once the banker gives the paper out
each round you see … Wow … you see who is “banning their belly” and
squeezing tight to save … who’s doing three hands making only a little …
while you struggle with your big title and big salary to just do one hand.
From Carl and other participants’ perspective, the workplace ROSCA is a community
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business that is run by the banker, who is ultimately responsible for its operations and
recognizes that if there is an irresponsible participant, the banker is responsible:
In some ways I think it is less risky because more of your financial affairs
are known. It is easier for the banker to know whether to trust you are not.
I would say in a work susu trust in the banker is more important … but
trust in the other people is less important. A work susu is more of a
community business … and to keep it going I understand why the banker is
so hesitant about who gets in because you never want the community
business you are trying to build from unregulated finances to have anyone
in there not carry their weight … otherwise he has to step in and make the
business whole.
Jessica, who is a member of the newer workplace ROSCA composed of only
professors, offered the following comments regarding trust in the banker and workplace
ROSCA. This ROSCA has fewer members, and the banker does not provide a summary
of the pot assignments, as is the practice in the older workplace ROSCA, so the
participants are not formally revealed.
This is not my first work one … and I don’t know all the members in the
work partner … and I don’t need to because I trust the banker … I just
know that I give my hand every two weeks. You have to trust the banker
that they are not going to run off. I only know about three of the others. …
and one is the banker and they are someone that I trust, that I have known
for awhile, that has shown themselves to be trustworthy, never seen
anything in their life that is questionable. Would I do it with everyone –
absolutely not… Do I know others partners here … I been in others here. I
know of four other susus that existed in the past and have been a part of
all of those in the past. The executives know – but don’t understand … and
don’t know the full extent that they exist.
Some kinship ROSCA are more organized and structured than workplace
ROSCAs. Distinctions of some kinship ROSCA include written bylaws and operating
procedures, participants signing receipt books upon receiving their pot, an a saving
component (sometimes called a sinking fund) to help members in times of emergency.
Aaron, who is banker of a kinship ROSCA, explained its operational structure and how it
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differs from the workplace ROSCA:
There are many differences between the work susu and my kin njangi. My
njangi is more structured … we have bylaws and rules and regulations
that you must read and understand…. Everyone has a copy…. We have
changed them with a vote of the group and revise them. We have other
obligations, such as, if a member dies, the group gives $5,000 to the
family … from a sinking fund which we all contribute to … couples give
$40 a month and singles give $25 a month to the fund that sits in a bank
and earns interest. Right now we have a CD with about $35,000.
With the work susu … the only thing in writing is the chart that you get at
the beginning of every round that tells who’s in and how the rounds are
assigned.
In my kin njangi or susu all members are always from our home tribe in
Africa to avoid cultural differences … we met one weekend a month at a
members’ home … before we come the host has already cooked a lot of
food … a feast … Then when we come in we start with a prayer… People
who want to save to the sinking fund give their money to the treasurer,
then we do the njangi or the susu and put it together and give it to the
person who’s turn it is and they signed our book that it was received …
now that is equal to $11,000 … then we close the books and continue with
the socializing … and the children participate and some of our grown
children.
Now beginning next year our second generation … our children who went
to school here and are working are starting their own susu … for their age
group … they will come and sit with us and we will give them guidance
and what their hand should be depending on what people are making
more.
Aaron, who participates in both workplace and traditional ROSCAs, and
serves as the head of a highly structured kinship-based ROSCA expresses that
unlike other participants of this study, he views workplace ROSCAs are more
risky rather than less:
With the work susu there is no meeting or social gathering … it is all and
only about the business of savings… But the risk is different. To
individuals not exposed to a njangi, and understanding and accepting the
risk is a problem … there is a risk that something could happen to a
member and they may not continue … but the way it is structured … in my
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njangi, even if something happens to a member or even someone dies, we
know that they have other means like life insurance or their family has
other means that enables their family to fulfill their susu commitment. But
in the work susu … that protection is not the same because the family is
not connected, probably doesn’t even know about the susu because there
is not any kin or community social connection.
As discussed in the literature, ROSCAs cannot operate without mutual trust (or
confianza) that operates as transborder constructs that existed before migration and now
in the U.S. (Vélez-Ibáñez, 2010, p.44). According to Vélez-Ibáñez (2010), ROSCAs
emphasis on mutual trust is highly significant because, despite the occurrence of specific
economic transactions, social exchange is the basis for the associations” (p.44). To
further explore the importance of trust in workplace and traditional ROSCAs, next I
present data collected during the interview questions that relates to how the participants
view both types of ROSCA, and whether they are a vehicle for increased financial
security. These data show that participants view workplace ROSCAs as less risky and
less dependent on trust in the participants, but equally dependent on trust in the banker
compared with their traditional counterparts.
The participants’ responses to four trust-related questions support their narrative
claims that trust in the other participants of the workplace ROSCA is important, but not
as important as in a community or kin-based ROSCA. However, survey results showed
that trust in the ROSCA banker or organizer is equally important in both ROSCA types,
whereas the narratives indicate that trust in the banker is more important in workplace
ROSCAs.
Workplace ROSCAs function as a money RCA that exists in a simpler form for
capital mobilization and allocation, rather than a friendship RCA that primarily
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emphasizes members’ relationships and support. This increased emphasize on the
business of savings and less on friendships may contribute to workplace ROSCAs being
viewed as less risky by participants of this study. This is important because it contradicts
Oh (2007) and others who suggest that, “ROSCAs are considered entities that emphasize
the value of trust in economic behavior, which turns out to be crucial for suppressing any
potential default caused by transacting members” (Granovetter, 1985, 1995; Coleman,
1988:s102; Portes and Sensenbrenner, 1993). Because of the absence of a social
component in workplace ROSCAs, less mutual trust27 (the product of personal relations
or social networks that are prerequisite to creating mutual trust) exists.
Table 8 summarizes these results.

27

See Vélez-Ibáñez (1983) and Shapiro (1987)
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Table 8
Importance of Trust in Workplace versus Kinship and Community ROSCAs
IMPORTANCE OF TRUST IN WORKPLACE & KINSHIP/COMMUNITY ROSCAS
Variable
Frequency Percent
Value
1-Not at all important
0
0%
2-Low importance
Importance of trust in 3-Slightly important
Workplace ROSCA
4-Neutral
Participants

5-Moderately important
6-Very important
7-Extremely important
1-Not at all important
2-Low importance

Importance of trust in 3-Slightly important
Non-Workplace
4-Neutral
(Community/ Kinship)
5-Moderately important
ROSCA Participants

6-Very important
7-Extremely important
1-Not at all important
2-Low importance
Importance of Trust in 3-Slightly important
Organizer/Banker of 4-Neutral
Workplace ROSCA
5-Moderately important

6-Very important
7-Extremely important
1-Not at all important
2-Low importance

Importance of Trust in
Organizer/Banker of 3-Slightly important
Non-Workplace
4-Neutral
(Community/Kinship) 5-Moderately important
ROSCA

6-Very important

7-Extremely important

0
0
4
17
11
0

0%
0%
13%
53%
34%
0%

0
0
0
0
0
7
25

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
22%
78%

0
0
0
0
0
11
21

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
34%
66%

0
0
0
0
0
10
22

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
31%
69%

In summary, this study found that the following differences exist between
workplace and traditional ROSCAs. First, workplace ROSCA of this study use a kinship
seniority operating model that empowers the organizer to decide the allocations of the
pots instead of a random or bidding operating model that are used in traditional ROSCAs.
Second, the participants view the workplace ROSCA as less risky (because of the
common employer and payday). Third, workplace ROSCAs are more dependent on trust
in the banker to select trustworthy participants. Their trust in the banker is connected to
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the banker having more than one hand in the round that demonstrates a high level of
involvement and risk participation. Fourth, workplace ROSCAs are more efficient and
less labor intensive since the organizational structure does not include attending meetings
or traveling to deliver their contributions. Fifth, workplace ROSCAs enable participants
to keep savings secret from family and friends better than traditional ROSCAs.
Theme 5: ROSCA Participants as Fully Banked
The fifth and final theme relates to how ROSCA participants view their use of this
alternative saving product. When the participants were asked how they view themselves
as users of ROSCAs, all stated that they view themselves as fully banked, even though
policymakers view them as underbanked owing to their use of an alternative saving
product. Following are excerpts related to this theme. The following testimonies of Carl,
Jessica and Paul were selected because they capture the voices of the participants of this
study who communicated that just because they use ROSCAs to save; they view
themselves as fully-banked. From ROSCA participants’ perspective, outsiders without
personal ROSCA experience tend to view ROSCA participants differently because of
their lack of direct knowledge and experience. The voices of participants in this study
share that ROSCA are a widely established rational method of compulsory savings;
while those without direct experience and family history with ROSCAs consider it
irrational because without direct experience, the risks and rewards between more
traditional savings products and ROSCAs results in the perception that the risks outweigh
the rewards.
Carl who is involved in both traditional and workforce ROSCAs, reflects on how
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his uses of both traditional and alternative saving products to accomplish his savings
goals and an alternative reality that ROSCA users are not different than non-ROSCA
users:
Susu users are no difference when it comes to our banking. I still have
a savings and checking accounts and do the 401k at the work… I
have credit cards that I try to use as little as possible … I have a debit
card too… but I try hard not to keep running to the bank … I have a
mortgage on my house … I use banks for many things … For me the
susu makes major projects easier – for instances – I plan to get a new
car in the next two years – I could go to the bank today and just get a
loan but I rather wait and use my susu money for a big down payment
so my monthly payments will be smaller … so in a year I can put
away about $10,000 easily … So that’s what I do – every time I have
a project I’m goin’ go into a susu.
From Carl’s perspective lack of knowledge and personal experience with
ROSCAs influences non-users view of alternative saving products:
We are just the same, you know all money is green, even susu money…
it deposits the same, spends the same… It’s no different … and we
that use susu are no different … it’s just that people who don’t do it …
don’t understand it … and since they don’t understand it they make
false negative assumptions … the bottom line is it’s hard to survive
without savings and for some of use its our susu that helps us save.
Jessica and other participants in this study emphasize the cultural importance of
ROSCAs and the difficulties that some have understanding the combined use of
traditional and alternative saving products:
A lot has to do with culture … and for many who are not in a partner
and didn’t grow up with partners, they don’t understand it … and here
in the US when we don’t understand something foreign to us we
develop a negative view of it … People don’t understand why a lot of us
have a savings account that we really use less to save with than our
partner… We all have a direct deposit and do a partner… People do it
because it is our traditional and cultural … you saw your family do it,
aunts, uncles, family members do it … that’s where we started building
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sound advice. But not everyone … like my sister is a budget analysis
and she would never do something like this … she is more of a Susie
Omen who only understands the established way of saving … but she
and I are the same other than the fact that I supplement my savings
with a partner just like my mother did … but we both use many
established saving methods.
Paul is one of many participants who share that his ROSCA using family is a
typical family that uses a full suite of financial products combined with alternative saving
products.
My wife, children and I are typical Americans trying to achieve the
American dream… We struggled to get a good education that would lead
to a good paying job and steady work… we have bank accounts, credit
cards, debit cards …we have retirement accounts linked to work and
college savings accounts for our children … we bought a house in the
suburbs thanks to a mortgage from our favorite bank …we even invest in
the stock market … we love to go on vacations …we are a typical middleclass American family… We have learned that to get ahead you must
learn to delay your consumption ... in my culture that saving disciple
develops by saving in a susu … that doesn’t make me different or inferior
just because we mix in a less known saving product that many don’t
understand.
Summary of Results
This ethnography involved observations, and more than 60 in-depth responsive
interviews, and follow-up interviews with current and former members of two currently
operating and two prior workplace ROSCAs linked to one employment site. In addition,
20 of the participants have current or prior experiences with traditional ROSCAs,
creating an opportunity to compare and contrast their experiences with the workplace and
traditional models. Although my sample size for this study was small, there is an equal
distribution with respect to gender (44% male, 56% female) and represents a wide range
of educational levels (ranging from some high school to terminal degrees). My unique
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experience participating in one of the workplace ROSCAs operating on this site over a
two year period complements the interview results.
Participants reside in the New York City boroughs of Brooklyn, the Bronx, and
Queens; the counties of Nassau, Suffolk, and Westchester; and the state of New Jersey.
Homeowners were slightly overrepresented compared to the national average.
Participants’ household incomes ranged from $26,000 to more than $150,000 and closely
mirror national income distributions (Pew Research Center, 2015). Since both the income
and homeownership distributions of this sample align closely with national averages, it
appears that this sample is in some ways representative of the general United States
population. Their occupations range from entry-level administrative assistants to faculty,
deans, and vice presidents. Almost 70% were first-generation immigrants.
From the participants’ stories, demographic data, and my personal experiences as
a ROSCA member, five themes emerged. The first theme captures the diversity of who
are using workplace ROSCAs and the extent that they exist in various workplaces. The
results challenge the three established assumptions in the literature (that ROSCA users
are predominantly poor, women, and credit constrained). Rather, ROSCA users appear to
be equally men and women, diverse with respect to income, and able to access formal
credit. When comparing the full sample to the subset of those with traditional ROSCA
experience, I found that both groups have equal gender distribution and have credit
access, contradicting existing literature. Surprisingly, about one-third of the full sample
expressed prior experiences with and knowledge of workplace ROSCAs operating at
other employment sites. Most interesting is that two of the five ROSCA bankers had prior
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experience with workplace ROSCAs. This indicates that immigrants brought their history
of workplace ROSCAs with them to the United States.
The second theme reveals that ROSCA members use workplace and traditional
ROSCAs for similar uses that are predominantly asset-building related, especially at the
beginning of the participants’ ROSCA experiences. However, over time and after
receiving multiple pots, regardless of time since migration, there is movement towards
using ROSCA savings for expressive purposes. This result supports Bonnett’s (1981)
finding that traditional ROSCA uses differ depending on the time since migration.
Additionally, it suggests that ROSCAs are asset-building tools. ROSCA saving uses are
more instrumental than expressive. This is important because the potential for workplace
ROSCAs to stimulate asset-building could be expanded if consideration is given to
incorporating a modified operating model as an employee benefit within business
enterprises.
The third theme suggests that workplace ROSCAs are used for six primary
reasons: pursuit of middle-class status, personal lack of self-control, communal peer
pressure, avoiding easy access to savings, counter-balance to electronic banking, and
keeping savings out of reach of kin’s demands. Most of these reasons for using
workplace ROSCAs support extensive literature on traditional ROSCAs. However, the
fifth reason reveals a novel relation between ROSCA use and modern banking products.
The sixth reason is most important, keeping savings out of reach, supports the work of
Chiteji and Hamilton (2005), who found that “individuals who assist a poor relative
experiences a reduction in the amount of resources that are available for their use,” (p.
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107). According to participants of this study, since workplace ROSCAs are more
disconnected from family and friend kinship network, they are more effective than
traditional ROSCAs at enabling savings to be secret.
The fourth theme suggests that workplace ROSCAs are viewed as less risky and
less dependent on trust than their traditional ROSCA counterparts and can be a vehicle
for increased financial security. Workplace ROSCAs function as a money RCA focused
on capital mobilization and allocation, rather than a friendship RCA more focused on
members’ relationships and support. This increased emphasize on the business of savings
and less on friendships may contribute to workplace ROSCAs being viewed as less risky
by participants of this study. This is important because it contradicts Oh (2007) and
others who argue that ROSCAs are entities that interweave trust and economic behavior,
resulting in less default. Because of the absence of a social component in workplace
ROSCAs, less mutual trust exists. However, in this study, participants expressed that
mutual trust is less important, most likely because of less focus on friendships and social
support and more emphasis on savings. Participants view workplace ROSCAs as more
efficient and less labor intensive since the organizational structure does not include
attending meetings or traveling to deliver their contributions. Last, workplace ROSCAs
enable participants to better keep savings secret from family and friends than traditional
ROSCAs because of greater separation between kinship networks.
The fifth and final theme suggests that workplace ROSCA members view
themselves as fully banked users of this alternative saving product. They are not
conscious of the underbanked classification used by policymakers. Participants did not
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use ROSCAs because of a market failure. Rather, participants viewed workplace
ROSCAs as more important than other forms of saving and as required to ensure their
continued saving success.
I will next present the implication and policy recommendations related to these
five themes and the contributions of the results of this research. I will continue by
discussing the limitations and possible future research. Following I will offer my
conclusions.
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Chapter 5: Implications, Recommendations & Conclusions
Five themes emerged from this ethnography and shed light on my research
question, “How are workplace ROSCAs different from or an adaption to more traditional,
community-based ROSCAs as relates to the characteristics of the ROSCA and the
participants objectives and asset-building capabilities?” In this chapter, I describe how
the findings relate to the research question.
Discussion of Findings
In this section, I discuss the novel contributions of my research as they relate to
the findings presented in Chapter 4.
Workplace ROSCAs are Widely Used and Historically Established
The first theme that emerged from the results indicated that workplace ROSCAs
are more widely used, both in the United States and elsewhere, than indicated in the
literature. This research consisted more than 60 interviews of 32 participants who were
all connected to workplace ROSCAs operating at one employment site, they revealed the
existence of other similar models in the metro New York area, suggesting that this site is
not an anomaly.
The demographic data indicate that a wide range of employees at all levels of
employment have an extensive history using workplace ROSCAs. I expected and found
that the majority of participants in this study had prior experience with traditional
ROSCAs. However, an unexpected finding is that more than 30% had prior experiences
with workplace ROSCAs operating at other employment sites or knew of persons
participating in them both in the United States and in their countries of origin.
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As mentioned in my literature review, the majority of ROSCA research details the
extensive tradition of ROSCA operations in developing countries to facilitate savings.
Conversely, a dearth of research exists on ROSCA use in the United States, as well as on
participants’ historical comfort and familiarity with pooled savings groups and kin
networks. Studies conducted by Bonnett (1981), Light (1972), Oh (2007) and VélezIbáñez (2010) are notable exceptions. This research interjects into the literature evidence
of workplace ROSCAs operating continually and extensively on one site for almost 30
years. The testimonies of the participants also provide evidence that ROSCAs are
operating at other employment sites, both in the United States and in the participants’
countries of origin. The implication of this finding is that workplace ROSCAs are more
prevalent than previously known. This is important because their asset-building success
may justify employers considering offering participation in a workplace ROSCA as an
employee benefit.
Workplace and Traditional ROSCAs Began outside the United States
This research revealed that ROSCAs exist at other employment sites in the metro
New York area. I also found evidence that some users of U.S.-based workplace ROSCAs
first used them in their countries of origin. Many used both the traditional and workplace
models abroad and brought them to the United States when they migrated. Therefore, this
research reveals, not a new model of ROSCA operations, but rather a less detected model
with an extensive history.
ROSCA Users are Diverse and Have Formal Credit
This research finds evidence that challenges the three assumptions about ROSCA
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users found in the literature (that ROSCAs users are predominantly poor, women, and
credit constrained). In contrast to findings regarding traditional ROSCAs (Ardener, 1964;
Ardener & Burman, 1995), in this study workforce ROSCA members and organizers are
equally men and women. Additionally, more than half of the users have middle-class
household incomes, as does half of the general U.S. population. This contradicts a wide
body of literature suggesting that ROSCAs and other informal finance mechanisms that
are predominantly used among the poor (Ardener, 1995; Calomiris & Rajaraman, 1998;
Kurtz, 1973; Wu, 1974). Instead, this research finds evidence supporting the work of
Levenson and Besley (1996b) and Handa and Kirton (1999), who offered empirical
evidence of ROSCA use among a socioeconomically diverse population. Their research
showed, as does this research, that ROSCA participation may increase with income.
When investigating workplace ROSCA users’ access to credit, this study found
evidence that ROSCA members have access to and use a full range of credit products,
with the majority having a mortgage and credit cards. Again, this contradicts existing
literature (Ardener, 1964; Besley et al., 1992; Hevener, 2006; Light, 1972). By contrast,
Varadharjan’s study found that those who participate in ROSCAs are less likely to be
credit constrained, and Bonnett (1981) mentioned that immigrants aspiring for middleclass status use ROSCAs. Indeed, pursuit of middle-class status was a major reason
participants cited for using the workplace ROSCAs studied here.
In short, my findings indicate that, although both workplace and traditional
ROSCAs are flexible, adaptable financial mechanisms that use the same basic savings,
users of workplace ROSCAs are more diverse. This increased diversity may be related to
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participants expressing that workplace ROSCAs are less risky, more efficient, and enable
their savings to remain secret from family and friends. This is important because it may
indicate a wider level of interest in workplace ROSCAs than traditional ROSCAs.
Workplace and Traditional ROSCAs Have Similar Purposes
The next theme revealed by this ethnography relates to the similarities in uses of
workplace ROSCAs, especially when considering generation since migration. Focusing
on the characteristics and usage of the workplace ROSCAs under study, I constructed a
basic typology to determine whether there is differential ROSCA usage depending on
one’s age at migration and the length of time since migration. I found that participants’
use of their first ROSCA lump sum payouts and their current ROSCA lump sum payouts
differ with respect to their instrumental versus expressive status.
Anecdotally, this typology supports Bonnett’s (1981) belief that traditional
ROSCA use is more important for first-generation immigrants and that ROSCAs’
“function can be seen as instrumental, that is, it is designed towards the attainment of a
goal anticipated for the future …or value-expressive functions as defined as those
oriented to providing immediate and continuing gratification for members” (Bonnett,
1981, p. 19-20; Gordon & Babchuck, 1963; Griessman, 1975). The findings of this study
also suggest a “petite generalization” that first-generation immigrants use ROSCAs more
for instrumental purposes at the beginning of their ROSCA experiences, and that then
their ROSCA uses shift to include more expressive uses after the initial concrete saving
objectives have been accomplished. It is important to note that this petite generalization is
preliminary, placing increased importance on a second phase of research.
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This petite generalization leads me to revisit the question of when immigrants
leave ROSCAs or when their participation begins to wane, which Bonnet (1981)
previously examined. Bonnett (1981) expected ROSCA use to decline over time,
especially after the first generation. Geertz (1962) and Inkeles and Smith (1974) also
argued that these cultural associations should have faded away as educational levels
increased and participants became inculcated to the benefits of the modern U.S. banking
system. This perspective suggests that the economic progression into a modern and
advanced system allies with the development of individual economic status, without
consideration of family members, community members, or cultural values and norms.
This study of workplace ROSCAs challenges prior research by indicating the opposite,
since I observed that participation remained constant over generations. This study may
indicate a migration or expansion from traditional ROSCAs to workplace ROSCAs,
which place less emphasis on the social aspects of saving and more on ROSCAs’ banking
function.
Importance of Short-Term, Unavailable Savings
The second and third themes are closely related. This study finds that people use
workplace ROSCAs for the same reasons as traditional ROSCAs. The six major reasons
are: pursuit of middle-class status, communal peer pressure, personal lack of self-control,
ability to avoid easy access to savings in banks, and keep savings out of reach of kinship
demands (Chiteji & Hamilton, 2005; Stack, 1974; Taylor et al., 1988).
Most of these reasons for using workplace ROSCAs support extensive literature
on traditional ROSCAs. However, the fifth reason reveals a novel relation between
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ROSCA use and modern banking products like debits cards and online banking. The
participants in this study strongly articulated the increasing difficulty to save when access
to their savings in banks is so easy, with the widely accepted use of ATM machines and
online banking.
Participants placed greater importance on this reason than on the others, which
may explain the emergence and possible increasing popularity of workplace ROSCAs. It
may also explain the continued use of all types of ROSCAs after the first generation,
which contradicts the expectations of several scholars (Bonnett, 1981; Geertz, 1962;
Inkeles & Smith, 1974). This finding may reveal an unintended consequence of
mainstream banking automation, which makes it increasingly easier for consumers to
reach their savings. These consumers have experienced more success saving through
ROSCAs so they continue to use ROSCAs. Some return to traditional or workplace
ROSCAs after experiencing failures when trying to save with mainstream institutions.
This research therefore provides a glimpse of a hidden reality that may provide a
public policy opportunity. ROSCAs’ continued popularity may be linked to some
customers’ desire to have savings out of their reach and shielded from both their
temptations and their kinship networks. Employers may want to provide a saving product
that includes the peer pressure element of the workplace ROSCA that could be insured by
the business as a new employee benefit to stimulate increased saving. The ability of
mainstream banks to replicate the workplace ROSCA model may be limited. However,
banks may revisit the once-popular Christmas savings accounts, which had similar
characteristics, but lacks the peer pressure element. Such a product, if updated with
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modern elements, may serve a similar purpose as ROSCAs and other alternative informal
saving tools.
Currently, policymakers are looking to better understand the potential of pooled
savings as a tool to stimulate wealth creation among the working poor and immigrant
groups. The Center for Financial Services Innovation and the Ford Foundation provide
funding that supports not-for-profit organizations’ (such as the Mission Asset Fund)
efforts to replicate lending circles. Increasing policy support of ROSCAs and lending
circles requires a full understanding of the history of pooled savings, along with a
discussion of whether the government should formalize or regulate ROSCAs and whether
incorporation of interest, government insurance, and credit reporting would strengthen or
weaken the established model. However, there may be potential downfalls associated
with formalized or regulated organizations, such as the need for the ROSCA organizer to
declare income. This research aids in the exploration of this public policy opportunity by
providing an understanding of the differences and nuances between traditional
(community and kinship-based) and workplace ROSCAs.
Workplace ROSCAs are Less Risky and Increase Financial Security
Now I turn to the implications linked to the differences between workplace and
traditional ROSCAs. As discussed in Chapter 4, a major distinction of workplace
ROSCAs is that all participants work for the same employer or on the same employment
site. This difference results in workplace ROSCA participants being in closer physical
proximity to one another. Thus, there is continual planned and unplanned contact during
workdays (e.g., during lunch, staff meetings, in restrooms, at company-wide events, and
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in parking garages and elevators). Participants can easily find one another. Further,
although the potential access to participants is greater, there are no formal meetings or
social gatherings, which sometimes exist in traditional ROSCAs. All the participants of
workplace ROSCAs have the same regular payday, which is when the hands or drawers
are collected. Because members throw their hands on payday, it is more difficult for the
participants to offer nonpayment excuses or to hide. This difference translates into less
risk for members and may explain why a wider range of users are attracted to the
workplace model. I discuss this in more detail later.
Participant testimony revealed that workplace ROSCAs are viewed as slightly less
risky and less dependent on trust than their traditional counterparts, and can be a vehicle
for increased financial security. Participants viewed workplace ROSCAs as a communal
business transaction that takes place in a familiar, secure employment setting, rather than
a community or kin unit that meets and socializes while transacting the business of
savings.
This theme may provide a glimpse of a workplace ROSCA model that better
controls for two important characteristics: trust in the ROSCA participants, and ROSCA
participants’ ability and willingness to pay. However, the consequences of this workplace
ROSCA model, which lacks the social component of traditional ROSCAs, are unknown.
Anecdotally, the continued success over almost a 30-year period of workplace ROSCAs
operating on the site studied in this research introduces the possibility that the social
element may not be central to ROSCA success. Servon (2015) studied ROSCAs
operating in the South Bronx, including a community model that did not have a collective
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or social component, supporting the hypothesis that the social component may be less
important than previously thought.
The social capital motive for ROSCA participation may be less in workplace
ROSCAs compared with traditional ROSCAs. If this is true, replicating the workplace
model may be easier than replicating the traditional ROSCA model. Rather than
replicating either ROSCA model, however, policymakers could rather acknowledge and
validate their existence as an effective saving mechanism. If replication is considered,
keeping it grounded in the workplace as an employer-sponsored benefit is suggested
rather than as a consumer banking product. This is recommended because an employerbased model will enable operating elements to remain with less institutionalization and
regulation.
This study highlights the essential unique attributes of the workplace ROSCA
model. Policymakers may face challenges in replicating these attributes without eroding
them, especially the familiarity, compulsory, out-of-reach, and, to a lesser extent, trust
components. Conversely, it may be possible for policymakers to improve on the
workplace ROSCA model by incorporating incentives that currently do not exist in the
model. These incentives might include interest, government insurance, and credit
reporting.
This research may therefore spark a policy debate centered on whether access to
services of mainstream financial institutions represents the only road or one of many
roads to financial health. Such a discussion is already developing momentum, thanks to
discussions lead by the Center for Financial Innovation and the Consumer Financial
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Protection Bureau. The question arises of whether human contact, familiarity, social
cohesion, and trust, all characteristics of ROSCAs, are important considerations in
policies targeting increased savings and wealth accumulation. In order to fully understand
whether these policy recommendations are viable, it is important to consider workplace
ROSCAs from the participants’ point of view.
Workplace ROSCA Users Consider Themselves Fully Banked
Policymakers separate consumers of banking services into three distinct
categories: fully banked, unbanked, or underbanked. Because ROSCAs are an alternative
and informal form of banking, policymakers categorize ROSCA users as underbanked.
Participants of this study revealed that they were unconscious of these classifications, and
they did not view ROSCAs as complementary, supplementary, or alternative to formal
banking. Rather, the workplace ROSCA is, for these participants, a more important form
of saving because it is linked to prior successes; they plan to continue to use ROSCAs to
ensure their continued saving success.
Overcoming the notion that ROSCAs are backward because immigrants and
others choose them even though they provide less (or different) benefits than a modern,
mainstream banking institution underestimates the importance and power of cultural
associations that assist in the lives of people who share common values. Scholars and
policy makers must elevate the value of the collective interest of the group over an
individual maximizing decision-making posture.
Figure 1, in Chapter 1, illustrates how policymakers view the consumer financial
sectors. From this point of view, many policymakers and consumer advocates are
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convinced that low- and moderate-income people are victims of “financial exclusion”
when opting out of formal banking and respond by trying to bank them (Servon, 2013).
However, the ROSCA users in this study view themselves as financially included, despite
the fact that ROSCAs are a less recognized and unregulated form of savings. In practice,
therefore, the official definition of “financial inclusion” does not conform to individuals’
perceptions of their financial statuses.
Many reports have established that there are growing numbers of “unbanked” and
underbanked” individuals, leading policymakers and financial service providers to
consider financial inclusion as a means to provide economic growth and alleviate
poverty. In the United States, about 17 million people are unbanked, and 43 million are
underbanked (Swift Institute, 2014). This represents a significant source of untapped
potential revenue for banks, so policymakers and consumer advocates focus on banking
the under- and unbanked populations. However, this study finds that banking decision
making for workplace ROSCA participants is not as simple and easily categorized as the
financial industry would have it. Nor do their methods of savings fit neatly into one of
three established categories of formal, alternative, and informal. Instead, ROSCA users
simply choose products and services that best meet their needs, without any regard for
these categories. ROSCAs users blend formal, alternative, and informal methods
seamlessly and move underground to locate their desired saving methods. This blending
is misunderstood and often unknown because little research focuses on immigrants’ use
of multiple types of financial services.
This research represents a first step toward mapping the existence of workplace
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ROSCAs, and it uncovers important knowledge about perceptions of the available saving
and banking alternatives among immigrant populations. It reveals the blurring of formal
and informal banking and challenges the definitions of banked, underbanked, and
unbanked. On the basis of these results, I propose an alternative categorization of banking
realities in the United States, illustrated in Figure 4. This model captures
interrelationships and blending of the formal, informal, and alternative financial sectors
to an extent that the traditional model cannot accommodate. It suggests the elimination of
the category of underbanked, which participant of this study found to be offensive and
rejected; I propose replacing this category with “diversely banked,” which better reflects
the growing segment of consumers who are fully banked but who supplement their
formal banking choices with a mix of alternative and informal products. Use of the term
“underbanked” may perpetuate the image that users of informal and alternative products
as “less than” or financially inferior to consumers, who use only formal, regulated
banking products. Use of the term underbanked reinforces a policy viewpoint that users
of informal and alternative banking products are the poor. Such a stereotype may
perpetuate the established pathology of poverty. The stories of the participants of this
study and the five themes that emerged clearly contradict this policy posture.
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Figure 4. Proposed Financial Sectors Banking Categorization & Product Allocation
By changing the financial sector banking categorization from “underbanked” to
“diversely banked,” it becomes possible to more adequately understand the banking
status of the workplace ROSCA members in this study. These participants’ savings
choices exemplify a blurring of the lines between formal and informal banking, revealing
the need for a new model and calling for a re-exploration of the definitions policymakers
take for granted.
Limitations and Future Research
The primary limitation of this study is that the themes emerged from a sample of
workplace ROSCA participants from just one site. In addition, although the participants
of this study revealed that they knew of participants of other workplace ROSCAs, the
scope of this research did not include participants of other workplace ROSCAs because
of the number of participants available at this one site. Therefore, I plan to secure a
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research grant in order to conduct a second phase of this research, increasing my sample
size from 32 to 100 participants. The additional 68 participants will include participants
of the other workplace ROSCAs mentioned by the participants of this study. This
additional sample will also include 15 more participants from the site of this study and
follow-up interviews with the initial 32 participants.
Conclusions
In this ethnography, I studied how workplace ROSCAs, which receive little
mention in the literature, are similar and different from community or kinship-based
ROSCAs; how participants interact with other components of the consumer financial
services industry; and whether participants use ROSCAs to build assets. To answer these
research questions, I collected demographic data from and conducted in-depth and
follow-up interviews with current or former members of workplace ROSCAs operating
on one site. I also joined one of the workplace ROSCAs and observed the participants
and the operation of this model over a two-year period.
Seven important findings emerged from this ethnography. First, workplace
ROSCAs are more widely used and historically established than indicated in the literature
or than I expected. Second, immigrants brought both workplace and traditional ROSCAs
to the United States after using them successfully in their countries of origin. Third, the
users of workplace ROSCAs are more diverse than assumptions in the literature on
traditional ROSCAs indicate: users are socioeconomically diverse, equally represented
with respect to gender, and have access to formal credit. Fourth, workplace and
traditional ROSCAs have similar purposes. Fifth, workplace ROSCA users want their
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short-term savings to be out of their reach and shielded from both their own temptations
and their kinship networks. Sixth, workplace ROSCA members view the ROSCAs as
slightly less risky and less dependent on trust than their traditional counterparts, and they
believe workplace ROSCAs can be a vehicle for increased financial security. Seventh,
workplace ROSCA users consciously choose to use this alternative saving product while
unconscious of the fully banked, underbanked, and unbanked classification that
policymakers use. However, policymakers continue to classify ROSCA users as
underbanked, maybe because of the established poverty pathology around poor people
and saving.
This research accomplishes the following:


It provides insight into workplace ROSCAs and recommends policy recognition
and validation of this established alternative savings products and asset-building
tool, which usually operates under the radar of policy circles.



It provides maybe the first data on workplace ROSCAs in the United States.



It validates early studies of U.S. community and kinship ROSCAs by Bonnett
(1981), Light (1972), Oh (2007) and Vélez-Ibáñez (2010).



It answers the call issued in 2006 by Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia for
primary ROSCA data and for researchers able to overcome the largest hurdle:
gaining the confidence of ROSCA members (Hevener, 2006).



It serves as a starting point for my own research, which I plan to continue by
conducting a second phase of this study, increasing the sample size from 32 to
100.
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It revisits the 2001 data released by the SBA that hints at ROSCAs’ possible
economic impact and provides evidence that both workplace and traditional
ROSCAs are predominantly asset building in nature.



It contributes to our understanding the influence of financial dualism within
immigrant communities.



It provides robust information on the ROSCAs and lending circles that not-forprofits and for-profits are beginning to replicate on a small scale. The
combination of this research and these pilot studies will better inform
policymakers of the advantages and disadvantages of the ROSCA model and
could lead policymakers to adopt a more positive view of these savings vehicles.



It challenges stereotypes and established banking categorizations, and may serve
as a springboard to reframe the current financial services and asset building policy
debate.



It uses workplace ROSCAs to introduce the possibility that the financial sectors
are more complex and overlapping than previously thought, and it suggests
replacing the negative term “underbanked” with a more neutral term such as
“diversely banked”.
The reality is that ROSCAs are popular, not just among the poor or marginalized,

but increasingly among established members of the middle-income and even upperincome entrepreneurs. This research indicates that workplace ROSCA are many and
diverse; this finding may prompt policymakers to gain a more accurate understanding and
realize that alternative and informal financial services are a conscious choice for some
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based on cost, convenience, and saving success. With an increased understanding of
ROSCAs, policymakers will be equipped to acknowledge and validate members’ savings
contributions, rather than trying to replace or replicate ROSCAs.
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Exhibit 1: List of Key ROSCA Terms
Banker
Drawer
agreed
Hand
Round
the drawer

Head or organizer of ROSCA
Collected pool of funds collected each rotation given to each person as
Amount of money committed to give
Full order of rotation/ period of time it takes for each member to receive
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Exhibit 2: List of Symbols
AFS
ASCRA
BLC
CFED
CFPB
CFSI
CU
EITC
FHA
FFI
FNMA
IAA
IDA
IFI
KRCA
LC
NSRCA
RCA
ROSCA
SBA
SME
SSI
TANF

Alternative Financial Services
Accumulating Savings and Credit Associations
Behavioral Life-Cycle Hypothesis
Corporation for Enterprise Development
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Center For Financial Innovation
Credit Unions
Federal Earned Income Tax Credit
Federal Housing Administration
Formal Financial Institutions
Federal National Mortgage Association
Institutional Theory of Asset Accumulation
Individual Deposit Accounts
Informal Financial Institutions
Korean Rotating Credit Associations
Life-Cycle Theory Model of Savings
Nail Salon Rotating Credit Associations
Rotating Credit Associations
Rotating Savings and Credit Associations
U.S. Small Business Administration
Small and Medium Enterprises
Supplemental Security Income
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families
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EXHIBIT 3: NAMES & COUNTRIES OF ROSCAS
29. eqqub - Ethiopia
30. esodzodzo - Ghana
31. esusu - West Africa, Sierra Leone, Liberia
( variations are isusu, susu)
32. esu - Bahamas

1. adashi – Tiv, Nigeria

33. gameya - Egypt

2. adesa - Ghana

34. gooi-gooi - South Africa

3. akpee – Papua New Guinea

35. hagbad - Somalia

4. arisan - Tulehu, Molucca
4. arisan – Tulehu, Molucca, Jakarta
5, asusu -Gambia
6. ban - Nigeria

36. hamamei - Papua New Guinea
37. ho - Vietnam
38. huis - Korea, Taiwan, China

7. bayanihin - Philippines

39. ikelemba - Zaire

8. biahuey - Thailand

40. ikub - Ethiopia also spelt eqqub

9. bishi - India

41. iqqub - Ethiopia

10. bisi - Pakistan
11. box – Gayanna *
12. cheet - Mauritius
13. cheetu - Srilanka

42. junta - Peru
43. kameti - India
44. kampani - New Guinea
45. kate - Japan

14. chilemba - Zimbabwe, Uganda, Zambia

46. ke - Japan

15. chiperegani - Malawi

47. khatta - Egypt

16. chit fund groups - India
17. chita or chituamong Indians and Tamils –
South Africa
18. chitties - India

48. kitemo - Zaire
49. knick-knack clubs - England
50. gongsi - Borneo

19. consorcio - Brazil

51. kootu - Malaya, Singapore

20. cundina - Mexico, California

52. kou - Japan

21. dashi - Nigeria

53. ko - Japan

22. dhikur - Nepal

54. kuholisana - South Africa

23. diaoumonai - Ivory Coat

55. kutu - Malaysia

24. diddlums - England

56. kye - Korea, Japan

25. djanggi - Cameroon (or njangi, jangi; ujangi)
26. djiji - Ivory Coast

57. lae - Papua New Guinea
58. lenchaer - Thailand

27. donenko - Japan

59. lunhui - China

28. dushi - Okinawa

60. mahodisana and stokfel - Sudan, also South Africa
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61. mekimsande - New Guinea

81. sande - Papua Guinea

62. menages - Scotland

82. sandukemkhattu - Sudan

63. mujin - Korea

83. sanduk - Egypt

63. nanameiakpee - Ghana

84. san or sociades - Dominican Republic

64. ndjonu - Dahomey

85. stokvel - South Africa (variation stokfel)

65. ngwa - Cameroon

86. suit clubs - Australia

66. njangi - Cameroon

87. sundaying - Papua Guinea

67. nwega - West Cameroon

88. susu - Trinidad

68. ofa, ofu - Nigeria

89. tanda - Mexico

69. oha, and osusu - West Afirca

90. temo - Zaire

70. ossassa - Zaire

91. thukur - Nepal
92. tontine - French-speaking West Africa - Senegal, Benin,
also Malaysia and Singapore
93. umgalelo - South Africa

71. ossusu - Nigeria
72. out; ota - Nigeria
73. padner, partner - Jamaica

94. ungalebo - South Africa

74. paluwagan - Malaya, Singapore

95. warimonai - Ivory Coast

75. paluwagin, paluwagen - Philippines

96. xitique - Mozambique

76. pandero - Peru
77. pasanakus - Bolivia
Note. This list is not exhaustive
(Ardener, 1964; Low, 1995, Hevener, 2006,
Silva Thompson 2015*)

78. pati - New Guinea
79. pooling club - South Africa
80. safinamani - Ivory Coast
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EXHIBIT 4: INFORMED CONSENT FORM
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. This form details the purpose of this study, a description
of the involvement required and your rights as a participant.
The Researcher
My name is Linda Silva Thompson, and I am a PhD student in the Milano Graduate School of International
Affairs, Management and Public Policy at The New School conducting a qualitative research study on
Rotating Savings and Credit Associations or ROSCAS commonly referred to as a susu or partner. I am also
an active member of a ROSCA that is part of this study. While you will not directly benefit from taking part
in this research study, we hope society will benefit from the knowledge gained.
Purpose of the Study
This study intends to provide a better understanding of why many people choose to save using a susu or
partner instead of or in addition to banks and credit unions. The primary research question that will guide this
study is: Why do people save using rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs)?
The Process
Your participation in the study will involve one interview about one hour in length. This interview will be
tape recorded for later analysis with your permission. The interview will be transcribed and participants will
be assigned pseudonyms. After transcription, the original recordings will be destroyed. The study may also
include a follow-up interview of shorter length, and informal conversations and participant-observations that
will include my note taking. Participant-observation note taking may occur during any of our ROSCA
related interactions. You may request at any point that I not record any aspect of an interaction.
Risk
The only foreseeable risk to involvement in this study would be the possibility of your information being
disclosed outside the research context. To mitigate any such risks, I will do my best to ensure that anonymity
is maintained by conducting interviews and participant-observation in such a way that your personal
identifying information will never be linked with data. I will not use real names in any observational notes,
and I will not ask for identifying information during interviews. In any records or reports connected with this
project, you will not be identifiable. You may choose to leave the study at any time, and may also request
that any data collected from you not be used in the study.
Participant’s Understanding
University.
kept separate
from the study data. There will never be a link between my name or identifying information
and the data that I provide.
d or provided to other individuals or entities.
with no
adverse repercussions. Withdrawal or refusal to participate will not result in any penalty.
do not waive any legal rights or release The New School or its agents from liability for negligence by
consenting to participate.
If you have any questions about the research study, please contact the researchers:
Researcher: Linda Silva Thompson, PhD Student, The New School, 72 5th Avenue, NY, NY, 10011 cell:
413.530.1234
Advisor: Lisa Servon, PhD, The New School, 72 5th Avenue, NY, NY, 10011 office: 212.229.5400x3905
If you have any questions about your rights as a research subject, or with complaints, please contact:
Human Protections Administrator, via phone: 212.229.8947 x2382, or email: irb@newschool.edu.
Do you agree to participate in this research study? Please select: YES or NO
Participant Initials: __________________________________
Consent Version History- Linda Silva Thompson
RE: 2015-1039 Determination: Exempt from IRB Review #2, as of 08-04-2015, per 45 CFR 46.101(b)(2)
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EXHIBIT 5: CONFIDENTIAL DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY WORKSHEET
CONFIDENTIAL DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY WORKSHEET
The data provided by you on this survey will be confidential and not identied with you. You do not need to include your name or any
identifiable information. It will be used for the purpose of my dissertation study outlined in the related Informed Consent Form.
What is your
Female
Male
gender?

□

□

Year of birth

YR ______________________

Where were you
born?

□U.S. □Outside U.S. Please state City/Region, Country ___________________________________

Year/ Local of
migration

YR ______________________ FR ___________________________________

Parents migration
or local

YR ______________________ FR ___________________________________

What is your
Race/Ethnicity?

Are you a native
English speaker?

Education level?

Marital status?
Who lives with
you?

□Asian or Pacific Islander □Black/African American □Hispanic/Latino
□American Indian/Native American □White/Caucasian □Other ________________________
□Yes □No If no, what is your native language? _____________________________________
How many years have you been speaking english? _____________
What languages are spoken in your home? _____________________________________________

□Completed some high school □High school graduate (or equivalent) □Completed some college
□Associate degree
□ Bachelor's degree
□Completed some postgraduate
□Master's degree
□Doctorate degree
□Single (never married) □Married □Separated □Widowed □Divorced
Number of Children _____ Grandchildren ______ Other relatives ____________________________
Siblings _________ Other Persons _______________________

□ Own □Rent □Single Family □Townhouse □Multi-family
□Coop □Condo □Trailer Home □Other __________________ How Long ___________
Political party
□Democratic □Republican □Independent □Other
preference?
□Very liberal □Somewhat liberal □Slightly liberal □Neither liberal nor conservative
Which best
describes your
political orientation □ Slightly conservative
□Somewhat conservative □Very conservative
□nonreligious Secular □Agnostic Atheist □Christianity □Judaism □Islam □Buddhism
What is your
religious
affiliation?
□Hinduism □Unitarian-Universalism □Other _____________________
What was your
□$0-25,999 □$26,000-51,999 □$52,000-74,999 □$75,000-99,999 □$100,000-124,999
total household
income last year?
□$125,000-149,999 □more than $150,000
What is your
□Current Employee □Prior Employee □Relative of Monroe College Employee □Student
Monroe College
connection?
□FT Staff □PT Staff □FT Faculty □PT Faculty □Hourly Worker □Consultant
Zipcode ______________

Where do you live?

Years employed at
collge ?
YRS ___________________________________________
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9/24/2015

10/8/2015

10/22/2015

11/5/2015

11/19/2015

12/3/2015

12/17/2015

12/31/2015

1/14/2016

1/28/2016

2/11/2016

2/25/2016

3/10/2016

3/24/2016

4/7/2016

4/21/2016

5/5/2016

5/19/2016

6/2/2016

6/16/2016

6/30/2016

SUE SUE
9/2015 to
6/2016

EXHIBIT 6: WORKFORCE-BASED ROSCA POT DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULE
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Andrew
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Paul
Ann
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EXHIBIT 7: WORKFORCE-BASED ROSCA ORAL SCRIPT FOR IN-PERSON
RECRUITMENT
“Hello, my name is Linda Silva Thompson; we are co-workers at the subject
college. I am also a PhD student at The New School conducting a research study on
Rotating Savings and Credit Associations – usually known as a susu or partner. I am
also a member of one operating at our subject college that is part of this study. I am
doing this study to provide a better understanding of why many people choose to save
using a susu or partner instead of or in addition to banks and credit unions. Your
participation in the study is voluntary and while you will not directly benefit from
taking part in this research study, I hope society will benefit from the knowledge
gained. If you agree to participate, it will involve one interview about one hour and
possibly a follow-up interview of shorter length. This interview will be tape recorded
for later analysis with your permission. This study poses little to no risk to its
participants. I will do my best to ensure anonymous data collection; your name and
personally identifiable information will never be linked with your interview. You may
choose to leave the study at any time, and may also request that any data collected
from you not be used in the study. Would you be willing to participate in this research
study?”
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EXHIBIT 8: WORKFORCE-BASED ROSCA INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Main Responsive Questions
How did you get involved in the susu/partner/djanggi? How were you introduced?
How did you find out about it? Why did you want to join?
How would you describe your experiences with susu/partner/djanggi?
How and where were your first introduced?
Are other members of your family involved in the susu/partner/djanggi? What about your
parents or grandparents? Where was there involvement? What do they use their hand for?
What were the steps that you took to get involved?
Where are you at in the queue? Do you get your money early… in the middle … or late?
Do you like this position, or would you prefer to get your money earlier or later?
IF IN THE BEGINNING…. By getting your money close to the beginning of the cycle,
you are getting more of a loan. What do you use the money for?
IF AT THE END… By getting your money closer to the end, it seems that it helps you to
save. What are you saving for? What do you use the money for when it’s your turn?
How long have you been a member? Has there ever been a problem with someone not
paying?
Have you ever had trouble coming up with the money to pay?
Do you save in any other ways? PROBE: other ROSCAs? A savings account? Under the
mattress? For retirement through work?
In your opinion, what are the advantages of saving in this ROSCA compared with saving
in other ways?
How do your prioritize your financial obligations? How do you deal with financial
emergencies?
Any plans for how you will use your drawer? Who knows about it?
How have your used your previous drawers? What advise can you offer me as I get
started?
Follow-Up Responsive Questions
What is your relationship with the banker? How has it evolved? Any troubles?
Who else knows about your involvement in susu/partner/djanggi? How come?
How has your relationship with others in the susu/partner/djanggi evolved?
How would you describe your level of trust in your susu/partner/djanggi?
What’s the difference between your trust in a susu/partner/djanggi and in a bank or credit
union?
What are the challenges and rewards? Can you describe any problems with your
susu/partner/djanggi?
Ever had problems paying your hand? What happens? What happens if others don’t pay
their hand?
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How would you describe your banking practices? Any difficulties getting a loan or
securing credit?
Probing Responsive Questions
It would be great if you could explain more about …
I want to be sure I understand, so can you clarify what you do with your drawer?
Can you provide more details on any other ROSCAs? Why did you join this one?
How has this ROSCA changed since you became a member?
How has participation in the ROSCA changed the nature of their relationships with their
co-workers?
Have you had experience with other ROSCAs, inside and outside the workplace?
Other than ROSCAs, what other financial services do you use? Anything else you can
think of …
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